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1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Lowering dependence on fossil-based fuels has become a major area of focus in 
research, especially in transportation fuels. One particularly interesting field is that of 
hydrogen production. Hydrogen is promising because it has the potential to emit no 
greenhouse gases when used as fuel and is an excellent vessel for energy storage. 
Because traditional methods for its generation are inefficient and require nonrenewable 
fuel use, researchers have begun to focus on thermochemical cycles. 
Thermochemical cycles are systems that require heat transfer intrinsically and do 
not consume fossil fuels nor emit greenhouse gases if renewable energy is used for 
heating. The hybrid sulfur process (HyS) has become a premiere cycle recently, as it is 
one of the simplest hydrolysis cycles with only two steps in the reaction and just two 
inputs, sulfuric acid and water, and still provides high purity hydrogen. The first reaction 
is endothermic, the high-temperature decomposition of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) into sulfur 
dioxide and water. Two different sources for the heat energy are viable, nuclear and solar 
power. These products are then fed to an electrolyzer in which sulfuric acid and hydrogen 
protons are produced at the anode, then the protons are passed across the membrane to 
form hydrogen. H2 is removed as the desired product and H2SO4 is recycled to the 
decomposition step5.  
 The Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) has been focusing research on the reactor 
needed for the high temperature acid decomposition step of the reaction. In particular, the 
materials needed to accommodate such high temperatures are difficult to design and 
implement into the needed equipment. SNL has developed the innovative bayonet 
decomposition reactor that minimizes these concerns. The reactor consists of two 
concentric flow paths, one closed and one open tube. High temperatures are applied at the 
closed end while the sulfuric acid enters in the open end where it is vaporized before 
passing through a catalyst bed where the decomposition takes place. For the HyS process 
to be viable, it is very important for the high-temperature reaction step to consume as 




analyses performed by Savannah River National Laboratory (SRNL) determined a 
feasible minimum energy requirement of 328.6 kJ/mol H2 based on a feed concentration 
of 75% sulfuric acid4. 
SRNL has been researching the SO2-depolarized electrolyzer (SDE), which 
applies a potential to the process fluid to separate water into oxygen, hydrogen protons, 
and electrons, which recombine to form hydrogen gas and reform the sulfuric acid1. 
Engineers at SRNL have developed a flowsheet for the HyS process integrating the 
bayonet reactor heat source with the SDE using ASPEN Plus. It was found that the two 
areas of the process that require heat input are the Bayonet Reactor and the Vacuum 
Column reboiler, used for feed concentration, at 340.3 kJ/mol H2 and 75.5 kJ/mol H2, 
respectively. The total amount of electric energy required was found to be 120.9 kJ/mol 
H2, used primarily by the SDE. Therefore, the total energy requirement of the process is 
685.8 kJ/mol H2, with 252.9 kJ/mol H2 rejected to cooling water. Thermal efficiencies 
were found to be in the range of 33-39%2. 
The HyS process can only be a viable option if it has the potential to outperform 
alternate hydrogen production techniques. Water electrolysis is one established 
technology with which the HyS must be able to compete. According to the Nernst 
equation, standard cell potential for the SDE is lower than that of water electrolysis with 
traditional water at -1.229V and the HyS process at -0.158; therefore, considerably less 
electricity per mole of hydrogen product is consumed in the HyS process6. The research 
discussed above has found that the HyS process has the potential to perform at 
efficiencies higher than that of water electrolysis, making it a promising area of research. 
The HyS process also has an advantage over other potential thermochemical cycles due 
to its relatively simple and few reaction steps. The HyS process also has an advantage 
over natural gas reforming, which currently produces a large amount of hydrogen 
currently, in that it is a much cleaner energy source and emits no greenhouse gases. 







1.2 DESIGN BASIS 
 
1.2.1 Feedstock and Product Purity 
 
The feedstock is pure water and sulfuric acid, from which oxygen and hydrogen 
are produced. 73 weight % of pure hydrogen is produced and 99% pure oxygen. 
 
1.2.2 Process Concept Diagram 
 
 
Figure 1: Process Concept Diagram 
 
 
1.2.3 Overall Material Balance 
From the material balance shown below in Figure 2, it can be seen that 3616.63 
kg/h of hydrogen are produced, or 95.48 tons/day. In order to achieve this, 33,480 kg/h 
water must be fed to the process and 28,718 kg/h oxygen is produced as byproduct. 







































1.3.1 Physical Properties 
 
Table 1: Physical properties of all components of HyS System from Aspen Plus V8.8 
Component Molecular Weight (g/mol) Critical Temp. (oC) Critical Pressure (kPa) Normal Boiling Point (oC) 
H2O 18.02 374.15 22048.32 100.05 
H2SO4 98.079 650.85 6400 279.85 
H2 1.008 -239.95 1296.96 -252.75 
O2 32 -118.55 5045.985 -182.95 
SO2 64.064 157.65 7883.085 -10.15 
SO3 80.066 217.85 8207.325 44.85 
ZH2O 18.02 374.15 22048.32 100.05 
ZH2SO4 98.079 650.85 6400 279.85 
ZH2 1.008 -239.95 1296.96 -252.75 
ZO2 32 -118.55 5045.985 -182.95 
ZSO2 64.064 157.65 7883.085 -10.15 
ZSO3 80.066 217.85 8207.325 44.85 
OH- 17.01 --- --- 100.05 
HSO3- 81.076 --- --- 279.85 
H3O+ 19.03 --- --- -252.75 
SO32- 80.066 --- ---- -182.95 






Two different thermodynamic packages were used in the development of this 
design. The first, the OLI Mixed Solvent Electrolyte Model, was used for a majority of 
the system. This model is known to provide a good representation of the vapor-liquid 
equilibrium system with Water-Sulfuric Acid-Sulfur Dioxide, which is a large part of this 
process. Within the bayonet reactor, however, the PC-SAFT equation of state were used, 
because this provides a good representation for the high temperature version of the same 
vapor liquid equilibrium, while the OLI Model does not. These two models have slightly 
different parameters in the ASPEN Plus program, which is why Z-components were 
defined as well as regular. These Z components function only in the areas of the process 
where the PC-SAFT is used. The transition between these two models was performed by 
adding dummy heaters and coolers, DMY-01 through 04, which have no physical analog. 
 
1.3.3 Reaction Chemistry 
 
Initially, through the addition of heat from solar energy, sulfuric acid decomposes to 
sulfur trioxide and water in gaseous phase, shown as reaction 1. More heat is added to the 
reactor, causing the decomposition of the sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide and oxygen as 
can be seen in reaction 2.  
1)   
2)   
Reactions 1 and  2 can be simplified into reaction  3, where sulfuric acid decomposes 
at 800 oC to oxygen, sulfur dioxide, and water, and half of the oxygen formed escapes. 
3)  
The components are cooled after decomposition is completed, and the rest of the 
oxygen is removed. Once water is added, step 4 of the reaction pathway is achieved, 





Hydrogen molecules present and all the oxygen combine with sulfur dioxide to 
reform sulfuric acid. Excess hydrogen protons are conducted across the electrolyte 
separator, where they combine with electrons and form hydrogen gas in step 5.  
5)  
Steps 4 and 5 can be simplified to step 6, where the overall electrolysis and 
formation reaction is shown. 
6)  
The reformed sulfuric acid and excess water in 6 is then recycled to the 
beginning, restarting the hybrid sulfur process while the hydrogen is collected as product. 
In theory, all the SO2 is consumed in the reaction, though this will not be true in practice. 
All unused reactants are recycled to the feed stream4. Figure 4, shown below, exhibits the 
reaction chemistry cycle. 
Figure 4:Reaction Chemistry Cycle 
1.3.4 Reaction Kinetics 
The reaction takes place on the flowsheet in the SHC reactor block, which is 




minimizing the Gibbs free energy; therefore, it determines phase equilibrium without 
specific reaction kinetic information. Due to this fact, no specific kinetic information can 
be obtained in regards to the chemical reaction. The general equation for the 
minimization of Gibbs free energy is shown below in Equation 7.  










Equation 8, the expression for the fugacity in the gas phase, is shown below. In 
addition, fi
0 is 1 bar at the pure ideal gas state. The combination of these with Equation 7 









 To minimize the Gibbs free energy, Equation 9 is used as the objective function to 
minimize limited to the constraints of Equation 10, shown below8. This minimization 
process was solved via the RGibbs reactor model in Aspen Plus V8.8. Therefore, the 













1.4 BASE CASE PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
Stream 51, pure water, enters the cathode side of the SDE at 315 K and 12 bar. 
The SDE is modeled as a box with the following assumptions: 40% SO2 conversion and 
an operating cell voltage of .6V. Stream 49, consisting of primarily liquid SO2 in water, 
enters the anode side of the electrolyzer. Stream 52 exits the cathode side of the SDE at 
397K and 12 bar consisting of vapor H2 and H2O. This stream then enters heat exchanger 
HXPREP10 which cools the stream to 353K and exits as Stream 53 before entering flash 
drum FLPREP5 to remove excess water. The vapor product, stream 56, consisting of 
primarily H2 vapor exits at 12 bar as product. The bottoms liquid product, stream 54, 
consisting of almost pure water is recycled by stream 55 to tank TPrep2 where it is mixed 
with additional water from stream 50. Water exits TPrep2 via stream 51 where it is fed to 
the cathode side of the electrolyzer. 
         Stream 57, a mix of primarily liquid H2SO4, H2O, and SO2, exits the anode side of 
the SDE at 397K and 12 bar where it is cooled by heat exchanger HXPREP5 to 393K and 
exits as stream 58. Stream 58 passes through throttling valve VPREP1 where the pressure 
drops to 3 bar, and enters flash drum FLPREP4. The bottom liquid product stream 60, 
consisting of liquid water and H2SO4, is throttled via valve VPREP3 to 1 bar. Stream 61 
exits the valve and is heated to 393K by heat exchanger HXPREP9. Stream 62 exits the 
heat exchanger and enters flash drum FLPREP6. The bottom liquid product, stream 81, is 
~40 wt% H2SO4 and is recycled to the reactor. The top vapor product exits as stream 68. 
The electrolyzer portion of the process flow diagram is shown below in Figure 5. 
         The top vapor product from FLPREP4, stream 63, consists of vapor SO2 and is 




the heat exchanger and is split into streams 65 and 66 by splitter SPPREP1. Stream 65 is 
later recycled back to the electrolyzer. Stream 66 is throttled by VPREP2 to 1 bar where 
it becomes stream 67. Stream 67 is mixed with stream 68, the vapor product from 
FLPREP6, by MIXPREP1 to form stream 69. Stream 69 is cooled to 313K by heat 
exchanger HXPREP12 and exits as stream 70 where it enters FLPREP2. The bottom 
product, stream 71, consists of primarily liquid water and is pumped by PPREP2 to 4 bar 
and exits as stream 72. The top vapor product from FLPREP2 exits as stream 73, vapor 
SO2, and is compressed to 4 bar and 433K via compressor CMPPREP3. Stream 74 exits 
the compressor and is cooled to 313K by heat exchanger HXPREP7. Stream 75 exits the 
heat exchanger and enters flash drum FLPREP3. Stream 76, liquid SO2 in water, exits the 
bottom of the flash drum and enters PPREP3 along with stream 72. The pump increases 
the pressure to 12 bar and stream 78 exits the pump where it is fed to storage tank 
TSEP2. The top vapor product from FLPREP3, stream 77, consists of liquid SO2 and 
enters compressor CMPPREP4 where it is compressed to 12 bar and becomes stream 79. 
Stream 79 is cooled by HXPREP8 to 313K and enters flash drum FLSEP2.This portion 
of the process flow diagram is shown below in Figure 6. 
         Stream 1, the H2SO4 recycle from the SDE, is combined with recycle stream 10 
and stored in T1. Stream 2, water and H2SO4, exits T1 and enters heat exchanger 
SHXCONC where it is heated to a two-phase mixture at 417K. This stream then enters 
flash drum SFLCONC where vapor water exits as stream 13 from the top, and a more 
concentrated H2SO4 stream exits the bottom. Stream 13 is condensed and cooled to 313K 
and enters FLSEP1. Stream 4 then passes through a series of heaters and reactors to 
model the evaporation and decomposition of H2SO4. After the reaction has occurred, the 
product is cooled and condensed via heat exchangers SHXRCVRB and SCONDENS to 
form stream 9. Stream 9 consists of non-reacted SO2 and water. This stream enters flash 
drum SFLDECO where the bottoms product, stream 10, exits as H2SO4 and water and is 
recycled back to the reactor feed. The top products from SFLDECO, stream 11, is heated 
and partially condensed to 313K by heat exchanger SHXD2 and exits as stream 12 before 
entering FLSEP1. This portion of the process flow diagram is shown below in Figure 7. 
The bottom product from FLSEP1, stream 15 consisting primarily of water, is 




SHXSEP3 and exits as stream 17 before entering TSEP2. Stream 18 exits from the top of 
FLSEP1, consisting of O2 and SO2, and is compressed by compressor CMPRSEP1 to 4 
bar and exits as stream 19. Stream 19 enters heat exchanger SHXSEP1 where it is cooled 
to 353K and exits as stream 20. This stream is compressed by compressor CMPRSEP2 to 
12 bar and becomes stream 21. Stream 21 enters heat exchanger SHXSEP2 where it is 
cooled to 313K and becomes stream 22 before entering FLSEP2. Stream 80 and 22 are 
fed to flash drum FLSEP2. The bottoms product leaves as stream 23, consisting of water 
and SO2, and enters tank TSEP2. The stream leaving the tank is stream 25. Stream 24 
exits from the top of FLSEP2 consisting of SO2 and O2 and enters tank TSEP1. This 
portion of the process flow diagram is shown below in Figure 8. 
Stream 26 exits TSEP1 and enters KSEP along with stream 25. Stream 28 exits 
the top of KSEP as a vapor oxygen product. Stream 27 exits the bottom as water and SO2 
which is then split into streams 29 and 46 by splitter SPSEP1. Stream 46 is cooled to 
313K by heat exchanger HXPREP1 and exits as stream 47. Stream 47 is fed into tank 
TPREP1. This portion of the process flow diagram is shown below in Figure 9. 
Stream 29 exiting SPSEP1 is fed to heat exchanger HXSEP5 where it is heated to 
362K and exits as stream 30. Stream 30 is throttled to 1 bar and 340K by VSEP1 and 
exits as stream 31. This stream enters flash drum FLSEP3 and exits as stream 32 on the 
bottom and 33 on the top. Stream 32, liquid water, is fed to KDESOR. The bottom 
product of KDESOR, stream 36, consists of water and enters pump PSEP2 where the 
pressure is increased to 12 bar and exits as stream 37. This stream enters heat exchanger 
HXSEP4 where it is cooled to 300K and exits as stream 38. Stream 38, virtually pure 
water, is then fed to KSEP. This portion of the process flow diagram is shown below in 
Figure 10. 
The top products from FLSEP3 and KDESOR, streams 33 and 35, respectively, 
consist of primarily of SO2 and are mixed in mixer MIXSEP1 before exiting as stream 
34. This stream is then fed to heat exchanger HXPREP2 where it is heated to 342 and 
exits as stream 39. This stream is compressed to 3 bar via CMPREP1 and exits as stream 
40. Stream 40 enters heat exchanger HXPREP3 where it is cooled and partially 
condensed to 313K and exits as stream 41. This stream then enters FLPREP1 along with 




fed to compressor CMPREP2 where it exits at 12 bar and 435K and becomes stream 45. 
This stream then enters TPREP1. The bottom product from FLPREP1, stream 42, 
consists of liquid SO2 in water and enters pump PPREP1 where it leaves at 12 bar and 
313K as stream 43. Stream 43 is then fed to TPREP1. Stream 48, which consists of 2-
phase SO2 and water, exits TPREP1 where it is fed to heat exchanger HXPREP4 and 
exits at 313K, and virtually all liquid, as stream 49. Finally, stream 49 is fed to the anode 
side of the electrolyzer to complete the process loop. This portion of the process flow 
diagram is shown below in Figure 11. 
1.5 PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAMS 
 
 












































































1.6 BASE CASE EFFICIENCY 
One major consideration in the development of the hybrid sulfur flowsheet is the 
overall efficiency. In order to better understand the flowsheet, the efficiency was 





 A lower heating value (LHV) of 120.21 MJ/kg and a higher heating value (HHV) 
of 142.18MJ/kg were used to calculate both the lower and upper efficiency values3. The 
total thermal input required for the base case condition of 1573K and 1 bar in the reactor 
was found to be 999.8269 MJ/kmol H2. 239.038 MJ/kmol H2 of the heat requirement was 
consumed by the heat exchangers.  729.7118 MJ/kmol H2, 73% of the total thermal 
energy required, was attributed to the bayonet reactor, and KDESOR used in the gas 
separation consumed the remainder of the thermal energy. An electric-to-thermal 
efficiency of 30% was assumed. The total amount of electric power consumed was 
146.05 MJ/kmol H2 with 115.78 MJ/kmol consumed by the electrolyzer and the rest 
consumed by pumps and compressors. The LHV efficiency was found to be 16.3%, and 
















1.7.4.1 Power Failure 
 
1.7.4.2 Utility Failures 
 
1.7.4.2.1 Steam System Failure 
 
1.7.4.2.2 Cooling System Failure 
 
1.7.4.3 Upstream Unit Failure 
 





2 STREAM SUMMARY TABLES 
 
Table 2: Stream Summary of HyS System from Aspen Plus V8.8 
Stream Number  1 2 3 4 4A 4B 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 0.000 0.316 0.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 393.000 392.820 417.000 417.000 590.969 591.969 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.34E+04 1.36E+04 1.36E+04 9.31E+03 8.02E+03 8.03E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 3.53E+05 3.58E+05 3.58E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)  
H2O 11606.180 11808.270 11808.270 7500.212 6210.085 6220.578 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 1290.127 1279.634 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.131 0.131 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 1794.943 1808.347 1808.345 1808.345 518.219 528.712 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac  
H2O 0.866 0.867 0.867 0.806 0.774 0.775 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.161 0.159 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.134 0.133 0.133 0.194 0.065 0.066 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 






Stream Number  4C 4D 4DDUP 5 6 6A 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 591.969 591.969 591.969 673.000 673.000 773.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 8.03E+03 8.03E+03 8.03E+03 8.03E+03 8.56E+03 9.17E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 6220.578 6220.578 6220.578 6220.578 6748.855 7361.487 
ZH2SO4 1279.634 1279.634 1279.634 1279.634 751.357 138.725 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 528.712 528.712 528.712 528.712 1056.989 1669.621 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.789 0.803 
ZH2SO4 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.088 0.015 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  6B 6C 6D 6DUP 6E 6F 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 873.000 973.000 1073.000 673.000 1173.000 1273.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 9.28E+03 9.30E+03 9.31E+03 8.56E+03 9.31E+03 9.40E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 7471.530 7492.173 7497.205 6748.855 7498.664 7500.210 
ZH2SO4 28.682 8.039 3.007 751.357 1.548 0.001 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 91.113 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 182.227 
ZSO3 1779.664 1800.306 1805.339 1056.989 1806.797 1626.118 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.805 0.806 0.806 0.789 0.806 0.798 
ZH2SO4 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.088 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.019 








Stream Number  6G 6H 7 7A 7ADUP 7B 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 1373.000 1473.000 1573.000 484.715 484.715 484.715 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7486.835 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.377 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 897.471 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1794.942 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.027 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 7500.196 7500.203 7500.206 7486.835 7486.835 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.016 0.009 0.006 13.377 13.377 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 885.177 896.573 897.471 897.471 897.471 0.000 
ZSO2 1770.354 1793.147 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 0.000 
ZSO3 37.976 15.190 13.398 0.027 0.027 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.735 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.088 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.176 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.736 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.087 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.000 
ZSO2 0.174 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.000 







Stream Number  7C 7D 7DUP 7E 7F 7G 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 484.715 1473.000 1573.000 1373.000 1273.000 1173.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 7486.908 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 13.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 897.471 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 1794.942 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 7500.206 7500.206 7500.206 7500.205 7500.201 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.010 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 897.471 897.471 897.471 897.471 897.471 
ZSO2 0.000 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 
ZSO3 0.000 13.398 13.398 13.398 13.397 13.393 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.735 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.088 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.176 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 
ZSO2 0.000 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 









Stream Number  7H 7I 7J 7K 7L 7M 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 1073.000 973.000 873.000 773.000 673.000 573.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 7500.191 7500.157 7500.018 7499.265 7494.873 7487.781 
ZH2SO4 0.020 0.054 0.194 0.947 5.339 12.431 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 897.471 897.471 897.471 897.471 897.471 897.471 
ZSO2 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 1794.942 
ZSO3 13.383 13.349 13.210 12.457 8.065 0.973 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 0.735 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 0.088 
ZSO2 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 0.176 








Stream Number  8 9 10 11 12 13 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 0.979 0.000 1.000 0.284 1.000 
Temperature (K) 483.715 370.000 370.000 370.000 313.000 417.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.02E+04 1.02E+04 2.16E+02 9.99E+03 9.99E+03 4.31E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.80E+05 2.80E+05 4.72E+03 2.75E+05 2.75E+05 7.76E+04 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 7487.802 7500.212 202.091 7298.121 7298.121 4308.059 
H2SO4 12.410 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 897.471 897.471 0.000 897.471 897.471 0.000 
SO2 1794.942 1794.942 0.131 1794.811 1794.811 0.130 
SO3 0.994 13.404 13.404 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.735 0.735 0.937 0.731 0.731 1.000 
H2SO4 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.088 0.088 0.000 0.090 0.090 0.000 
SO2 0.176 0.176 0.001 0.180 0.180 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.001 0.062 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  14 15 16 17 18 19 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 313.000 313.853 313.967 313.000 313.853 444.396 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 1.000 11.843 11.843 1.000 3.948 
Total flow (kmol/h) 4.31E+03 1.15E+04 1.15E+04 1.15E+04 2.80E+03 2.80E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 7.76E+04 2.12E+05 2.12E+05 2.12E+05 1.41E+05 1.41E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 4308.061 11393.220 11393.220 11393.220 212.957 212.957 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.069 0.069 0.069 897.401 897.401 
SO2 0.130 104.336 104.336 104.336 1690.606 1690.606 
SO3 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 1.000 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.076 0.076 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.320 0.320 
SO2 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.604 0.604 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  20 21 22 23 24 25 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 0.650 0.000 1.000 0.000 
Temperature (K) 353.000 465.461 313.000 312.926 312.926 314.225 
Pressure (atm) 3.948 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 
Total flow (kmol/h) 2.80E+03 2.80E+03 2.80E+03 1.09E+03 1.83E+03 1.52E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 1.41E+05 1.41E+05 1.41E+05 6.03E+04 8.77E+04 3.21E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 212.957 212.957 212.957 203.033 12.086 14173.320 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 897.401 897.401 897.401 0.160 903.326 0.232 
SO2 1690.606 1690.606 1690.606 883.896 913.821 1022.842 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.187 0.007 0.933 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.320 0.320 0.320 0.000 0.494 0.000 
SO2 0.604 0.604 0.604 0.813 0.500 0.067 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  26 27 28 29 30 31 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.002 0.067 
Temperature (K) 312.926 314.416 300.040 314.416 362.000 340.369 
Pressure (atm) 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.83E+03 3.65E+04 9.00E+02 2.20E+04 2.20E+04 2.20E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 8.77E+04 7.48E+05 2.88E+04 4.51E+05 4.51E+05 4.51E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 12.086 34605.410 2.804 20877.240 20877.240 20877.240 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 903.326 6.087 897.471 3.672 3.672 3.672 
SO2 913.821 1936.663 0.000 1168.377 1168.377 1168.377 
SO3 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.007 0.947 0.003 0.947 0.947 0.947 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.494 0.000 0.997 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.500 0.053 0.000 0.053 0.053 0.053 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  32 33 34 35 36 37 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 
Temperature (K) 340.369 340.369 340.839 341.612 372.902 374.055 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 11.843 
Total flow (kmol/h) 2.06E+04 1.47E+03 1.63E+03 1.57E+02 2.04E+04 2.04E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 3.76E+05 7.52E+04 8.32E+04 7.92E+03 3.68E+05 3.68E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 20469.010 408.224 454.432 46.208 20422.810 20422.810 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.001 3.672 3.672 0.001 0.000 0.000 
SO2 110.629 1057.748 1168.377 110.629 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.995 0.278 0.279 0.295 1.000 1.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.005 0.720 0.718 0.705 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  38 39 40 41 42 43 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.727 0.000 0.000 
Temperature (K) 300.000 342.000 444.176 313.000 312.972 313.195 
Pressure (atm) 11.843 0.987 2.961 2.961 2.961 11.843 
Total flow (kmol/h) 2.04E+04 1.63E+03 1.63E+03 1.63E+03 1.17E+03 1.17E+03 
Total flow (kg/h) 3.68E+05 8.32E+04 8.32E+04 8.32E+04 2.33E+04 2.33E+04 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 20422.810 454.432 454.432 454.432 1126.281 1126.281 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 3.672 3.672 3.672 0.006 0.006 
SO2 0.000 1168.377 1168.377 1168.377 47.044 47.044 
SO3 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 1.000 0.279 0.279 0.279 0.960 0.960 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.718 0.718 0.718 0.040 0.040 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  44 45 46 47 48 49 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.168 0.032 
Temperature (K) 312.972 435.179 314.416 313.000 338.959 313.000 
Pressure (atm) 2.961 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 
Total flow (kmol/h) 4.09E+03 4.09E+03 1.45E+04 1.45E+04 1.98E+04 1.98E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 2.47E+05 2.47E+05 2.97E+05 2.97E+05 5.67E+05 5.67E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 101.383 101.383 13728.170 13728.170 14955.840 14955.840 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 316.745 316.745 2.415 2.415 319.166 319.166 
SO2 3669.745 3669.745 768.286 768.286 4485.075 4485.075 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.025 0.025 0.947 0.947 0.757 0.757 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.077 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.016 
SO2 0.898 0.898 0.053 0.053 0.227 0.227 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  50 51 52 53 54 55 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.954 0.000 0.000 
Temperature (K) 313.000 315.042 397.155 353.000 353.000 353.000 
Pressure (atm) 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 11.843 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.86E+03 1.96E+03 1.96E+03 1.96E+03 8.98E+01 9.99E+01 
Total flow (kg/h) 3.35E+04 3.53E+04 6.58E+03 6.58E+03 1.62E+03 1.80E+03 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 1858.416 1958.331 164.301 164.301 89.831 99.915 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 1794.030 1794.030 0.014 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 1.000 1.000 0.084 0.084 1.000 1.000 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.916 0.916 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  56 57 58 59 60 61 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 0.155 0.151 0.187 0.000 0.010 
Temperature (K) 353.000 397.155 393.000 375.032 375.032 371.056 
Pressure (atm) 11.843 11.843 11.843 2.961 2.961 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.87E+03 1.98E+04 1.98E+04 1.98E+04 1.61E+04 1.61E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 4.96E+03 5.96E+05 5.96E+05 5.96E+05 4.05E+05 4.05E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 74.470 14955.830 14955.830 14955.830 14167.730 14167.730 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 1794.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 319.166 319.166 319.166 0.067 0.067 
SO2 0.000 2691.045 2691.045 2691.045 93.628 93.628 
SO3 0.000 1794.032 1794.032 1794.032 1794.032 1794.032 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.040 0.757 0.757 0.757 0.882 0.882 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.960 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.000 0.000 
SO2 0.000 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.006 0.006 
SO3 0.000 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.112 0.112 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  62 63 64 65 66 67 
Vapor mole fraction 0.165 1.000 0.799 0.799 0.799 0.812 
Temperature (K) 393.000 375.032 313.000 313.000 313.000 299.972 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 2.961 2.961 2.961 2.961 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.61E+04 3.70E+03 3.70E+03 3.63E+03 6.99E+01 6.99E+01 
Total flow (kg/h) 4.05E+05 1.91E+05 1.91E+05 1.87E+05 3.60E+03 3.60E+03 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 14167.730 788.101 788.101 773.232 14.869 14.869 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.067 319.099 319.099 313.078 6.020 6.020 
SO2 93.628 2597.417 2597.417 2548.412 49.005 49.005 
SO3 1794.032 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.882 0.213 0.213 0.213 0.213 0.213 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 
SO2 0.006 0.701 0.701 0.701 0.701 0.701 
SO3 0.112 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  68 69 70 71 72 73 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 1.000 0.045 0.000 0.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 393.000 384.409 313.000 313.000 313.052 313.000 
Pressure (atm) 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 3.948 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 2.66E+03 2.73E+03 2.73E+03 2.60E+03 2.60E+03 1.23E+02 
Total flow (kg/h) 5.21E+04 5.57E+04 5.57E+04 4.85E+04 4.85E+04 7.25E+03 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)       
H2O 2564.358 2579.227 2579.227 2570.209 2570.209 9.018 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.067 6.087 6.087 0.002 0.002 6.085 
SO2 92.717 141.722 141.722 34.197 34.197 107.525 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac       
H2O 0.965 0.946 0.946 0.987 0.987 0.074 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.050 
SO2 0.035 0.052 0.052 0.013 0.013 0.877 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  74 75 76 77 
Vapor mole fraction 1.000 0.941 0.000 1.000 
Temperature (K) 433.123 313.000 313.000 313.000 
Pressure (atm) 3.948 3.948 3.948 3.948 
Total flow (kmol/h) 1.23E+02 1.23E+02 7.27E+00 1.15E+02 
Total flow (kg/h) 7.25E+03 7.25E+03 1.50E+02 7.10E+03 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)     
H2O 9.018 9.018 6.856 2.163 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 6.085 6.085 0.000 6.085 
SO2 107.525 107.525 0.413 107.111 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac     
H2O 0.074 0.074 0.943 0.019 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.053 
SO2 0.877 0.877 0.057 0.929 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 








Stream Number  78 79 80 81 
Vapor mole fraction 0.000 1.000 0.117 0.000 
Temperature (K) 313.194 407.770 313.000 393.000 
Pressure (atm) 11.843 11.843 11.843 0.987 
Total flow (kmol/h) 2.61E+03 1.15E+02 1.15E+02 1.34E+04 
Total flow (kg/h) 4.86E+04 7.10E+03 7.10E+03 3.53E+05 
Comp Flowrates (kmol/h)     
H2O 2577.064 2.163 2.163 11603.370 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.002 6.085 6.085 0.000 
SO2 34.610 107.111 107.111 0.912 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 1794.032 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mole Frac     
H2O 0.987 0.019 0.019 0.866 
H2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
O2 0.000 0.053 0.053 0.000 
SO2 0.013 0.929 0.929 0.000 
SO3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.134 
OH- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO3- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
HSO4- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H3O+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO3-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SO4-2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2SO4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZH2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
ZSO2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 





3 EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
3.1 Equipment list 
 




High temperature vapor phase decomposition of Sulfuric Acid 
to SO2 and O2 
Electrolyzer 




Separate the O2 gas from the reactor product stream 
KSEP 
Vessels 
SFLDECO Recycles unreacted sulfuric acid to reactor 
SFLCONC 
Used with SHXCONC heat exchanger to concentrate the 
sulfuric acid entering the reactor  
FLSEP1, FLSEP2 
Post-reactor separations before entering the gas separation 
portion 
FLSEP3 Water exits the bottom of the vessel to be fed to KDESOR 
FLPREP1, FLPREP2, 
FLPREP3 
Aids in the recycle of unreacted SO2 from the electrolyzer to 
the process 
FLPREP4, FLPREP6 
Post-electrolyzer separation of sulfuric acid to recycle to 
reactor 
Pumps 
PSEP1, PSEP2 Increase pressure to gas separation operating conditions 
PPREP1 Increase pressure to electrolyzer operating conditions 
PPREP2, PPREP3 





Increase pressure of reactor products to prepare for gas 
separation 
CMPREP1, CMPREP2 




Compress to aid in recycle of unreacted SO2 from the 
electrolyzer 
Heat Exchangers 
SHXCONC Concentrates sulfuric acid to desired wt% for the reactor 
SXD1, SHXD Cools reactor products before being separated via flash drum 
SHXSEP1, SHXSEP2, 
SHXSEP3 
Cooling of reactor products to prepare for gas separation 











Heating and cooling of recycled SO2 stream from the 
electrolyzer 
HXPREP9 
Heating of stream to prepare for separation of sulfuric acid to 
be recycled 
HXPREP 10 Cooling of hydrogen product stream from the electrolyzer 
 
3.2 Columns 
Table 4: Column Specifications 
Columns KSEP KDESOR 
Material Titanium Titanium 
Diameter (m) 2.75578 3.16324 
Tray Numbers/Type 13 6 
Max Pressure (bar) 12 1 
Tray Spacing (in) 13.8 13.8 
Packing Height 4.2 1.75 
Column Height (m) 7.2 4.75 
Reboiler Duty (MW)  15.464506 
 
3.3 Heat Exchangers 
Table 5: Heat Exchangers Specifications 
Heat Exchangers HXPREP1 HXPREP2 HXPREP3 HXPREP4 HXPREP5 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Size (m2) 131.925 2.007 656.218 4878.982 425.782 
Type Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head 
Number of Shells 1 1 2 10 1 
Hot Stream 46_To_47 LP Steam 40_To_41 48_To_49 57_To_59 
Cold Stream Cooling Water 34_To_39 Cooling Water Cooling Water Air 
Shell P (bar) (utilities) 1 4 1 1 1 
Tube P (bar) (Process Fluid) 12 1 3 12 12 






Heat Exchangers HXPREP6 HXPREP7 HXPREP8 HXPREP9 HXPREP10 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Size (m2) 1458.368 23.381 78.340 2929.980 365.514 
Type Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head 
Number of Shells 3 2 1 6 1 
Hot Stream 63_To_64 74_To_75 79_To_80 MP Steam 52_To_53 
Cold Stream Cooling Water Cooling Water Cooling Water 61_To_62 Air 
Shell Pressure (bar) (utilities) 1 1 1 9 1 
Tube (bar) (Process Fluid) 3 4 12 1 12 
Load (kJ/h) 4.06E+07 9.31E+05 2.72E+06 1.33E+08 6.29E+06 
 
Heat Exchangers HXPREP12 HXSEP4 HXSEP5 SHXCONC SHXD1 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Size (m2) 3980.357 2206.081 2153.298 7316.418 5528.118 
Type Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head 
Number of Shells 8 5 5 15 12 
Hot Stream 69_To_70 37_To_38 LP Steam MP Steam 13_To_14 
Cold Stream Cooling Water Refrigerant 1 29_To_30 2_To_3 Cooling Water 
Shell Pressure (bar) 
(utilities) 
1 1 4 9 1 
Tube (bar) (Process Fluid) 1 12 12 1 1 
Load (kJ/h) 1.19E+08 1.14E+08 8.42E+07 2.12E+08 2.02E+08 
 
 
Heat Exchangers SHXD2 SHXSEP1 SHXSEP2 SHXSEP3 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Size (m2) 12292.530 459.578 903.027 69.982 
Type Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head Floating Head 
Number of Shells 25 1 2 1 
Hot Stream 11_To_12 19_To_20 21_To_22 16_To_17 
Cold Stream Cooling Water Air Cooling Water Cooling Water 
Shell Pressure (bar) (utilities) 1 1 1 1 
Tube (bar) (Process Fluid) 1 4 12 12 







Table 6: Compressors Specifications 
Compressors and Drives CMPREP1 CMPREP2 CMPPREP3 
Material/Type Nickel/Centrifugal Nickel/Centrifugal Nickel/Centrifugal 
Power (MW) 1.844 5.375 0.165 
Efficiency  0.85 0.85 0.85 
 
Compressors and Drives CMPPREP4 CMPRSEP1 CMPRSEP2 
Material/Type Nickel/Centrifugal Nickel/Centrifugal Nickel/Centrifugal 
Power (MW) 0.115 3.812 3.272 




Table 7: Pumps Specifications 
Pumps PPREP1 PPREP2 PPREP3 PSEP1 PSEP2 
Type Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal 
Material Nickel Alloy Nickel Alloy Nickel Alloy Nickel Alloy Nickel Alloy 
Net Work (MW) 0.0104 0.0064 0.0171 0.0840 0.3816 
Efficiency 0.5324 0.6255 0.6258 0.7648 0.8572 
Pressure In (bar) 3 1 4 1 1 
Pressure Out (bar) 12 4 12 12 12 
 
3.6 Vessels 
Table 8: Vessels Specifications 
Vessels FLPREP1 FLPREP2 FLPREP3 FLPREP4 FLPREP5 
Orientation Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Flowrate (m3/s) 6.16E-03 1.33E-02 3.88E-05 8.62E-02 4.62E-04 
Pressure(bar) 0 0 0 0 0 
L/D 5 5 5 5 5 
Length (m) 4.901 6.333 0.905 11.808 2.067 
Diameter (m) 0.980 1.267 0.181 2.362 0.413 







Vessels FLPREP6 FLSEP1 FLSEP2 FLSEP3 SFLCONC SFLDECO 
Orientation Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical 
Material Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium Titanium 
Flowrate (m3/s) 7.34E-02 5.85E-02 1.06E-02 1.06E-01 5.56E-02 1.12E-03 
Pressure(bar) 0 1 0 0 0 0 
L/D 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Length (m) 11.190 10.376 5.866 12.639 10.202 2.779 
Diameter (m) 2.238 2.075 1.173 2.528 2.040 0.556 




Table 9: Reactors Specifications 
Reactors Electrolyzer Bayonet Reactor (1573K) 
Power (MW)  57.699 363.643 
 
 
4 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 BASIS FOR EQUIPMENT COSTS 
 
4.1.1 Methodology 
Economic analysis was conducted using CAPCOST, a Microsoft Excel program 
that estimates capital and operating costs based on the technical specifications of a 
chemical plant.  
When calculating expenses for individual pieces of equipment, CAPCOST 
accounts for the additive costs associated with installation and as well as any unique 
construction methods or materials needed to operate at real process conditions. The bare 
module factor, FBM, is a multiplicative factor that converts the purchase costs of carbon 
steel equipment intended for operation at atmospheric pressure, Cop , to the bare module 
cost, CBM. This bare module technique is meant to convey realistic figures for installed 







The bare module factor is determined using a separate equation, and is dependent 
on tabulated equipment-dependent constants B1 and B2, a pressure factor Fp, and a 




Cash flow analysis is conducted using an estimated grass roots cost CGR, indicative of the 
fixed capital investment needed to construct all the required equipment on a new site. In 
CAPCOST, this is calculated using many additional factors related to costs for freight, 
insurance, taxes, etc. An approximate value for CGR can be calculated in relation to C
o
BM, 
the bare module equipment cost at base conditions. 
 
 
4.1.2 Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index 
Cost indexes are dimensionless numbers that reflect economic change over time, 
effectively accounting for inflation and deflation. The Chemical Engineering Plant Cost 
Index (CEPCI) specifically focuses on how the costs of equipment, construction labor, 
buildings, and engineering-supervision have changed in relation to previous years. A new 
value is published monthly in Chemical Engineering, but it is most pragmatic to consider 
yearly averages.  The values reported herein were calculated using a CEPCI of 576.1, the 
average value for 2014. 
 
4.2 BASIS FOR MANUFACTURING COSTS 
 
4.2.1 Chemical Costs 
Costs associated with chemicals consumed and produced in this process are based 
on their current market values per mass and their respective flowrates. The base case 




even ($0 net present value) after a 12 year production cycle. As such, the price below is 
highly inflated. 
Table 10: Summary of chemical costs 
Material Name Classification Price ($/lb) Flowrate (kg/h) Annual Cost 
Sulfuric Acid Raw Material  $ 0.09 0  $ 0.00 
Water Raw Material  $   0.0001 33,480  $ 18,688 
Hydrogen Product  $ (13.93) 3,600  $ (417,331,656) 
Oxygen Byproduct   $ (0.00) 28,717  $ (0.00) 
Total    $ 417,312,986 
 
This process has been designed to minimize the consumption of sulfuric acid, 
theoretically creating a cycle where water and energy are the only inputs. With the 
oxygen bi-product discharged as waste, the value added total is dependent solely on the 
value of produced hydrogen less the cost of process water.  
 
4.2.2 Utility Costs 
Utility costs shown are associated with the base-case non-heat-integrated process, 
and are subject to significant change in future designs where heat-integration will be 
considered. The utilities necessary to heat and cool process stream were determined via 
the Aspen Plus Energy Analyzer. Costs for individual process equipment can be found in 





Table 11: Summary of utility costs 
Equipment Annual Utility Cost 
Compressors  $            8,155,600  
Heat Exchangers  $          60,040,727  
Pumps  $               359,770  
Towers  $                         -    
Flash Drums  $                         -    
Decomposition 
Reactor  $                         -    
Electrolyzer  $          29,040,000  
Solar Field  $                         -    
Total  $          97,596,097  
 
4.2.3 Labor Costs 
 
The operating labor requirement per shift for chemical processing plants is given 
by the equation below, where NOL is the number of operators required per shift.  
 
 
The other variables, P and Nnp, represent the number of particulate and non-
particulate processing steps, respectively. For this process, the value of P is zero. Nnp is 







Table 12: Calculation of Nnp 
Equipment Number of Equipment Nnp 
Compressors 6 6 
Exchangers 19 19 
Reactors 2 2 
Towers 2 2 
Total   29 
 
The resulting number of operators required per shift is 3.6, or 4. To operate the 
plant 24 hours per day with each employee working 8-hour shifts, this dictates that 17 
employees would need to be on staff. With each operator receiving an average salary of 




4.3.1 Value Added Calculation 
This process design was based on the production of 1 kg of hydrogen per second, 
or approximately 30,000 metric tons per year accounting for downtime. Given the break-
even price of hydrogen of $13.93/kg, the total revenue generated from product sale is 
shown below. 
 
Hydrogen is produced via sulfuric acid hydrolysis. As sulfuric acid is reformed, 
the acid used in start-up should enable the ongoing operation of the process. The acid 
thus has no recurring costs associated with it, though any make-up would be purchased at 
$0.09/kg7.  The other raw material, process water, is priced at $0.067 per metric ton7. The 







The value added calculation is shown below. Given the high selling price of 
hydrogen and low cost of process water, this process is very attractive from a value added 
perspective. 
 
4.3.2 Capital Cost 
A summary of the costs for equipment is shown below. Note that these initial 
estimates were made assuming that each piece of equipment required the most expensive 
materials of construction available. In future estimates, and certainly prior to this design 
being implemented, these costs should decrease considerably. For more detailed values 
for individual equipment, refer to Appendix I Table 5a. 
 
Table 13: Summary of total module and installed costs for types of equipment 
Equipment Total Module Cost Grass Roots Cost 
Compressors  $          73,239,000   $        81,834,000  
Heat Exchangers  $        232,488,210   $      248,080,000  
Pumps  $               895,800   $          1,049,900  
Towers  $            4,650,000   $          4,840,000  
Flash Drums  $            8,082,000   $          8,674,000  
Decomposition 
Reactor 
 $          59,000,000   $      109,000,000  
Electrolyzer  $          45,300,000   $        83,700,000  
Solar Field  $        134,700,000   $      191,800,000  






4.3.3 Manufacturing Cost 
Table 14: Summary of manufacturing costs 
Revenue From Sales  $  417,331,656  
CRM (Raw Materials Costs)  $             18,668  
CUT (Cost of Utilities)  $    97,600,000  
CWT (Waste Treatment Costs)  $                      -    
COL (Cost of Operating Labor)  $       1,012,860  
Cost of Manufacturing  $  254,086,455  
 
The production of 30,000 metric tons of hydrogen per requires a feed of 33,480 
kg/h of process water. This yields a low raw material cost of $18,688 per year. The 
utilities required in the separation and acid concentrating portions of the process in the 
base-case scenario are expensive. Large flows of medium and low pressure steam make-
up the largest portion of the resulting $97.6 million yearly utilities cost. Though oxygen 
is released to the atmosphere as waste, waste treatment is not necessary for this process. 
Due to a large number of heat exchangers and other equipment, labor costs are just over 
$1 million per year. 
The cost of manufacturing is calculated using the equation below. FCI is the fixed 
capital investment, or total grass roots costs for equipment installation on site. COL is the 
cost of labor, CUT is utility cost, CWT is wastewater treatment cost, and CRM is the cost of 





4.3.4 Return on Investment 
Due to the large costs associated with specialized equipment and utilities, the 
base-case process would require that hydrogen be sold at greater than $13.93 per kg to 




a rate of return of 7.19%. A more realizable selling price of $4 per kg would result in a 
rate of return on investment equivalent to -16.48%. 
 
4.3.5 Payout Period 
At $13.93 per kg hydrogen, a payback period of 4.7 years is achievable. At lower, 
more realistic prices a payback period would never be realized. 
 
4.3.6 Discounted Cash Flow Rate of Return 
 
Whilst selling hydrogen at $13.93 per kg, a discounted rate of return of 10% and a 
discounted payback period of 8.8 would be attainable. For lower selling prices, 
profitability metrics do not apply to this process due to the net loss realized after each 




For this process to be profitable, it has been demonstrated that revenue would have to 
be generated by selling hydrogen at more than $13.93 per kg. Given the current economic 
climate, this seems an unreasonable value. This may change under the circumstances in 
which the demand for hydrogen is significant enough to warrant its production on this 
scale. For the foreseeable future, this report exhibits that the process is in need of 
considerable improvement before it should be considered practical, let alone profitable.  
 
 
5 PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 
5.1 REACTOR ANALYSIS 
 
The process improvement aspect of this project focused on the reactor portion of 
the flowsheet. The first action taken was to perform a sensitivity analysis on the reactor to 
examine the effect of different parameters. The SHC reactor block on the flowsheet is the 




perform the analysis on. The analysis was performed on the SHC reactor to explore 
reactor conversion, specifically sulfuric acid conversion, as a function of both reactor 
temperature and pressure.  Figure 12, shown below, displays the results of this analysis 
while a more detailed description of the results can be found in Table 1a in Appendix I. 
One can see from the figure that at all pressures, conversion is very low at lower 
temperatures as expected. As temperature increases the conversion increases rapidly until 
beginning to level out near 100% conversion. In addition, the curves at all three pressures 
do not vary greatly. 
 The base case flowsheet had a reactor temperature of 1573K and pressure of 1 
bar.  The results of the analysis show that the reactor can be run at 1100K and 1 bar at 
86% conversion. Therefore, in theory, the temperature can be lowered by almost 500K 
and still remain at a reasonable conversion. Further exploration of the effects of a lower 
reactor temperature will be discussed in later parts of this paper. The results also show 
that the reactor can be run at 1100K and 5 bar at a conversion of 76% conversion. This 
conversion is probably lower than desired, however, it does show that the pressure can be 
raised by 4 bar while only lowering the conversion by ~ 10% at 1100K. Examining a 
slightly higher temperature, 97.6% conversion can be achieved at 1350K and 1 bar while 
95.4% conversion can be achieved at 1350K and 5 bar. At this temperature, the 
conversion difference at different pressures is almost negligible. It is important to note 
that detailed information on reactor sizing was not available. Therefore, further research 
on the effect of lower conversion on the reactor size to still obtain the desired production 
rate of hydrogen must be performed.  
A future point of action is to examine the benefits at running the reactor at a 
higher pressure. One potential benefit is the reduction of auxiliary equipment needed to 
raise the process to 12 bar, as required in the electrolyzer. However, future studies would 
be needed to determine the feasibility of this, particularly in regards to the gas separation 






Figure 12: Reactor Conversion Sensitivity Analysis Results  
  
As discussed previously, reactor temperature can be varied while still keeping 
conversion at a reasonable value. To further explore the effects of reactor temperature, a 
sensitivity analysis was performed to examine the thermal energy requirement as a 
function of reactor temperature. The first sensitivity analysis was performed only on the 
section of the flowsheet representing the reactor. The results of this analysis are shown 
below in Figure 13. The second sensitivity analysis was performed on the reactor but also 
included the concentrating heat exchanger as that was assumed to require high heat 
thermal energy and changes with reactor conversion to produce the desired amount of 
products. The results of this analysis are shown below in Figure 14. A detailed summary 
of results for both analyses can be found in Table 2a in Appendix I. As can be seen from 
the results of both analyses, varying the reactor temperature does cause a change in the 
required thermal energy input, however, in both studies it changes by less than 10% of 
the total energy required. Therefore, the change in temperature does not appear to have a 





Figure 13: High Heat Requirement for Reactor as a Function of Reactor Temperature 
 










































































 To further examine the significance of the varying required thermal energy 
requirement, the LHV and HHV efficiency was calculated for a range of reactor 
temperatures. The results of these calculations can be found in Table 3a in Appendix I.  
The results show that varying the reactor temperatures results in almost negligible 
changes in flowsheet efficiency. For example, at 1100K the LHV efficiency is 16.24%, 
while at 1573K (original flowsheet conditions) the LHV efficiency is 16.33%. In this 
case, a lower reactor temperature actually results in a lower temperature due to the high 
energy input required for the concentrating heat exchanger. At 1275K, which corresponds 
to the minimum energy requirement input from Figure 14, the LHV efficiency is 16.87%. 
At a temperature 300K lower than the base case, efficiency is only raised by ~.5%. 
Therefore, with the current flowsheet equipment the reactor conditions have little to no 
effect on the flowsheet efficiency. Overall, it was found that varying the reactor 
conditions, both temperature and pressure, did have an effect on the reactor conversion. 
However, these changes resulted in very small changes to the energy required as well as 
the flowsheet efficiency. It was concluded that for the current flowsheet the reactor is not 
a significant area to implement changes in order to improve the overall process. Further 
development of the reactor modeling would be needed to explore further changes. 
5.2 ECONOMIC DISCUSSION 
 
 In order to facilitate ongoing process improvement, it is worthwhile to provide 
speculation as to the economic benefit of potential changes that may be made to the 
system. This includes the improvements investigated in the precedent reactor analysis. 
The selling point of hydrogen necessary to reach a net present value of $0 over a 12 year 
production cycle is used to compare the effect of changes on process solvency. These 
estimates are made using CAPCOST cash flow analysis. The changes will be listed in 
order of order of decreasing likelihood, with those that are easiest to explore and 











Effect on Selling 




Running the high heat decomposition 
reaction at 1275 K, minimizing energy 
requirement 
Equipment cost of 
solar field needed 




Implementing a heat network, utlizing 
excess heat required in reactor to 
minimize utilities 





Processing waste oxygen to sell as 
product, purchasing and implementing 
necessary equipment 









Minimizing the use of expensive 
materials of construction in non-critical 
equipment 
All peripheral 




The results of the reactor analysis are shown in the first row of the table. Running 
the reactor at the optimal temperature would enable the sale of hydrogen at a price $0.10 
per kg cheaper. Compared to the price point of $13.93, this change would be marginal. 
The ease with which this change would be implemented makes it a valuable one to 
consider though. 
 Heat integration is applied to nearly all commercial processes, and would result in 
a substantial hydrogen price reduction of $2.05. This assumes that heat integration would 
be ideal, utilizing the extra heat in the process to completely eliminate the need for hot 
utilities. Though there may not be a heat design that is capable of achieving this goal, it is 
important to note the economic advantage a heat network would provide.  
 Oxygen production denotes an addition of process equipment installed to further 
purify and pressurize oxygen so it could be sold as a valuable bi-product. This is noted as 
a possible scenario because of the large size of the oxygen waste stream, which could be 




extremely speculative, but should provide some perspective as to the benefit of re-
purposing waste. 
 For base case estimates in CAPCOST, equipment was considered to be 
constructed from the most expensive materials available. This was due to the highly 
corrosive nature of the process fluid, but resulted in inflated capital cost estimates. The 
price change of $3.02 displays this effect, and denotes the value loss associated with 
using over-compensatory materials. 
 Given that each of these improvements were to be implemented to full effect, the 
breakeven price of hydrogen would be $6.99 per kg. This value is much more attainable 
than $13.93, but still symbolizes the current implausible nature of the process. Overall, 
further research and analysis is necessary to substantiate any final conclusions as to 
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APPENDIX I.     ADDITIONAL DATA 
 
Table 1a: Summary of Reactor Conversion Sensitivity Analysis 
 
P=1 bar P=3 bar P=5 bar 
T (K) Conv T (K) Conv T (K) Conv 
600 0.00214 600 -1.78E-05 600 -3.31E-05 
615.625 0.00390 615.625 9.07E-05 615.625 -7.10E-06 
631.25 0.00672 631.25 0.000598 631.25 0.000140 
646.875 0.0110 646.875 0.00207 646.875 0.000745 
662.5 0.0170 662.5 0.00493 662.5 0.00233 
678.125 0.0251 678.125 0.00946 678.125 0.00526 
693.75 0.0355 693.75 0.0160 693.75 0.00981 
709.375 0.0484 709.375 0.0247 709.375 0.0163 
725 0.0640 725 0.0360 725 0.0250 
740.625 0.0824 740.625 0.0500 740.625 0.0362 
756.25 0.104 756.25 0.0669 756.25 0.0501 
771.875 0.129 771.875 0.0866 771.875 0.0667 
787.5 0.156 787.5 0.109 787.5 0.0862 
803.125 0.187 803.125 0.135 803.125 0.109 
818.75 0.222 818.75 0.164 818.75 0.134 
834.375 0.259 834.375 0.195 834.375 0.162 
850 0.298 850 0.229 850 0.192 
865.625 0.340 865.625 0.265 865.625 0.225 
881.25 0.383 881.25 0.304 881.25 0.261 
896.875 0.427 896.875 0.344 896.875 0.298 
912.5 0.471 912.5 0.385 912.5 0.336 
928.125 0.515 928.125 0.427 928.125 0.376 
943.75 0.558 943.75 0.469 943.75 0.416 
959.375 0.600 959.375 0.510 959.375 0.457 
975 0.639 975 0.551 975 0.497 
990.625 0.676 990.625 0.590 990.625 0.536 
1006.25 0.710 1006.25 0.627 1006.25 0.574 
1021.875 0.742 1021.875 0.663 1021.875 0.611 
1037.5 0.770 1037.5 0.696 1037.5 0.646 
1053.125 0.796 1053.125 0.726 1053.125 0.678 
1068.75 0.819 1068.75 0.754 1068.75 0.709 
1084.375 0.840 1084.375 0.779 1084.375 0.737 
1100 0.858 1100 0.803 1100 0.763 




P= 1 bar P=3 bar P=5 bar 
T (K) Conv T (K) Conv T (K) Conv 
1146.875 0.901 1146.875 0.859 1146.875 0.827 
1162.5 0.912 1162.5 0.874 1162.5 0.845 
1178.125 0.922 1178.125 0.887 1178.125 0.860 
1193.75 0.931 1193.75 0.899 1193.75 0.874 
1209.375 0.938 1209.375 0.909 1209.375 0.887 
1225 0.945 1225 0.919 1225 0.898 
1240.625 0.951 1240.625 0.927 1240.625 0.908 
1256.25 0.956 1256.25 0.934 1256.25 0.917 
1271.875 0.960 1271.875 0.941 1271.875 0.925 
1287.5 0.964 1287.5 0.946 1287.5 0.932 
1303.125 0.968 1303.125 0.951 1303.125 0.938 
1318.75 0.971 1318.75 0.956 1318.75 0.944 
1334.375 0.973 1334.375 0.960 1334.375 0.949 
1350 0.976 1350 0.964 1350 0.954 
1365.625 0.978 1365.625 0.967 1365.625 0.958 
1381.25 0.980 1381.25 0.970 1381.25 0.961 
1396.875 0.982 1396.875 0.972 1396.875 0.965 
1412.5 0.983 1412.5 0.975 1412.5 0.968 
1428.125 0.985 1428.125 0.977 1428.125 0.970 
1443.75 0.986 1443.75 0.979 1443.75 0.973 
1459.375 0.987 1459.375 0.980 1459.375 0.975 
1475 0.988 1475 0.982 1475 0.977 
1490.625 0.989 1490.625 0.983 1490.625 0.978 
1506.25 0.990 1506.25 0.984 1506.25 0.980 
1521.875 0.991 1521.875 0.986 1521.875 0.982 
1537.5 0.991 1537.5 0.987 1537.5 0.983 
1553.125 0.992 1553.125 0.988 1553.125 0.984 
1568.75 0.992 1568.75 0.988 1568.75 0.985 
1584.375 0.993 1584.375 0.989 1584.375 0.986 






Table 2a: High Heat Requirement Sensitivity Analysis Results 
 
T (K) 
Reactor High Heat 
Input (MW) 
Net High Heat 
Energy (MW) 
1100 340.950 426.772 
1124.895 336.237 417.794 
1149.789 333.227 411.106 
1174.684 331.524 406.261 
1199.579 330.830 402.901 
1224.474 330.921 400.742 
1249.368 331.626 399.554 
1274.263 332.816 399.154 
1299.158 334.390 399.395 
1324.053 336.273 400.158 
1348.947 338.406 401.348 
1373.842 340.742 402.890 
1398.737 343.245 404.722 
1423.632 345.887 406.795 
1448.526 348.644 409.069 
1473.421 351.499 411.512 
1498.316 354.437 414.098 
1523.211 357.447 416.804 
1548.105 360.518 419.614 






Table 3a: LHV and HHV Efficiency at Varying Reactor Temperatures 
 
T (K) LHV Eff. HHV Eff. 
1100 0.1624 0.1921 
1124.89 0.1644 0.1944 
1149.79 0.1659 0.1962 
1174.68 0.1670 0.1975 
1199.58 0.1678 0.1984 
1224.47 0.1683 0.1990 
1249.37 0.1686 0.1994 
1274.26 0.1687 0.1995 
1299.16 0.1686 0.1994 
1324.05 0.1684 0.1992 
1348.95 0.1681 0.1989 
1373.84 0.1678 0.1984 
1398.74 0.1674 0.1979 
1423.63 0.1669 0.1974 
1448.53 0.1664 0.1968 
1473.42 0.1658 0.1961 
1498.32 0.1652 0.1954 
1523.21 0.1646 0.1947 
1548.11 0.1640 0.1939 





Table 4a: Utility costs for individual units 
 
Name Utility Used Efficiency Actual Usage Annual Utility Cost 
CMPREP1 Electricity 0.9 2040  kilowatts  $           1,029,000  
CMPREP2 Electricity 0.9 183  kilowatts  $                92,300  
CMPREP3 Electricity 0.9 128  kilowatts  $                64,300  
CMPREP4 Electricity 0.9 3630  kilowatts  $           1,830,000  
CMPRSEP1 Electricity 0.9 5980  kilowatts  $           3,010,000  
CMPRSEP2 Electricity 0.9 4230  kilowatts  $           2,130,000  
HXPREP1 Cooling Water   1620  MJ/h  $                  4,800  
HXPREP2 Low-Pressure Steam   78.6  MJ/h  $                  8,687  
HXPREP3 Cooling Water   27600  MJ/h  $                81,000  
HXPREP4 Cooling Water   94400  MJ/h  $              278,000  
HXPREP5 Air   8743 MJ/h  $                         -    
HXPREP6 Cooling Water   40600  MJ/h  $              120,000  
HXPREP7 Cooling Water   931  MJ/h  $                  2,740  
HXPREP8 Cooling Water   2720  MJ/h  $                  8,000  
HXPREP9 Medium-Pressure Steam   133000  MJ/h  $         15,670,000  
HXPREP10 Air   6292 MJ/h  $                         -    
HXPREP12 Cooling Water   119000  MJ/h  $              350,000  
HXSEP4 Refrigeration (-20°C)   114000  MJ/h  $           7,497,000  
HXSEP5 Low-Pressure Steam   84200  MJ/h  $           9,305,000  
SHXCONC Medium-Pressure Steam   212000  MJ/h  $         25,030,000  
SHXD1 Cooling Water   202000  MJ/h  $              590,000  
SHXD2 Cooling Water   329000  MJ/h  $              970,000  
SHXSEP1 Air   10037 MJ/h  $                         -    
SHXSEP2 Cooling Water   41700  MJ/h  $              123,000  
SHXSEP3 Cooling Water   847  MJ/h  $                  2,500  
PPREP1 Electricity 0.7 14.9  kilowatts  $                  7,480  
PREP2 Electricity 0.7 9.11  kilowatts  $                  4,590  
PREP3 Electricity 0.7 24.4  kilowatts  $                12,300  
PSEP1 Electricity 0.7 120  kilowatts  $                60,400  
PSEP2 Electricity 0.7 546  kilowatts  $              275,000  
Towers NA       
Flash Drums NA       
Flash Drums NA       
Decomp. 
React. 
NA       
Electrolyzer Electricity   208000  MJ/h  $         29,040,000  
Solar Field NA       





Table 5a: Capital costs for individual units 
 
Name Total Module Cost Grass Roots Cost 
DRIVE1  $     8,560,000   $           9,430,000  
DRIVE2  $     2,970,000   $           3,270,000  
DRIVE3  $     2,970,000   $           3,270,000  
DRIVE4  $   15,800,000   $         17,400,000  
DRIVE5  $   22,100,000   $         24,400,000  
DRIVE6  $   17,500,000   $         19,300,000  
CMPREP1  $        390,000   $              555,000  
CMPREP2  $        137,000   $              195,000  
CMPREP3  $        108,000   $              154,000  
CMPREP4  $        757,000   $           1,080,000  
CMPRSEP1  $     1,160,000   $           1,660,000  
CMPRSEP2  $        787,000   $           1,120,000  
HXPREP1  $     1,033,191   $           1,100,000  
HXPREP2  $        706,000   $              750,000  
HXPREP3  $     3,617,000   $           3,860,000  
HXPREP4  $   24,489,000   $         26,100,000  
HXPREP5  $     2,250,000   $           2,400,000  
HXPREP6  $     7,220,000   $           7,700,000  
HXPREP7  $     1,370,000   $           1,460,000  
HXPREP8  $        826,000   $              880,000  
HXPREP9  $   14,660,000   $         15,600,000  
HXPREP10  $     1,990,000   $           2,120,000  
HXPREP12  $   19,780,000   $         21,100,000  
HXSEP4  $   11,040,000   $         11,800,000  
HXSEP5  $   10,750,000   $         11,500,000  
SHXCONC  $   36,520,000   $         39,000,000  
SHXD1  $   27,380,000   $         29,200,000  
SHXD2  $   60,957,018   $         65,100,000  
SHXSEP1  $     2,400,000   $           2,530,000  
SHXSEP2  $     4,700,000   $           5,030,000  
SHXSEP3  $        800,000   $              850,000  
PPREP1  $          55,400   $                65,000  
PREP2  $          45,800   $                53,900  
PREP3  $          67,600   $                79,000  
PSEP1  $        160,000   $              187,000  
PSEP2  $        567,000   $              665,000  
T-401  $     3,660,000   $           3,760,000  
T-402  $        990,000   $           1,080,000  
FLPREP1  $        250,000   $              268,000  
FLPREP2  $        399,000   $              428,000  
FLPREP3  $          80,000   $                86,000  




FLRPEP5  $          80,000   $                86,000  
FLPREP6  $     1,370,000   $           1,470,000  
FLSEP1  $        940,000   $           1,020,000  
FLSEP2  $        345,000   $              370,000  
FLSEP3  $     1,850,000   $           1,980,000  
SFLCONC  $     1,100,000   $           1,180,000  
SFLDECO  $        108,000   $              116,000  
Decomp. 
React. 
 $   59,000,000   $       109,000,000  
Electrolyzer  $   45,300,000   $         83,700,000  
Solar Field  $   24,400,000   $         34,700,000  




APPENDIX II. DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
 
Several vessels are used in the process, and to perform the economic analysis the 
sizing of these vessels is very important. The volume must first be calculated, which can 
be done using equation 1 for space time, or the residence time of the process fluid in the 
vessel, . This was assumed to be 5 minutes or 300 seconds, and that half the vessel is 
full after that time.  
1. ,  
Equation 2 is the equation for the volume of a vessel using its length and diameter, two 
parameters that are needed for the economic analysis. A length to diameter ratio of 5 was 
also assumed, shown in equation 3. 
2.   
3.   
This allows for the simplification to equation 4, which is then rearranged into equation 5 
to solve for the diameter of the vessel.  
4.   
5.     
The length is 5 times the diameter, shown in 3, so  
Thus the length and diameter of the vessel are calculated and can be used in the economic 
analysis of the system. The numbers shown for examples are from the FLPREP1 vessel. 
 Another extremely important factor in the analysis of the system is its overall 
efficiency, found with equation 6. The calculation shown is for the lower heating value of 
hydrogen, though it was also found with the higher heating value. All the power 
components were converted into  by dividing them by 1 kg/s production, 
which is .49 kmol/s, and the electrical components were converted to thermal power 
using an electrical to thermal efficiency of 0.3. 
 
6.  efficiency   
Another major part of the economic analysis is the cost of the solar power, which is 
the sum of the heliostat field, the tower, the control system, the balance of the plant, and 
the receiver and reactor cost. The tower, control system, and balance of the plant costs are 
all constants, provided by the engineers at SRNL, but the heliostat field and the 
reactor/receiver costs depend on the power required by the reaction, which changes based 




7.   
8.  
The prices given are not all in current dollars, so conversion to a more recent figure is 
necessary using CEPCI values, shown in equation 9 for the reactor/receiver, which 
provided the value of the system in 2004 dollars and must be converted to a more current 







APPENDIX III. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS 
 





















































































































































APPENDIX V. SIMULATION REPORT 
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 RUN CONTROL INFORMATION                  
 ----------------------- 
 
 THIS COPY OF ASPEN PLUS LICENSED TO UNIV OF SOUTH CAROLINA  
         
 
 TYPE OF RUN: NEW  
 
 INPUT FILE NAME: _3836xnt.inm 
 
 OUTPUT PROBLEM DATA FILE NAME: _3836xnt  
 LOCATED IN:                     
 
 
 PDF SIZE USED FOR INPUT TRANSLATION: 
   NUMBER OF FILE RECORDS (PSIZE) =     0 
   NUMBER OF IN-CORE RECORDS      =   256 
 PSIZE NEEDED FOR SIMULATION    =   256 
 
 CALLING PROGRAM NAME:          apmain   
 LOCATED IN: C:\Program Files (x86)\AspenTech\Aspen Plus V8.8\Engine\\xeq 
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                               FLOWSHEET SECTION                                 
 
 CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY               
 -------------------------- 
 
   DESIGN-SPEC SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   DESIGN                                                            CONV 
   SPEC      ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL      VARIABLE   STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -----        ---------    -------      --------   ----  ----- 
   CONDENSR   1.0774       4.0000      0.26936       482.45     #    $OLVER02 
   SDETEMP    9.7394       10.000      0.97394       397.16     #    $OLVER03 
   VAPORIZR  -1.5620       4.0000     -0.39049       590.97     #    $OLVER04 
 
   TEAR STREAM SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   STREAM    MAXIMUM                   MAXIMUM     VARIABLE             CONV 
   ID        ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     ID             STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -------      ---------    --------    --------       ----  ----- 
   ELYZR.2   0.82052E-07  0.88657E-07  0.92550     O2 MOLEFLOW      #   CV-1                                                                                      
   38        0.58841E-07  0.56730E-05  0.10372E-01 H2O MOLEFLOW     #   CV-1                                                                                      
   10        0.34062E-07  0.56136E-07  0.60677     H2O MOLEFLOW     #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   FORTRAN TEAR SUMMARY 
   ==================== 
 
 
   TEAR-VAR                                                             CONV 
   VARIABLE  ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     VARIABLE ID     STAT BLOCK 
   --------  -----        ---------    -------     -----------     ---- ----- 
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   #  = CONVERGED 
   *  = NOT CONVERGED 
   LB = AT LOWER BOUNDS 
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                           SENSITIVITY BLOCK SECTION                             
 
 SENSITIVITY BLOCK:  S-2                  
 ----------------------- 
 
   SAMPLED VARIABLES:  
     H2SO4OUT : ZH2SO4 MOLEFLOW IN STREAM 7 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
     H2SOIN   : ZH2SO4 MOLEFLOW IN STREAM 6 SUBSTREAM MIXED  
     SHCDUTY  : SENTENCE=RESULTS VARIABLE=NET-DUTY IN UOS BLOCK SHC  
 
   VARIED VARIABLES:  
     VARY    1: SENTENCE=PARAM VARIABLE=TEMP IN UOS BLOCK SHC    
                LOWER LIMIT =   1000.0000  K                
                UPPER LIMIT =   1500.0000  K                
                POINTS      =    6 
 
   TABULATED VARIABLES:  
     COLUMN   2: H2SOIN   
     COLUMN   3: H2SO4OUT 
     COLUMN   4: SHCDUTY  
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  VARY   1  !  H2SOIN    !  H2SO4OUT  !  SHCDUTY   ! 
 !  SHC       !            !            !            ! 
 !  PARAM     !            !            !            ! 
 !  TEMP      !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  K         !  KMOL/SEC  !  KMOL/SEC  !  WATT      ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !w 1000.0000 !     0.2972 !  6.6957-04 !  1.3171+08 ! 
 !  1100.0000 !     0.2413 !  1.0245-04 !  1.3047+08 ! 
 !  1200.0000 !     0.2218 !  2.4274-05 !  1.3732+08 ! 
 !  1300.0000 !     0.2143 !  8.2665-06 !  1.4756+08 ! 
 !  1400.0000 !     0.2109 !  3.7925-06 !  1.5936+08 ! 
 !------------+------------+------------+------------! 
 !  1500.0000 !     0.2094 !  2.2242-06 !  1.7201+08 ! 
 !  1573.0000 !     0.2087 !  1.7173-06 !  1.8158+08 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
  w WARNINGS OCCURRED FOR VALUES IN THIS ROW. 
       SEE THE HISTORY FILE FOR DETAILS. 
 
   VALUES OF ACCESSED FORTRAN VARIABLES ON MOST RECENT SIMULATION PASS: 
     VARIABLE          VALUE         UNITS 
     --------          -----         ----- 
     H2SO4OUT        0.171731E-05    KMOL/SEC         
     H2SOIN          0.208710        KMOL/SEC         
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 COMPONENTS                               
 ---------- 
 
  ID       TYPE  ALIAS          NAME 
   H2O      C     H2O            WATER                            
   H2SO4    C     H2SO4          SULFURIC-ACID                    
   H2       C     H2             HYDROGEN                         
   O2       C     O2             OXYGEN                           
   SO2      C     O2S            SULFUR-DIOXIDE                   
   SO3      C     O3S            SULFUR-TRIOXIDE                  
   OH-      C     OH-            OH-                              
   HSO3-    C     HSO3-          HSO3-                            
   HSO4-    C     HSO4-          HSO4-                            
   H3O+     C     H3O+           H3O+                             
   SO3-2    C     SO3-2          SO3--                            
   SO4-2    C     SO4-2          SO4--                            
   ZH2O     C     H2O            WATER                            
   ZH2SO4   C     H2SO4          SULFURIC-ACID                    
   ZH2      C     H2             HYDROGEN                         
   ZO2      C     O2             OXYGEN                           
   ZSO2     C     O2S            SULFUR-DIOXIDE                   
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 BLOCK:  $C-1     MODEL: CONNECT          
 ------------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          49 
   OUTLET STREAM:         ELYZR.ANOL-IN 
 
 BLOCK:  $C-2     MODEL: CONNECT          
 ------------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          51 
   OUTLET STREAM:         ELYZR.CATH-IN 
 
 BLOCK:  $C-3     MODEL: CONNECT          
 ------------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          ELYZR.ANOL-OUT 
   OUTLET STREAM:         57 
 
 BLOCK:  $C-4     MODEL: CONNECT          
 ------------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          ELYZR.CATH-OUT 
   OUTLET STREAM:         52 
 
 BLOCK:  CMPPREP3 MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          73       
   OUTLET STREAM:         74       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W8       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.340633E-01    0.340633E-01    0.203706E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            2.01270         2.01270        0.220644E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.946101E+07   -0.946101E+07   -0.544421E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  CMPPREP3 MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                     4.00000     
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT            165,208.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT            165,208.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT            165,208.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT            140,427.          
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              433.123       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              416.524       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          69,770.4         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.27915     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                     0.87636     
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     0.30163     
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.98861     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.98359     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.25110     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.25963     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.29977     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.30601     
 
 BLOCK:  CMPPREP4 MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          77       
   OUTLET STREAM:         79       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W9       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
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 BLOCK:  CMPPREP4 MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.320442E-01    0.320442E-01    0.433083E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.97104         1.97104        0.225307E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.897512E+07   -0.897512E+07    0.786546E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                    12.0000      
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT            114,913.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT            114,913.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT            114,913.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT             97,675.8         
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              407.769       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              396.083       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          49,555.5         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.31268     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                     0.19909     
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     0.085103    
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.95496     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.94002     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.24025     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.27273     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.29266     
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 BLOCK:  CMPPREP4 MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
 BLOCK:  CMPREP1  MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          39       
   OUTLET STREAM:         40       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W5       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.451801        0.451801         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            23.0989         23.0989         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.126223E+09   -0.126223E+09    0.412718E-12 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                     3.00000     
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
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 BLOCK:  CMPREP1  MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          1,844,210.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          1,844,210.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT          1,844,210.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          1,567,570.          
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              444.176       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              429.830       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          67,863.5         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.27934     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                    12.7089      
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     5.48574     
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.98933     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.98634     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.25604     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.26283     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.30764     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.31236     
 
 BLOCK:  CMPREP2  MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          44       
   OUTLET STREAM:         45       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W6       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            1.13552         1.13552         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            68.6287         68.6287        0.207069E-15 
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 BLOCK:  CMPREP2  MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                    12.0000      
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          5,374,700.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          5,374,700.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT          5,374,700.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          4,568,490.          
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              435.178       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              419.663       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          66,568.2         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.30131     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                     9.53165     
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     3.26755     
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.96775     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.95436     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.24492     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.26839     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.29490     
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 BLOCK:  CMPRSEP1 MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          18       
   OUTLET STREAM:         19       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W1       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.778046        0.778046        0.285388E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            39.1279         39.1279        0.181595E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.153405E+09   -0.153405E+09   -0.169095E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                     4.00000     
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
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 BLOCK:  CMPRSEP1 MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          3,811,650.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          3,811,650.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT          3,811,650.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          3,239,900.          
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              444.396       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              425.980       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          82,802.7         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.30427     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                    19.8960      
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     7.12546     
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.99294     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.99145     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.28248     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.28611     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.33723     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.33919     
 
 BLOCK:  CMPRSEP2 MODEL: COMPR            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          20       
   OUTLET STREAM:         21       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W2       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.778046        0.778046         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            39.1279         39.1279         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.152381E+09   -0.152381E+09   -0.515444E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  CMPRSEP2 MODEL: COMPR (CONTINUED)            
 
                           ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   ISENTROPIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                    12.0000      
    ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY                                    0.85000     
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY                                    1.00000     
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
    INDICATED  HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          3,272,260.          
    BRAKE      HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          3,272,260.          
    NET WORK REQUIRED                  WATT          3,272,260.          
    POWER LOSSES                       WATT                  0.0         
    ISENTROPIC HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENT  WATT          2,781,420.          
    CALCULATED OUTLET TEMP  K                              465.461       
    ISENTROPIC TEMPERATURE  K                              450.216       
    EFFICIENCY (POLYTR/ISENTR) USED                          0.85000     
    OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                    1.00000     
    HEAD DEVELOPED,       J/KG                          71,085.4         
    MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY USED                               1.00000     
    INLET HEAT CAPACITY RATIO                                1.31043     
    INLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE , CUM/SEC                     5.59779     
    OUTLET VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE, CUM/SEC                     2.45537     
    INLET  COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.98055     
    OUTLET COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR                            0.97855     
    AV. ISENT. VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.27661     
    AV. ISENT. TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.28440     
    AV. ACTUAL VOL. EXPONENT                                 1.33311     
    AV. ACTUAL TEMP EXPONENT                                 1.33643     
 
 BLOCK:  DMY01    MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4B       
   OUTLET STREAM:         4C       
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  DMY01    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.23026       2.23026      0.277556E-16   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                     0.00000     
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.704969E+09 -0.706805E+09                0.259824E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     SO3       -1.00    ZSO3       1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2O       -1.00    ZH2O       1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2SO4     -1.00    ZH2SO4     1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2        -1.00    ZH2        1.00     
 
    REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     O2        -1.00    ZO2        1.00     
 
    REACTION #   6: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
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 BLOCK:  DMY01    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    6 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:SO3      CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:H2O      CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:H2SO4    CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:H2       CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:O2       CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   6: 





   ONE    PHASE  TP  FLASH   SPECIFIED PHASE IS  VAPOR   
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE K                                 591.969       
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    591.97     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     




   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        KMOL/SEC         
      1                 0.14686     
      2                  1.7279     
      3                 0.35545     
      4                  0.0000     
      5                 0.41404E-11 
      6                 0.99104E-07 
 
 BLOCK:  DMY02    MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4C       
   OUTLET STREAM:         4D       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
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                              U-O-S BLOCK SECTION                                
 
 BLOCK:  DMY02    MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.23026       2.23026     -0.349720E-14   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.676266E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.706805E+09 -0.706805E+09                0.438514E-14 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  591.97     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              591.97     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2SO4      1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
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 BLOCK:  DMY02    MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    591.97     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.29802E-05 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   4D       
     ZO2             0.1856486E-11 
     ZSO2            0.4443628E-07 
     ZSO3            0.6585089E-01 
     ZH2SO4          0.1593780     
     ZH2O            0.7747711     
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.230257     
 
 BLOCK:  DMY03    MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7A       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7B       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83129       2.83129      0.186393E-15   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.182775E-15 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.635608E+09 -0.635497E+09               -0.175290E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  DMY03    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2O        1.00    ZH2O      -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2SO4      1.00    ZH2SO4    -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2         1.00    ZH2       -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     O2         1.00    ZO2       -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     SO2        1.00    ZSO2      -1.00     
 
    REACTION #   6: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     SO3        1.00    ZSO3      -1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    6 
     REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ZH2O     CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   2: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ZH2SO4   CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   3: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ZH2      CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   4: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ZO2      CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   5: 
     SUBSTREAM:MIXED    KEY COMP:ZSO2     CONV FRAC:  1.000     
     REACTION #   6: 





   ONE    PHASE  TP  FLASH   SPECIFIED PHASE IS  VAPOR   
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE K                                 483.447       
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
   GENERATE COMBUSTION REACTIONS FOR FEED SPECIES          NO   
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    483.45     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  DMY03    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        KMOL/SEC         
      1                  2.0797     
      2                 0.37163E-02 
      3                  0.0000     
      4                 0.24930     
      5                 0.49860     
      6                 0.69719E-05 
 
 BLOCK:  DMY04    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7B       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7C       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.83129         2.83163       -0.118488E-03 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507        0.182775E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.635497E+09   -0.635612E+09    0.182081E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       483.447       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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 BLOCK:  DMY04    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    483.45     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11573E+06 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.99966     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.735     0.673      0.00     0.735      1.09      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.119E-02  0.00      0.00     0.119E-02  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.880E-01 0.292E-05  0.00     0.881E-01  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.176     0.848E-04  0.00     0.176     0.302E+05  0.00     
      SO3           0.121E-03 0.327      0.00     0.846E-05 0.208E+04  0.00     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP1  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         41          65       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   44       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  42       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            1.46145         1.46145       -0.120029E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            75.1022         75.1022       -0.794725E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.402548E+09   -0.402548E+09    0.134100E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP1  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    312.97     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  3.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.23334        0.95990        0.24801E-01    0.25837E-01 
      H2SO4            0.33396E-23     0.0000        0.42981E-23     0.0000     
      O2               0.60205E-01    0.48350E-05    0.77484E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.70645        0.40094E-01    0.89772         16026.     
      SO3              0.17441E-06    0.78204E-06    0.11411E-29     22.390     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP2  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          70       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   73       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  71       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.757510        0.757510       -0.128975E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            15.4833         15.4833       -0.258137E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.215933E+09   -0.215933E+09    0.390726E-10 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP2  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.94580        0.98687        0.73542E-01    0.74521E-01 
      H2SO4            0.84439E-27     0.0000        0.18778E-25     0.0000     
      O2               0.22323E-02    0.94626E-06    0.49622E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.51969E-01    0.13130E-01    0.87684         52440.     
      SO3              0.21452E-08    0.22462E-08     0.0000         66.779     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP3  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          75       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   77       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  76       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.340633E-01    0.340633E-01   -0.112038E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            2.01270         2.01270       -0.529545E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.955443E+07   -0.955443E+07    0.139594E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP3  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  4.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.73542E-01    0.94316        0.18748E-01    0.19877E-01 
      O2               0.49622E-01    0.46361E-05    0.52748E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.87684        0.56836E-01    0.92850         0.0000     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP4  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          59       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   63       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  60       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.48891         5.48891       -0.142396E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            165.468         165.468       -0.104777E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.166833E+10   -0.166833E+10   -0.569174E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP4  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    375.03     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  3.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.75687        0.88242        0.21273        0.24108     
      H2SO4            0.67510E-11     0.0000        0.36009E-10     0.0000     
      O2               0.16152E-01    0.41804E-05    0.86135E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.13619        0.58316E-02    0.70113         20605.     
      SO3              0.90791E-01    0.11174        0.39291E-15     120.23     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP5  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          53       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   56       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  54       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.543981        0.543981       -0.155110E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.82683         1.82683       -0.852039E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.112020E+08   -0.112020E+08   -0.996640E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP5  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    353.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.83898E-01    0.99985        0.39856E-01    0.39862E-01 
      H2               0.91610        0.15087E-03    0.96014         0.0000     
 
 BLOCK:  FLPREP6  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          62       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   68       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  81       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            4.45985         4.45985       -0.338555E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            112.465         112.465       -0.454888E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.136703E+10   -0.136703E+10   -0.134101E-08 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLPREP6  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    393.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.88242        0.86603        0.96508         1.1144     
      H2SO4            0.36419E-09     0.0000        0.22006E-08     0.0000     
      O2               0.41804E-05    0.43905E-09    0.25257E-04     0.0000     
      SO2              0.58316E-02    0.68035E-04    0.34893E-01     57527.     
      SO3              0.11174        0.13390        0.63115E-13     512.87     
 
 BLOCK:  FLSEP1   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         14          12       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   18       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  15       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.97183         3.97183       -0.111810E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            98.0000         98.0000        0.145009E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.106423E+10   -0.106423E+10   -0.758308E-10 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLSEP1   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    BAR                                 1.01325     
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.85     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0132     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.81170        0.99092        0.76030E-01    0.76727E-01 
      H2SO4            0.20241E-24     0.0000        0.10333E-23     0.0000     
      O2               0.62766E-01    0.60443E-05    0.32039         0.0000     
      SO2              0.12553        0.90746E-02    0.60358         53007.     
      SO3              0.10595E-06    0.13176E-06     0.0000         66.513     
 
 BLOCK:  FLSEP2   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         22          80       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   24       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  23       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.810090        0.810090       -0.250800E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            41.0990         41.0990       -0.119291E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.170300E+09   -0.170300E+09    0.190965E-08 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLSEP2   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    312.93     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.62724     
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                   0.86359E-01 
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.738E-01 0.905     0.119     0.661E-02 0.730E-02 0.131     
      O2            0.310     0.143E-03 0.148E-03 0.494      0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.616     0.948E-01 0.881     0.500      0.00      0.00     
 
 BLOCK:  FLSEP3   MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          31       
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   33       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  32       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            6.12480         6.12480       -0.145013E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            125.300         125.300       -0.113415E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.173208E+10   -0.173208E+10    0.784034E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  FLSEP3   MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    340.37     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.66653E-01 
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                    1.0000     
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.947     0.995      0.00     0.278     0.279      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.178E-23  0.00      0.00     0.266E-22  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.167E-03 0.378E-07  0.00     0.250E-02  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.530E-01 0.538E-02  0.00     0.720     0.661E+05  0.00     
      SO3           0.416E-07 0.446E-07  0.00     0.345E-28  134.      0.00     
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP1  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          46       
   OUTLET STREAM:         47       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            4.02747         4.02747       -0.220530E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            82.3931         82.3931       -0.172476E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.115434E+10   -0.115479E+10    0.388983E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP1  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.44919E+06 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.94684        0.94684         0.0000         0.0000     
      O2               0.16655E-03    0.16655E-03     0.0000         0.0000     
      SO2              0.52989E-01    0.52989E-01     0.0000         0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP1  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   314.4043 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -1.4973+05 !    12.0000 !   313.9362 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -2.9946+05 !    12.0000 !   313.4681 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -4.4919+05 !    12.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.0    ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP10 MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          52       
   OUTLET STREAM:         53       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.543981        0.543981       -0.244911E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.82683         1.82683       -0.134916E-12 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.945417E+07   -0.112020E+08    0.156029     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP10 MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       353.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    353.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.17478E+07 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.83898E-01    0.99985        0.39856E-01    0.39862E-01 
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP10 HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   397.1554 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -3.9902+05 !    12.0000 !   372.4809 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -5.8261+05 !    12.0000 !   370.3548 !     0.9933 ! 
 ! -1.1652+06 !    12.0000 !   362.6502 !     0.9728 ! 
 ! -1.7478+06 !    12.0000 !   353.0000 !     0.9541 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP12 MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          69       
   OUTLET STREAM:         70       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.757510        0.757510       -0.159909E-09 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            15.4833         15.4833        0.114727E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.182912E+09   -0.215933E+09    0.152922     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP12 MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.33021E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.94580        0.98687        0.73542E-01    0.74521E-01 
      H2SO4            0.84439E-27     0.0000        0.18778E-25     0.0000     
      O2               0.22323E-02    0.94626E-06    0.49622E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.51969E-01    0.13130E-01    0.87684         52440.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP12 HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   384.4089 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.1007+07 !     1.0000 !   370.3798 !     0.6567 ! 
 ! -2.2014+07 !     1.0000 !   367.4417 !     0.3059 ! 
 ! -3.3021+07 !     1.0000 !   313.0000 !  4.4967-02 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP2  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          34       
   OUTLET STREAM:         39       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.451801        0.451801        0.196586E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            23.0989         23.0989       -0.307608E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.126245E+09   -0.126223E+09   -0.173035E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP2  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       342.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    342.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                 21845.     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.27940        0.97002        0.27938        0.28801     
      H2SO4            0.15253E-14     0.0000        0.15253E-14     0.0000     
      O2               0.22579E-02    0.33417E-07    0.22579E-02     0.0000     
      SO2              0.71835        0.45019E-02    0.71836         67567.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP2  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   340.8394 !     0.9999 ! 
 !  7281.5824 !     1.0000 !   341.2096 !     1.0000 ! 
 !  1.4563+04 !     1.0000 !   341.6018 !     1.0000 ! 
 !  2.1845+04 !     1.0000 !   342.0000 !     1.0000 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP3  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          40       
   OUTLET STREAM:         41       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.451801        0.451801       -0.208873E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            23.0989         23.0989        0.153804E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.124379E+09   -0.132039E+09    0.580140E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP3  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  3.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.76601E+07 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.27940        0.95626        0.24816E-01    0.25951E-01 
      H2SO4            0.86958E-23     0.0000        0.11966E-22     0.0000     
      O2               0.22579E-02    0.19650E-06    0.31070E-02     0.0000     
      SO2              0.71835        0.43733E-01    0.97208         15811.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP3  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     3.0000 !   444.1770 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.4039+06 !     3.0000 !   370.3974 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -2.5534+06 !     3.0000 !   363.1111 !     0.9449 ! 
 ! -5.1067+06 !     3.0000 !   347.6509 !     0.8239 ! 
 ! -7.6601+06 !     3.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.7267 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP4  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          48       
   OUTLET STREAM:         49       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.48891         5.48891         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            157.495         157.495        0.360921E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.155195E+10   -0.157817E+10    0.166127E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP4  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.26218E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.75687        0.78207        0.66340E-02    0.73304E-02 
      H2SO4            0.81145E-26     0.0000        0.24974E-24     0.0000     
      O2               0.16152E-01    0.14352E-03    0.49284         0.0000     
      SO2              0.22698        0.21779        0.50053         3451.0     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP4  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   338.9587 !     0.1682 ! 
 ! -8.7392+06 !    12.0000 !   334.1834 !     0.1070 ! 
 ! -1.7478+07 !    12.0000 !   326.8421 !  5.7024-02 ! 
 ! -2.6218+07 !    12.0000 !   313.0000 !  3.2492-02 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP5  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          57       
   OUTLET STREAM:         58       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.48891         5.48891       -0.623871E-11 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            165.468         165.468        0.515295E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.166590E+10   -0.166833E+10    0.145577E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP5  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       393.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                      12.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    393.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.24287E+07 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.75687        0.87231        0.10848        0.12436     
      H2SO4            0.10788E-10     0.0000        0.71382E-10     0.0000     
      O2               0.16152E-01    0.22365E-04    0.10675         0.0000     
      SO2              0.13619        0.20714E-01    0.78477         4773.1     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP5  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   397.1554 !     0.1554 ! 
 ! -8.0957+05 !    12.0000 !   395.7829 !     0.1540 ! 
 ! -1.6191+06 !    12.0000 !   394.3976 !     0.1525 ! 
 ! -2.4287+06 !    12.0000 !   393.0000 !     0.1511 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP6  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          63       
   OUTLET STREAM:         64       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            1.02906         1.02906       -0.360093E-10 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            53.0032         53.0032       -0.134056E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.264431E+09   -0.275711E+09    0.409114E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP6  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  3.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11280E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.21273        0.96140        0.24846E-01    0.25844E-01 
      H2SO4            0.77611E-27     0.0000        0.97088E-27     0.0000     
      O2               0.86135E-01    0.66841E-05    0.10775         0.0000     
      SO2              0.70113        0.38592E-01    0.86740         16120.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP6  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     3.0000 !   375.0320 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -6.2177+05 !     3.0000 !   360.1690 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -3.7599+06 !     3.0000 !   352.5300 !     0.9333 ! 
 ! -7.5198+06 !     3.0000 !   338.6072 !     0.8596 ! 
 ! -1.1280+07 !     3.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.7994 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP7  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          74       
   OUTLET STREAM:         75       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.340633E-01    0.340633E-01    0.203706E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            2.01270         2.01270         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.929580E+07   -0.955443E+07    0.270687E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP7  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  4.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.25863E+06 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.73542E-01    0.94316        0.18748E-01    0.19877E-01 
      O2               0.49622E-01    0.46361E-05    0.52748E-01     0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP7  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     4.0000 !   433.1234 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -8.6209+04 !     4.0000 !   374.7345 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.3473+05 !     4.0000 !   341.0593 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.7242+05 !     4.0000 !   334.5940 !     0.9798 ! 
 ! -2.5863+05 !     4.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.9407 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP8  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          79       
   OUTLET STREAM:         80       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.320442E-01    0.320442E-01     0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.97104         1.97104       -0.112654E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.886021E+07   -0.961494E+07    0.784960E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP8  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.75473E+06 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.18748E-01    0.21038E-01    0.14607E-02    0.69430E-01 
      O2               0.52748E-01    0.10528E-03    0.45009         0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP8  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   407.7695 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.0314+05 !    12.0000 !   337.8703 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -2.5158+05 !    12.0000 !   334.9261 !     0.7940 ! 
 ! -5.0316+05 !    12.0000 !   331.3902 !     0.4380 ! 
 ! -7.5473+05 !    12.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.1170 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXPREP9  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          61       
   OUTLET STREAM:         62       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            4.45985         4.45985        0.363550E-09 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            112.465         112.465        0.379073E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.140390E+10   -0.136703E+10   -0.262581E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXPREP9  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       393.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    393.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.36864E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.88242        0.86603        0.96508         1.1144     
      H2SO4            0.36419E-09     0.0000        0.22006E-08     0.0000     
      O2               0.41804E-05    0.43905E-09    0.25257E-04     0.0000     
      SO2              0.58316E-02    0.68035E-04    0.34893E-01     57527.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXPREP9  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   371.0559 !  9.7750-03 ! 
 !  1.2288+07 !     1.0000 !   385.9217 !  4.8221-02 ! 
 !  2.4576+07 !     1.0000 !   389.8948 !     0.1062 ! 
 !  3.6864+07 !     1.0000 !   393.0000 !     0.1655 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXSEP4   MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          37       
   OUTLET STREAM:         38       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.67300         5.67300       -0.103721E-07 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            102.201         102.201       -0.103721E-07 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.158999E+10   -0.162170E+10    0.195563E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXSEP4   MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       300.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    300.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.31714E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O               1.0000         1.0000         0.0000         0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXSEP4   HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   374.0553 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -7.9286+06 !    12.0000 !   355.6146 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -1.5857+07 !    12.0000 !   337.0976 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -2.3786+07 !    12.0000 !   318.5484 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -3.1714+07 !    12.0000 !   300.0001 !     0.0    ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  HXSEP5   MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          29       
   OUTLET STREAM:         30       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            6.12480         6.12480       -0.435040E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            125.300         125.300       -0.113415E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.175547E+10   -0.173208E+10   -0.133230E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  HXSEP5   MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       362.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    362.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.23388E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.17948E-02 




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.947     0.948      0.00     0.619E-01 0.653E-01  0.00     
      H2SO4         0.468E-24  0.00      0.00     0.261E-21  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.167E-03 0.169E-04  0.00     0.834E-01  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.530E-01 0.515E-01  0.00     0.855     0.492E+04  0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      HXSEP5   HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   314.4043 !     0.0    ! 
 !  1.3696+04 !    12.0000 !   314.4325 ! BUB>0.0    ! 
 !  7.7961+06 !    12.0000 !   330.4104 !  1.1161-04 ! 
 !  1.5592+07 !    12.0000 !   346.3658 !  3.4891-04 ! 
 !  2.3388+07 !    12.0000 !   362.0000 !  1.7948-03 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  KDESOR   MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - 32       STAGE   1 
    OUTLETS  - 35       STAGE   1 
               36       STAGE   8 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.71657         5.71657       -0.155369E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            104.401         104.401       -0.715443E-08 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.161799E+10   -0.160253E+10   -0.955782E-02 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                         8 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      NONIDEAL     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       NO       
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                 100 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.100000-07 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.100000-05 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   WATT                      0.0         
    MASS DISTILLATE RATE           KG/SEC                    2.20000     
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, BAR                     1.00000     
 
    TEMP-EST        STAGE   1  TEMP, K                     341.612       
                            2                              370.487       
                            3                              372.845       
                            4                              372.900       
                            5                              372.902       
                            6                              372.902       
                            7                              372.902       
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   X-EST 
   STAGE       H2O         O2          SO2         SO3      
      1         0.9984   1.1019-11   1.5822-03   4.1073-08 
      2         0.9999   1.7576-15   1.1883-04   7.0988-09 
      3         1.0000   9.3354-20   2.8093-06   3.7780-10 
      4         1.0000   4.6957-24   6.2817-08   1.9007-11 
      5         1.0000   2.3590-28   1.4028-09   9.5500-13 
      6         1.0000   1.1850-32   3.1325-11   4.7977-14 
      7         1.0000      0.0      6.9920-13   2.4051-15 
      8         1.0000      0.0      1.5294-14   1.1541-16 
 
   Y-EST 
   STAGE       H2O         O2          SO2         SO3      
      1         0.2946   4.9561-06      0.7054     MISSING 
      2         0.9181   5.7012-10   8.1864-02     MISSING 
      3         0.9980   2.9482-14   1.9932-03     MISSING 
      4         1.0000   1.4820-18   4.4599-05     MISSING 
      5         1.0000   7.4450-23   9.9597-07     MISSING 
      6         1.0000   3.7401-27   2.2241-08     MISSING 
      7         1.0000   1.8788-31   4.9642-10     MISSING 
      8         1.0000      0.0      1.0858-11     MISSING 
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  35           36       
    COMPONENT: 
    H2O         .22575E-02   .99774     
    O2          1.0000       0.0000     
    SO2         1.0000       .28233E-11 
    SO3         1.0000       .25690E-08 
 
  
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          K                       341.612       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       K                       372.902       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          KMOL/SEC                  5.78480     
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       KMOL/SEC                  5.67300     
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           KMOL/SEC                  0.043566    
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              KMOL/SEC                  0.38190     
    MOLAR BOILUP RATIO                                       0.067319    
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   WATT                      0.0         
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   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.61984E-08  STAGE=  1 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.80945E-06  STAGE=  1 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.18410E-05  STAGE=  2 COMP=SO2      
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.36155E-07  STAGE=  1 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             J/KMOL             HEAT DUTY 
       K             BAR            LIQUID       VAPOR        WATT     
 
   1   341.61        1.0000      -0.28232E+09 -0.27912E+09             
   2   370.49        1.0000      -0.28050E+09 -0.24434E+09             
   6   372.90        1.0000      -0.28034E+09 -0.23985E+09             
   7   372.90        1.0000      -0.28034E+09 -0.23985E+09             
   8   372.90        1.0000      -0.28034E+09 -0.23985E+09   .15465+08 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            KMOL/SEC                   KMOL/SEC                 KMOL/SEC 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  5.785     0.4357E-01     5.6951 .21431-01                      .43566-01 
   2  6.033     0.1118                                                         
   6  6.055     0.3819                                                         
   7  6.055     0.3819                                                         
   8  5.673     0.3819                                        5.6730           
 
    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            KG/SEC                     KG/SEC                   KG/SEC   
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  104.6      2.200       103.2014    1.1996                         2.2000 
   2  108.7      2.436                                                         
   6  109.1      6.880                                                         
   7  109.1      6.880                                                         
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                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.99842       0.11018E-10   0.15822E-02   0.41074E-07 
      2    0.99988       0.17577E-14   0.11883E-03   0.70989E-08 
      6     1.0000       0.11851E-31   0.31326E-10   0.47977E-13 
      7     1.0000       0.59532E-36   0.69921E-12   0.24051E-14 
      8     1.0000       0.29905E-40   0.15294E-13   0.11541E-15 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.29462       0.49561E-05   0.70537       0.58497E-05 
      2    0.91813       0.57012E-09   0.81865E-01   0.21252E-05 
      6     1.0000       0.37401E-26   0.22241E-07   0.15140E-10 
      7     1.0000       0.18789E-30   0.49643E-09   0.75895E-12 
      8     1.0000       0.94381E-35   0.10858E-10   0.36418E-13 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.29509       0.44980E+06    445.83        142.42     
      2    0.91824       0.32437E+06    688.91        299.38     
      6     1.0000       0.31560E+06    709.98        315.56     
      7     1.0000       0.31560E+06    709.98        315.56     
      8     1.0000       0.31560E+06    709.98        315.56     
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.99440       0.19492E-10   0.56037E-02   0.18180E-06 
      2    0.99958       0.31210E-14   0.42245E-03   0.31540E-07 
      6     1.0000       0.21049E-31   0.11140E-09   0.21322E-12 
      7     1.0000       0.10574E-35   0.24865E-11   0.10689E-13 
      8     1.0000       0.53117E-40   0.54387E-13   0.51290E-15 
 
                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.10511       0.31406E-05   0.89488       0.92747E-05 
      2    0.75925       0.83741E-09   0.24074       0.78106E-05 
      6     1.0000       0.66431E-26   0.79091E-07   0.67284E-10 
      7     1.0000       0.33372E-30   0.17654E-08   0.33729E-11 
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 RADFRAC REB-HCURVE: KDESOR   HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   372.9016 !  3.7977-09 ! 
 !  5.1548+06 !     1.0000 !   372.9016 !  2.1024-02 ! 
 !  1.0310+07 !     1.0000 !   372.9016 !  4.2049-02 ! 
 !  1.5465+07 !     1.0000 !   372.9016 !  6.3073-02 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  KSEP     MODEL: RADFRAC          
 ------------------------------- 
    INLETS   - 25       STAGE  10 
               26       STAGE  15 
               38       STAGE   1 
    OUTLETS  - 28       STAGE   1 
               27       STAGE  15 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            10.4023         10.4023        0.170765E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            215.684         215.684       -0.263549E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.291000E+10   -0.291000E+10   -0.745045E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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                         ********************** 
                         ****  INPUT DATA  **** 
                         ********************** 
 
   ****   INPUT PARAMETERS   **** 
 
    NUMBER OF STAGES                                        15 
    ALGORITHM OPTION                                      STANDARD     
    ABSORBER OPTION                                       YES      
    INITIALIZATION OPTION                                 STANDARD     
    HYDRAULIC PARAMETER CALCULATIONS                      NO       
    INSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE METHOD                        BROYDEN  
    DESIGN SPECIFICATION METHOD                           NESTED   
    MAXIMUM NO. OF OUTSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                  40 
    MAXIMUM NO. OF INSIDE LOOP ITERATIONS                   10 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLASH ITERATIONS                      30 
    FLASH TOLERANCE                                          0.100000-07 
    OUTSIDE LOOP CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                       0.100000-05 
 
   ****   COL-SPECS   **** 
 
    MOLAR VAPOR DIST / TOTAL DIST                            1.00000     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   WATT                      0.0         
    REBOILER DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
    P-SPEC          STAGE   1  PRES, BAR                    12.0000      
 
    TEMP-EST        STAGE   1  TEMP, K                     300.040       
                            2                              300.040       
                            3                              300.040       
                            4                              300.040       
                            5                              300.043       
                            6                              300.056       
                            7                              300.204       
                            8                              300.978       
                            9                              303.980       
                           10                              308.841       
                           11                              308.871       
                           12                              308.986       
                           13                              309.411       
                           14                              310.841       
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   X-EST 
   STAGE       H2O         O2          SO2         SO3      
      1         0.9997   2.5568-04   1.5290-14      0.0    
      2         0.9997   2.5568-04   1.5290-14      0.0    
      3         0.9997   2.5568-04   1.5403-14      0.0    
      4         0.9997   2.5568-04   1.0732-10      0.0    
      5         0.9997   2.5568-04   3.6698-07      0.0    
      6         0.9997   2.5561-04   2.3872-05      0.0    
      7         0.9994   2.5493-04   3.0067-04      0.0    
      8         0.9977   2.5117-04   2.0633-03      0.0    
      9         0.9897   2.3590-04   1.0016-02   4.5512-34 
     10         0.9654   2.0244-04   3.4348-02   4.2435-08 
     11         0.9654   2.0226-04   3.4440-02   4.2431-08 
     12         0.9650   2.0156-04   3.4792-02   4.2415-08 
     13         0.9637   1.9900-04   3.6094-02   4.2357-08 
     14         0.9592   1.9022-04   4.0561-02   4.2158-08 
     15         0.9468   1.6655-04   5.2989-02   4.1610-08 
 
   Y-EST 
   STAGE       H2O         O2          SO2         SO3      
      1      3.1141-03      0.9969   3.4655-19     MISSING 
      2      3.1141-03      0.9969   3.4655-19     MISSING 
      3      3.1141-03      0.9969   3.4912-19     MISSING 
      4      3.1141-03      0.9969   2.5583-15     MISSING 
      5      3.1142-03      0.9969   2.4207-09     MISSING 
      6      3.1170-03      0.9969   8.2789-06     MISSING 
      7      3.1428-03      0.9963   5.3825-04     MISSING 
      8      3.2863-03      0.9900   6.7381-03     MISSING 
      9      3.9113-03      0.9516   4.4529-02     MISSING 
     10      5.1913-03      0.8094      0.1854     MISSING 
     11      5.2003-03      0.8087      0.1861     MISSING 
     12      5.2345-03      0.8062      0.1885     MISSING 
     13      5.3622-03      0.7968      0.1978     MISSING 
     14      5.8133-03      0.7636      0.2305     MISSING 
     15      7.0959-03      0.6677      0.3252     MISSING 
 
                          ******************* 
                          ****  RESULTS  **** 
                          ******************* 
 
 
   ***   COMPONENT SPLIT FRACTIONS   *** 
 
                             OUTLET STREAMS  
                             -------------- 
                  28           27       
    COMPONENT: 
    H2O         .81009E-04   .99992     
    O2          .99326       .67369E-02 
    SO2         0.0000       1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  KSEP     MODEL: RADFRAC (CONTINUED)          
   ***    SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS    *** 
 
    TOP STAGE TEMPERATURE          K                       300.040       
    BOTTOM STAGE TEMPERATURE       K                       314.416       
    TOP STAGE LIQUID FLOW          KMOL/SEC                  5.67446     
    BOTTOM STAGE LIQUID FLOW       KMOL/SEC                 10.1523      
    TOP STAGE VAPOR FLOW           KMOL/SEC                  0.25008     
    BOILUP VAPOR FLOW              KMOL/SEC                  0.37612     
    CONDENSER DUTY (W/O SUBCOOL)   WATT                      0.0         
    REBOILER DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
 
   ****   MAXIMUM FINAL RELATIVE ERRORS   **** 
 
    DEW POINT                       0.98564E-12  STAGE=  9 
    BUBBLE POINT                    0.20479E-11  STAGE= 10 
    COMPONENT MASS BALANCE          0.68505E-15  STAGE= 13 COMP=O2       
    ENERGY BALANCE                  0.23687E-07  STAGE=  6 
 
 
   ****    PROFILES   **** 
 
   **NOTE** REPORTED VALUES FOR STAGE LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES ARE THE FLOWS 
            FROM THE STAGE INCLUDING ANY SIDE PRODUCT. 
 
                                          ENTHALPY 
 STAGE TEMPERATURE   PRESSURE             J/KMOL             HEAT DUTY 
       K             BAR            LIQUID       VAPOR        WATT     
 
   1   300.04        12.000      -0.28579E+09 -0.79603E+06             
   2   300.04        12.000      -0.28579E+09 -0.79603E+06             
   9   303.98        12.000      -0.28589E+09 -0.14117E+08             
  10   308.84        12.000      -0.28641E+09 -0.56193E+08             
  11   308.87        12.000      -0.28641E+09 -0.56389E+08             
  14   310.84        12.000      -0.28647E+09 -0.69712E+08             
  15   314.42        12.000      -0.28662E+09 -0.98073E+08             
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            KMOL/SEC                   KMOL/SEC                 KMOL/SEC 
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  5.674     0.2501         5.6730                                   0.2500 
   2  5.674     0.2515                                                         
   9  5.733     0.2635                                                         
  10  9.955     0.3097         4.2212                                          
  11  9.956     0.3107                                                         
  14  10.02     0.3290                                                         
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    ****  MASS FLOW PROFILES  **** 
 
 STAGE     FLOW RATE                  FEED RATE               PRODUCT RATE 
            KG/SEC                     KG/SEC                   KG/SEC   
       LIQUID     VAPOR       LIQUID    VAPOR    MIXED      LIQUID    VAPOR 
   1  102.2      7.991       102.2010                                   7.9912 
   2  102.2      8.038                                                         
   9  105.9      8.793                                                         
  10  195.1      11.73        89.1313                                          
  11  195.2      11.77                                                         
  14  199.3      12.93                                                         
  15  207.7      15.92      .18962-05   24.3519             207.6930           
 
                         ****   MOLE-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.99974       0.25568E-03   0.15290E-13   0.12743-126 
      2    0.99974       0.25568E-03   0.15290E-13   0.66994-115 
      9    0.98975       0.23590E-03   0.10016E-01   0.45512E-33 
     10    0.96545       0.20244E-03   0.34348E-01   0.42435E-07 
     11    0.96536       0.20226E-03   0.34440E-01   0.42431E-07 
     14    0.95925       0.19022E-03   0.40561E-01   0.42158E-07 
     15    0.94684       0.16655E-03   0.52989E-01   0.41610E-07 
 
                         ****   MOLE-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.31141E-02   0.99689       0.34655E-18   0.54680-137 
      2    0.31141E-02   0.99689       0.34655E-18   0.28747-125 
      9    0.39113E-02   0.95156       0.44529E-01   0.27503E-43 
     10    0.51913E-02   0.80940       0.18541       0.84252E-32 
     11    0.52003E-02   0.80874       0.18606       0.84394E-32 
     14    0.58133E-02   0.76364       0.23054       0.99373E-32 
     15    0.70959E-02   0.66772       0.32519       0.27281E-31 
 
                         ****   K-VALUES           **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.31149E-02    3898.9       0.22665E-04   0.42910E-10 
      2    0.31149E-02    3898.9       0.22665E-04   0.42910E-10 
      9    0.39518E-02    4033.7        4.4460       0.60429E-10 
     10    0.53771E-02    3998.3        5.3979       0.13030E-24 
     11    0.53869E-02    3998.6        5.4024       0.13150E-24 
     14    0.60603E-02    4014.5        5.6839       0.23572E-24 
     15    0.74942E-02    4009.1        6.1368       0.65564E-24 
 
                         ****   MASS-X-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.99955       0.45405E-03   0.54362E-13   0.56621-126 
      2    0.99955       0.45405E-03   0.54362E-13   0.29768-114 
      9    0.96487       0.40848E-03   0.34721E-01   0.19718E-32 
     10    0.88740       0.33050E-03   0.11227       0.17334E-06 
     11    0.88712       0.33013E-03   0.11255       0.17329E-06 
     14    0.86902       0.30609E-03   0.13067       0.16974E-06 
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                         ****   MASS-Y-PROFILE     **** 
   STAGE     H2O           O2            SO2           SO3      
      1    0.17557E-02   0.99824       0.69478E-18   0.13700-136 
      2    0.17557E-02   0.99824       0.69478E-18   0.72026-125 
      9    0.21115E-02   0.91241       0.85483E-01   0.65983E-43 
     10    0.24695E-02   0.68389       0.31364       0.17812E-31 
     11    0.24724E-02   0.68295       0.31457       0.17832E-31 
     14    0.26642E-02   0.62161       0.37572       0.20240E-31 
     15    0.30202E-02   0.50479       0.49219       0.51603E-31 
 
 BLOCK:  MIXPREP1 MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         67          68       
   OUTLET STREAM:         69       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.757510        0.757510       -0.198428E-08 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            15.4833         15.4833       -0.229455E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.182912E+09   -0.182912E+09   -0.977594E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  MIXSEP1  MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         35          33       
   OUTLET STREAM:         34       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
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 BLOCK:  MIXSEP1  MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.451801        0.451801       -0.614332E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            23.0989         23.0989         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.126245E+09   -0.126245E+09   -0.774303E-13 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  PPREP1   MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          42       
   OUTLET STREAM:         43       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W7       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 
     *********************************************************************** 
     *                                                                     * 
     *     NPSH AVAILABLE MAY BE INACCURATE DUE TO FLASH PROBLEMS          *    
     *                                                                     * 
     *********************************************************************** 
 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.325925        0.325925        0.170319E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            6.47346         6.47346        0.137203E-15 
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 BLOCK:  PPREP1   MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                   12.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUM/SEC                           0.0061623   
    PRESSURE CHANGE  BAR                                    9.00000     
    NPSH AVAILABLE   J/KG                                   0.0         
    FLUID POWER  WATT                                   5,546.05        
    BRAKE POWER  WATT                                  10,417.1         
    ELECTRICITY  WATT                                  10,417.1         
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.53240     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  WATT                            10,417.1         
    HEAD DEVELOPED J/KG                                   856.737       
 
 BLOCK:  PPREP2   MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          71       
   OUTLET STREAM:         72       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W10      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.723447        0.723447        0.306926E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            13.4706         13.4706        0.263739E-15 
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 BLOCK:  PPREP2   MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                    4.00000     
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUM/SEC                           0.013301    
    PRESSURE CHANGE  BAR                                    3.00000     
    NPSH AVAILABLE   J/KG                                   0.026624    
    FLUID POWER  WATT                                   3,990.31        
    BRAKE POWER  WATT                                   6,379.10        
    ELECTRICITY  WATT                                   6,379.10        
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.62553     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  WATT                             6,379.10        
    HEAD DEVELOPED J/KG                                   296.224       
 
 BLOCK:  PPREP3   MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         76          72       
   OUTLET STREAM:         78       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W11      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.725466        0.725466       -0.765179E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            13.5122         13.5122       -0.170902E-14 
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 BLOCK:  PPREP3   MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                   12.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUM/SEC                           0.013338    
    PRESSURE CHANGE  BAR                                    8.00000     
    NPSH AVAILABLE   J/KG                                 295.142       
    FLUID POWER  WATT                                  10,670.6         
    BRAKE POWER  WATT                                  17,050.0         
    ELECTRICITY  WATT                                  17,050.0         
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.62584     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  WATT                            17,050.0         
    HEAD DEVELOPED J/KG                                   789.700       
 
 BLOCK:  PSEP1    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          15       
   OUTLET STREAM:         16       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W3       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 
     *********************************************************************** 
     *                                                                     * 
     *     NPSH AVAILABLE MAY BE INACCURATE DUE TO FLASH PROBLEMS          *    
     *                                                                     * 
     *********************************************************************** 
 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
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 BLOCK:  PSEP1    MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.19379         3.19379       -0.141690E-12 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            58.8721         58.8721       -0.280248E-12 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.910821E+09   -0.910821E+09   -0.307518E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                   12.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    3 PHASE FLASH 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            60 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.100000-05 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUM/SEC                           0.058498    
    PRESSURE CHANGE  BAR                                   10.9868      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   J/KG                                   0.0         
    FLUID POWER  WATT                                  64,270.6         
    BRAKE POWER  WATT                                  84,030.8         
    ELECTRICITY  WATT                                  84,030.8         
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.76485     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  WATT                            84,030.8         
    HEAD DEVELOPED J/KG                                 1,091.70        
 
 BLOCK:  PSEP2    MODEL: PUMP             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          36       
   OUTLET STREAM:         37       
   OUTLET WORK STREAM:    W4       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.67300         5.67300        0.313125E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            102.201         102.201        0.417144E-15 
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 BLOCK:  PSEP2    MODEL: PUMP (CONTINUED)             
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
    OUTLET PRESSURE  BAR                                   12.0000      
    DRIVER EFFICIENCY                                       1.00000     
 
    FLASH SPECIFICATIONS: 
    LIQUID PHASE CALCULATION 
    NO FLASH PERFORMED 
    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS                            30 
    TOLERANCE                                               0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
    VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE  CUM/SEC                           0.29742     
    PRESSURE CHANGE  BAR                                   11.0000      
    NPSH AVAILABLE   J/KG                                  -0.45823     
    FLUID POWER  WATT                                 327,160.          
    BRAKE POWER  WATT                                 381,652.          
    ELECTRICITY  WATT                                 381,652.          
    PUMP EFFICIENCY USED                                    0.85722     
    NET WORK REQUIRED  WATT                           381,652.          
    HEAD DEVELOPED J/KG                                 3,201.14        
    NEGATIVE NPSH MAY BE DUE TO VAPOR IN THE FEED OR UNACCOUNTED SUCTION HEAD. 
 
 BLOCK:  RX1      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4DDUP    
   OUTLET STREAM:         6DUP     
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q1       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.23026       2.37700      0.146744       0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.219329E-14 
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 BLOCK:  RX1      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  673.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              673.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    673.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.23190E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  RX1      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6DUP     
     ZH2O            0.7886755     
     ZO2             0.1741876E-11 
     ZSO2            0.4169302E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1235204     
     ZH2SO4          0.8780405E-01 
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.377000     
 
 BLOCK:  RX10     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6H       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7DUP     
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q10      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83476       2.83501      0.250168E-03   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.913873E-15 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.515697E+09 -0.515697E+09                0.115581E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1573.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1573.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX10     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1573.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.13662E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7DUP     
     ZH2O            0.7348804     
     ZH2SO4          0.6057514E-06 
     ZO2             0.8793542E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758709     
     ZSO3            0.1312717E-02 
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.835006     
 
 BLOCK:  RX11     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7DUP     
   OUTLET STREAM:         7D       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q11      
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 BLOCK:  RX11     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83501       2.83501      0.180016E-06  0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.530046E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.502035E+09 -0.502035E+09               -0.237452E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1473.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1473.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
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 BLOCK:  RX11     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1473.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.13614E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7D       
     ZH2O            0.7348804     
     ZH2SO4          0.5422537E-06 
     ZO2             0.8793541E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758709     
     ZSO3            0.1312780E-02 
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.835006     
 
 BLOCK:  RX12     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7D       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7E       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q12      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83501       2.83501     -0.474212E-07  0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.530046E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.515650E+09 -0.515650E+09                0.231183E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  RX12     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1373.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1373.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1373.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.13377E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
187 
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 BLOCK:  RX12 MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:   
   PHASE VAPOR   
   OF TYPE VAPOR   
   PHASE FRACTION 1.000000    
   PLACED IN STREAM   7E
ZH2O 0.7348804    
ZH2SO4 0.5589807E-06 
ZO2 0.8793541E-01 
ZSO2 0.1758709    
ZSO3 0.1312763E-02 
   KMOL/SEC 2.835006    
 BLOCK:  RX13 MODEL: RGIBBS
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM: 7E
   OUTLET STREAM: 7F
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q13
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE
***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
IN          OUT GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC) 2.83501 2.83501 -0.350711E-06 -0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  ) 77.7507 77.7507 -0.274162E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.529026E+09 -0.529026E+09 -0.112669E-15 
***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E    0.00000 KG/SEC
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E 0.00000 KG/SEC
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000 KG/SEC
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION 0.00000 KG/SEC
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION    0.00000 KG/SEC
***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:
ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR   
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K 1273.0    
TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K 1273.0    
SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR 0.0000    
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX13     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1273.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.13124E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7F       
     ZH2O            0.7348804     
     ZH2SO4          0.6826880E-06 
     ZO2             0.8793542E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758709     
     ZSO3            0.1312640E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX14     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7F       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7G       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q14      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83501       2.83500     -0.971723E-06  0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.237607E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.542151E+09 -0.542151E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1173.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1173.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX14     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1173.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.12858E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7G       
     ZH2O            0.7348803     
     ZH2SO4          0.1025447E-05 
     ZO2             0.8793545E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758709     
     ZSO3            0.1312297E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX15     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7G       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7H       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q15      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83500       2.83500     -0.274000E-05 -0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.182775E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.555009E+09 -0.555009E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1073.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1073.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX15     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1073.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.12580E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7H       
     ZH2O            0.7348800     
     ZH2SO4          0.1991938E-05 
     ZO2             0.8793554E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758711     
     ZSO3            0.1311332E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX16     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7H       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7I       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q16      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83500       2.83499     -0.945766E-05  0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.182775E-15 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.567589E+09 -0.567589E+09               -0.210027E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  973.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              973.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX16     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    973.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.12286E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7I       
     ZH2O            0.7348791     
     ZH2SO4          0.5327987E-05 
     ZO2             0.8793583E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758717     
     ZSO3            0.1308001E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX17     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7I       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7J       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q17      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83499       2.83495     -0.388651E-04 -0.156646E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.201052E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.579875E+09 -0.579875E+09                0.205578E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  873.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              873.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX17     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    873.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11973E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7J       
     ZH2O            0.7348755     
     ZO2             0.8793704E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758741     
     ZSO3            0.1294309E-02 
     ZH2SO4          0.1903731E-04 
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 BLOCK:  RX18     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7J       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7K       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q18      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83495       2.83474     -0.209152E-03   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.237607E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.591848E+09 -0.591848E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  773.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              773.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX18     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    773.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11656E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7K       
     ZH2O            0.7348559     
     ZO2             0.8794353E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758871     
     ZSO3            0.1220623E-02 
     ZH2SO4          0.9282036E-04 
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 BLOCK:  RX19     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7K       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7L       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q19      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83474       2.83352     -0.121986E-02  0.156659E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.104181E-13 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.603504E+09 -0.603504E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  673.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              673.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX19     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    673.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11407E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7L       
     ZH2O            0.7347418     
     ZO2             0.8798139E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1759628     
     ZSO3            0.7906374E-03 
     ZH2SO4          0.5233715E-03 
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 BLOCK:  RX2      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6DUP     
   OUTLET STREAM:         6A       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q2       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.37700       2.54718      0.170176       0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.182775E-15 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.683615E+09 -0.683615E+09               -0.174381E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  773.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              773.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX2      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    773.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.27538E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6A       
     ZH2O            0.8027940     
     ZO2             0.1625502E-11 
     ZSO2            0.3890753E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1820775     
     ZH2SO4          0.1512840E-01 
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 BLOCK:  RX20     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7L       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7M       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q20      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83352       2.83155     -0.196995E-02 -0.156727E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.859040E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.614911E+09 -0.614911E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  573.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              573.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX20     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    573.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11134E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7M       
     ZO2             0.8804260E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1760852     
     ZSO3            0.9547560E-04 
     ZH2SO4          0.1219447E-02 
     ZH2O            0.7345573     
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 BLOCK:  RX21     MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7M       
   OUTLET STREAM:         7ADUP    
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q21      
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83155       2.83129     -0.263373E-03   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.221157E-13 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.626045E+09 -0.626045E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  483.45     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              483.45     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX21     MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    483.45     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.95632E+07 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7ADUP    
     ZO2             0.8805079E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1761016     
     ZSO3            0.2462433E-05 
     ZH2SO4          0.1312583E-02 
     ZH2O            0.7345326     
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 BLOCK:  RX3      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6A       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6B       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q3       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.54718       2.57774      0.305676E-01 -0.172278E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.100526E-13 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.656077E+09 -0.656077E+09                0.181700E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  873.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              873.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX3      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    873.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.14658E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6B       
     ZH2O            0.8051325     
     ZO2             0.1606227E-11 
     ZSO2            0.3844615E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1917767     
     ZH2SO4          0.3090741E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX4      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6B       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6C       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q4       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.57774       2.58348      0.573400E-02   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.328994E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.641419E+09 -0.641419E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  973.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              973.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX4      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    973.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.12681E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6C       
     ZH2O            0.8055651     
     ZH2SO4          0.8643921E-03 
     ZO2             0.1602662E-11 
     ZSO2            0.3836082E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1935705     
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 BLOCK:  RX5      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6C       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6D       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q5       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.58348       2.58488      0.139795E-02  0.171803E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.456936E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.628738E+09 -0.628738E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1073.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1073.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX5      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1073.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.12611E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6D       
     ZH2O            0.8056702     
     ZH2SO4          0.3231047E-03 
     ZO2             0.1601795E-11 
     ZSO2            0.3834008E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1940067     
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 BLOCK:  RX6      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6D       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6E       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q6       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.58488       2.58528      0.405192E-03   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.530046E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.616127E+09 -0.616127E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1173.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1173.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX6      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1173.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.12833E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6E       
     ZH2O            0.8057007     
     ZH2SO4          0.1663236E-03 
     ZO2             0.1601544E-11 
     ZSO2            0.3833407E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1941330     
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 BLOCK:  RX7      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6E       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6F       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q7       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.58528       2.61102      0.257388E-01 -0.170083E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.328994E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.603294E+09 -0.603294E+09                0.197597E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1273.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1273.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX7      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO3       0.90000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1273.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.18003E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6F       
     ZH2O            0.7979228     
     ZH2SO4          0.1519705E-06 
     ZO2             0.9693229E-02 
     ZSO2            0.1938650E-01 
     ZSO3            0.1729973     
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 BLOCK:  RX8      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6F       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6G       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q8       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.61102       2.83159      0.220569       0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.365549E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.585291E+09 -0.585291E+09               -0.203675E-15 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1373.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1373.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX8      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     SO3        0.70000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1373.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.55609E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6G       
     ZH2O            0.7357664     
     ZH2SO4          0.1588199E-05 
     ZO2             0.8683552E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1736711     
     ZSO3            0.3725386E-02 
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 BLOCK:  RX9      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6G       
   OUTLET STREAM:         6H       
   OUTLET HEAT STREAM:    Q9       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83159       2.83476      0.316760E-02   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.219329E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.529681E+09 -0.529681E+09                 0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1473.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1473.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  RX9      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO3       0.40000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1473.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.13984E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6H       
     ZH2O            0.7349450     
     ZH2SO4          0.8871151E-06 
     ZO2             0.8785521E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1757105     
     ZSO3            0.1488489E-02 
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 BLOCK:  SCONDENS MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          8        
   OUTLET STREAM:         9        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.83187         2.83501       -0.110857E-02 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507        0.365549E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.635752E+09   -0.649969E+09    0.218745E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       370.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    370.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.14218E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.97887     
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 BLOCK:  SCONDENS MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.735     0.937      0.00     0.731     0.779      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.225E-11  0.00      0.00     0.230E-11  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.879E-01 0.127E-05  0.00     0.898E-01  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.176     0.605E-03  0.00     0.180     0.709E+05  0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SCONDENS HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   482.4467 !     0.9994 ! 
 ! -4.7392+06 !     1.0000 !   442.7700 !     0.9950 ! 
 ! -9.4785+06 !     1.0000 !   400.0551 !     0.9926 ! 
 ! -1.4218+07 !     1.0000 !   370.0000 !     0.9789 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SFLCONC  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          3        
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   13       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  4        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.78243         3.78243        0.821859E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            99.3117         99.3117        0.572374E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.114872E+10   -0.114872E+10    0.415105E-14 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SFLCONC  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE K                                 417.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    BAR                                 1.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    417.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.52452E-05 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.86719        0.80573        0.99997         1.2411     
      H2SO4            0.11124E-06     0.0000        0.35158E-06     0.0000     
      O2               0.20059E-07    0.16013E-11    0.63397E-07     0.0000     
      SO2              0.95878E-05    0.38328E-07    0.30221E-04     39592.     
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 FLASH2 HCURVE:      SFLCONC  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.3164 ! 
 ! -1.7484-06 !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.3164 ! 
 ! -3.4968-06 !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.3164 ! 
 ! -5.2452-06 !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.3164 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SFLDECO  MODEL: FLASH2           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          9        
   OUTLET VAPOR STREAM:   11       
   OUTLET LIQUID STREAM:  10       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.83501         2.83501        0.120171E-07 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507        0.789777E-08 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.649969E+09   -0.649969E+09   -0.130800E-07 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SFLDECO  MODEL: FLASH2 (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY   WATT                                0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    370.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   VAPOR FRACTION                                            0.97887     
   1ST LIQUID/TOTAL LIQUID                                    1.0000     
 
   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.735     0.937      0.00     0.731     0.779      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.225E-11  0.00      0.00     0.230E-11  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.879E-01 0.127E-05  0.00     0.898E-01  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.176     0.605E-03  0.00     0.180     0.709E+05  0.00     
      SO3           0.131E-02 0.622E-01  0.00     0.152E-16  297.      0.00     
 
 BLOCK:  SHC      MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          6        
   OUTLET STREAM:         7        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.37700       2.83501      0.458006     -0.156645E-15 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.109665E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.683615E+09 -0.502035E+09               -0.265617     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHC      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  1573.0     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              1573.0     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    1573.0     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.18158E+09 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  SHC      MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7        
     ZH2O            0.7348804     
     ZH2SO4          0.6057514E-06 
     ZO2             0.8793542E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1758709     
     ZSO3            0.1312717E-02 
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.835006     
 
 BLOCK:  SHXCONC  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          2        
   OUTLET STREAM:         3        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.78243         3.78243        0.111236E-06 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            99.3117         99.3117        0.286187E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.120759E+10   -0.114872E+10   -0.487505E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       417.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       1.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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 BLOCK:  SHXCONC  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    417.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.58870E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.86719        0.80573        0.99997         1.2411     
      H2SO4            0.11124E-06     0.0000        0.35158E-06     0.0000     
      O2               0.20059E-07    0.16013E-11    0.63397E-07     0.0000     
      SO2              0.95878E-05    0.38328E-07    0.30221E-04     39592.     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXCONC  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   392.8195 !     0.0    ! 
 !  2.2117+05 !     1.0000 !   393.5578 ! BUB>0.0    ! 
 !  1.9623+07 !     1.0000 !   398.8737 !     0.1098 ! 
 !  3.9247+07 !     1.0000 !   406.2562 !     0.2163 ! 
 !  5.8870+07 !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.3164 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXD1    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          13       
   OUTLET STREAM:         14       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            1.19672         1.19672       -0.351579E-06 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            21.5610         21.5610       -0.188667E-12 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.284874E+09   -0.340949E+09    0.164469     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXD1    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.56076E+08 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.99997        0.99997         0.0000         0.0000     
      O2               0.63397E-07    0.63397E-07     0.0000         0.0000     
      SO2              0.30221E-04    0.30221E-04     0.0000         0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXD1    HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.7354+06 !     1.0000 !   375.4589 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.8692+07 !     1.0000 !   372.7778 !     0.6550 ! 
 ! -3.7384+07 !     1.0000 !   372.7764 !     0.2721 ! 
 ! -5.0689+07 !     1.0000 !   372.5736 ! BUB>0.0    ! 
 !------------+------------+------------+------------! 
 ! -5.6076+07 !     1.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.0    ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXD2    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          11       
   OUTLET STREAM:         12       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.77511         2.77511       -0.233365E-11 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            76.4390         76.4390       -0.286303E-13 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.631990E+09   -0.723276E+09    0.126212     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXD2    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.91286E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.28372     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.731     0.991      0.00     0.736E-01 0.743E-01  0.00     
      H2SO4         0.623E-29  0.00      0.00     0.220E-28  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.898E-01 0.595E-05  0.00     0.317      0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.180     0.928E-02  0.00     0.610     0.532E+05  0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXD2    HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   370.0000 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -7.4253+05 !     1.0000 !   364.1538 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -3.0429+07 !     1.0000 !   360.5787 !     0.7425 ! 
 ! -6.0857+07 !     1.0000 !   351.8188 !     0.4887 ! 
 ! -9.1286+07 !     1.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.2837 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXRCVRA MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7        
   OUTLET STREAM:         7A       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.83501       2.83129     -0.371459E-02   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.840763E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.502035E+09 -0.635608E+09                0.210150     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXRCVRA MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  483.45     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              483.45     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    483.45     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.13357E+09 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  SHXRCVRA MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   7A       
     ZO2             0.8805079E-01 
     ZSO2            0.1761016     
     ZSO3            0.2462433E-05 
     ZH2SO4          0.1312583E-02 
     ZH2O            0.7345326     
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.831292     
 
 BLOCK:  SHXRCVRB MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          7C       
   OUTLET STREAM:         8        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.83163         2.83187       -0.840372E-04 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507       -0.182775E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.635612E+09   -0.635752E+09    0.218935E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       482.447       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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 BLOCK:  SHXRCVRB MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    482.45     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.13919E+06 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.99939     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.735     0.675      0.00     0.735      1.09      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.111E-02  0.00      0.00     0.111E-02  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.880E-01 0.294E-05  0.00     0.881E-01  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.176     0.865E-04  0.00     0.176     0.300E+05  0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXRCVRB HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   483.4467 !     0.9997 ! 
 ! -4.6396+04 !     1.0000 !   483.1147 !     0.9996 ! 
 ! -9.2792+04 !     1.0000 !   482.7813 !     0.9995 ! 
 ! -1.3919+05 !     1.0000 !   482.4466 !     0.9994 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXSEP1  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          19       
   OUTLET STREAM:         20       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.778046        0.778046         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            39.1279         39.1279         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.149593E+09   -0.152381E+09    0.182967E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXSEP1  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       353.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    353.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  4.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.27881E+07 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      1.0000     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.760E-01  0.00      0.00     0.760E-01  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.320      0.00      0.00     0.320      0.00      0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXSEP1  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     4.0000 !   444.3955 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -9.2936+05 !     4.0000 !   414.3785 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -1.8587+06 !     4.0000 !   383.9180 !     1.0000 ! 
 ! -2.7881+06 !     4.0000 !   353.0000 !     1.0000 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXSEP2  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          21       
   OUTLET STREAM:         22       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.778046        0.778046       -0.588041E-12 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            39.1279         39.1279       -0.928857E-12 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.149109E+09   -0.160685E+09    0.720409E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXSEP2  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.11576E+08 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.64999     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.760E-01 0.905     0.119     0.663E-02 0.733E-02 0.131     
      O2            0.320     0.143E-03 0.147E-03 0.493      0.00      0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXSEP2  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   465.4610 !     1.0000 ! 
 !    MISSING !    12.0000 !    MISSING ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 ! -3.8586+06 !    12.0000 !   361.4223 !     0.9821 ! 
 ! -7.7173+06 !    12.0000 !   321.5606 !     0.8700 ! 
 ! -1.1576+07 !    12.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.6500 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SHXSEP3  MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          16       
   OUTLET STREAM:         17       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.19379         3.19379        0.141690E-12 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            58.8721         58.8721        0.280128E-12 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.910737E+09   -0.910972E+09    0.258345E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SHXSEP3  MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       313.000       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                               -0.23535E+06 
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                      0.0000     




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.991     0.991      0.00      0.00      0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.604E-05 0.604E-05  0.00      0.00      0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.907E-02 0.907E-02  0.00      0.00      0.00      0.00     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SHXSEP3  HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !    12.0000 !   313.9671 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -7.8448+04 !    12.0000 !   313.6447 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -1.5690+05 !    12.0000 !   313.3224 !     0.0    ! 
 ! -2.3535+05 !    12.0000 !   313.0000 !     0.0    ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SPPREP1  MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          64       
   OUTLET STREAMS:        65          66       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            1.02906         1.02906         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            53.0032         53.0032         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.275711E+09   -0.275711E+09     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
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 BLOCK:  SPPREP1  MODEL: FSPLIT (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= 65             SPLIT=          0.98113     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   
2 
          66                             0.018867          0                    
1 
 
 BLOCK:  SPREHTR2 MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          5        
   OUTLET STREAM:         6        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.23026       2.37700      0.146744       0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                    0.493491E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.697446E+09 -0.683615E+09               -0.198315E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  673.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              673.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
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 BLOCK:  SPREHTR2 MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    673.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.13831E+08 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
   NUMBER OF FLUID PHASES                                              1 
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   6        
     ZH2O            0.7886755     
     ZO2             0.1741876E-11 
     ZSO2            0.4169302E-07 
     ZSO3            0.1235204     
     ZH2SO4          0.8780405E-01 
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 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1A MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4        
   OUTLET STREAM:         4A       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.58571         2.22734        0.138596     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507        0.182775E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.863842E+09   -0.705405E+09   -0.183410     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       590.969       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       1.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    590.97     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.15844E+09 
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 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1A MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.77448        0.54430        0.77456         1.4230     
      H2SO4            0.16090         0.0000        0.16095         0.0000     
      O2               0.18589E-11     0.0000        0.18596E-11     0.0000     
      SO2              0.44494E-07    0.16633E-09    0.44510E-07     0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SPRHTR1A HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   417.0000 !     0.0    ! 
 !    13.5658 !     1.0000 !   417.0000 ! BUB>0.0    ! 
 !  5.2812+07 !     1.0000 !   475.1869 !     0.3405 ! 
 !  1.0562+08 !     1.0000 !   561.0873 !     0.6226 ! 
 !  1.5844+08 !     1.0000 !   590.9690 !     0.9997 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1B MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4A       
   OUTLET STREAM:         4B       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            2.22734         2.23026       -0.130693E-02 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            77.7507         77.7507         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.705405E+09   -0.704969E+09   -0.617968E-03 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1B MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       591.969       
   PRESSURE DROP                        BAR                       0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    591.97     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.43592E+06 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.77477         0.0000        0.77477         0.0000     
      H2SO4            0.15938         0.0000        0.15938         0.0000     
      O2               0.18565E-11     0.0000        0.18565E-11     0.0000     
      SO2              0.44436E-07     0.0000        0.44436E-07     0.0000     
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 HEATER HCURVE:      SPRHTR1B HCURVE 1    
 ------------------------------------- 
   INDEPENDENT VARIABLE:  DUTY     
   PRESSURE PROFILE:      CONSTANT     
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 !  DUTY      !  PRES      !  TEMP      !  VFRAC     ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !  WATT      !  BAR       !  K         !            ! 
 !            !            !            !            ! 
 !============!============!============!============! 
 !     0.0    !     1.0000 !   590.9687 !     0.9997 ! 
 !  3.3400+04 !     1.0000 !   590.9556 ! DEW>1.0000 ! 
 !  1.4531+05 !     1.0000 !   591.2380 !     1.0000 ! 
 !  2.9061+05 !     1.0000 !   591.6039 !     1.0000 ! 
 !  4.3592+05 !     1.0000 !   591.9690 !     1.0000 ! 
 ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1C MODEL: RGIBBS           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          4D       
   OUTLET STREAM:         5        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   PC-SAFT   COPOLYMER PC-SAFT EQUATION OF STATE          
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         2.23026       2.23026      0.777155E-15   0.00000     
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         77.7507       77.7507                   -0.968705E-14 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.706805E+09 -0.697446E+09               -0.132410E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1C MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFICATIONS:                        
     ONLY CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IS CONSIDERED, THE FLUID PHASE IS VAPOR    
     SYSTEM TEMPERATURE    K                                  673.00     
     TEMPERATURE FOR FREE ENERGY EVALUATION    K              673.00     
     SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP  BAR                                0.0000     
 
   FLUID PHASE SPECIES IN PRODUCT LIST: 
     ZH2O ZH2SO4 ZH2 ZO2 ZSO2 ZSO3    
 
   ATOM MATRIX:    
   ELEMENT      H    O    S    
     H2O        2.00 1.00 0.00 
     H2SO4      2.00 4.00 1.00 
     H2         2.00 0.00 0.00 
     O2         0.00 2.00 0.00 
     SO2        0.00 2.00 1.00 
     SO3        0.00 3.00 1.00 
     OH-        1.00 1.00 0.00 
     HSO3-      1.00 3.00 1.00 
     HSO4-      1.00 4.00 1.00 
     H3O+       3.00 1.00 0.00 
     SO3-2      0.00 3.00 1.00 
     SO4-2      0.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2O       2.00 1.00 0.00 
     ZH2SO4     2.00 4.00 1.00 
     ZH2        2.00 0.00 0.00 
     ZO2        0.00 2.00 0.00 
     ZSO2       0.00 2.00 1.00 
     ZSO3       0.00 3.00 1.00 
 
   PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
     ZH2SO4      1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZH2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZO2         1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
     ZSO2        1.0000      FRACTION OF FEED    
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   TEMPERATURE           K                                    673.00     
   PRESSURE              BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.93588E+07 
   VAPOR FRACTION                                             1.0000     
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 BLOCK:  SPRHTR1C MODEL: RGIBBS (CONTINUED)           
 
   FLUID PHASE MOLE FRACTIONS:    
 
   PHASE              VAPOR    
   OF TYPE            VAPOR    
   PHASE FRACTION     1.000000     
   PLACED IN STREAM   5        
     ZH2O            0.7747711     
     ZO2             0.1856486E-11 
     ZSO2            0.4443628E-07 
     ZSO3            0.6585089E-01 
     ZH2SO4          0.1593780     
 
   KMOL/SEC           2.230257     
 
 BLOCK:  SPSEP1   MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          27       
   OUTLET STREAMS:        29          46       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            10.1523         10.1523         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            207.693         207.693        0.136845E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.290980E+10   -0.290980E+10     0.00000     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  MASS-FLOW  (KG/SEC  )            STRM=29       FLOW=       125.300       KEY= 
0 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= 29             SPLIT=          0.60329     KEY=  0    STREAM-ORDER=   
1 
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 BLOCK:  T1       MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         1           10       
   OUTLET STREAM:         2        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            3.78243         3.78243       -0.187853E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            99.3117         99.3117       -0.515136E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.120759E+10   -0.120759E+10    0.169869E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE   BAR                                    1.00000     
 
 BLOCK:  TPREP1   MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         47          45          43       
   OUTLET STREAM:         48       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.48891         5.48891       -0.323626E-13 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            157.495         157.495       -0.777786E-13 
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 BLOCK:  TPREP1   MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  TPREP2   MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         50          55       
   OUTLET STREAM:         51       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.543981        0.543981         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            9.80000         9.80000         0.00000     
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.154888E+09   -0.154888E+09   -0.727320E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
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 BLOCK:  TSEP1    MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          24       
   OUTLET STREAM:         26       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.508121        0.508121        0.218496E-15 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            24.3519         24.3519        0.291781E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.761890E+08   -0.761890E+08    0.143944E-10 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  TSEP2    MODEL: MIXER            
 ----------------------------- 
   INLET STREAMS:         23          17          78       
   OUTLET STREAM:         25       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            4.22122         4.22122       -0.132347E-12 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            89.1314         89.1314       -0.213805E-12 
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 BLOCK:  TSEP2    MODEL: MIXER (CONTINUED)            
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE      FLASH 
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   OUTLET PRESSURE:  MINIMUM OF INLET STREAM PRESSURES 
 
 BLOCK:  VPREP1   MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          58       
   OUTLET STREAM:         59       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.48891         5.48891       -0.404517E-11 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            165.468         165.468       -0.549649E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.166833E+10   -0.166833E+10   -0.569192E-09 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       3.00000     
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 
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 BLOCK:  VPREP1   MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    375.03     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  3.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.75687        0.88242        0.21273        0.24108     
      H2SO4            0.67510E-11     0.0000        0.36009E-10     0.0000     
      O2               0.16152E-01    0.41804E-05    0.86135E-01     0.0000     
      SO2              0.13619        0.58316E-02    0.70113         20605.     
      SO3              0.90791E-01    0.11174        0.39291E-15     120.23     
 
 BLOCK:  VPREP2   MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          66       
   OUTLET STREAM:         67       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.194150E-01    0.194150E-01   -0.661186E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.00000         1.00000       -0.321965E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.520178E+07   -0.520178E+07    0.465449E-10 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  VPREP2   MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       1.00000     
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    299.97     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.21273        0.98062        0.35294E-01    0.35992E-01 
      H2SO4            0.12218E-27     0.0000        0.15041E-27     0.0000     
      O2               0.86135E-01    0.24452E-05    0.10604         0.0000     
      SO2              0.70113        0.19382E-01    0.85867         43366.     
      SO3              0.36009E-10    0.19184E-09     0.0000         44.302     
 
 BLOCK:  VPREP3   MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          60       
   OUTLET STREAM:         61       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            4.45985         4.45985        0.641063E-12 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            112.465         112.465       -0.164265E-14 
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 BLOCK:  VPREP3   MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       1.00000     
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    371.06     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.88242        0.88581        0.53917        0.60867     
      H2SO4            0.64238E-12     0.0000        0.65717E-10     0.0000     
      O2               0.41804E-05    0.67999E-08    0.42697E-03     0.0000     
      SO2              0.58316E-02    0.13442E-02    0.46041         62790.     
      SO3              0.11174        0.11284        0.64201E-15     342.51     
 
 BLOCK:  VSEP1    MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          30       
   OUTLET STREAM:         31       
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
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 BLOCK:  VSEP1    MODEL: HEATER (CONTINUED)           
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            6.12480         6.12480       -0.826576E-14 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            125.300         125.300       -0.601098E-14 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.173208E+10   -0.173208E+10    0.789650E-11 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   THREE  PHASE  PQ  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                       1.00000     
   SPECIFIED HEAT DUTY                  WATT                      0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    340.37     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   OUTLET VAPOR FRACTION                                     0.66653E-01 




   V-L1-L2 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP           F(I)      X1(I)     X2(I)     Y(I)      K1(I)     K2(I) 
      H2O           0.947     0.995      0.00     0.278     0.279      0.00     
      H2SO4         0.178E-23  0.00      0.00     0.266E-22  0.00      0.00     
      O2            0.167E-03 0.378E-07  0.00     0.250E-02  0.00      0.00     
      SO2           0.530E-01 0.538E-02  0.00     0.720     0.661E+05  0.00     
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 1 10 11 12 13                                    
 ------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               1          10         11         12         13       
 FROM :                  ----       SFLDECO    SFLDECO    SHXD2      SFLCONC  
 TO   :                  T1         T1         SHXD2      FLSEP1     SHXD1    
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:         0.0     6.0677-07     0.0        0.0        0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      MIXED      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    3.2239  5.6136-02     2.0273     2.0273     1.1967 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     6.3831-12  1.7298-29  4.2074-07 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     7.5873-08     0.2493     0.2493  7.5869-08 
   SO2                    0.0     3.6265-05     0.4986     0.4986  3.6166-05 
   SO3                    0.4986  3.7233-03  4.2296-17  6.3831-12  5.8549-11 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.8661     0.9372     0.7305     0.7305     1.0000 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     2.3001-12  6.2334-30  3.5158-07 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     1.2668-06  8.9833-02  8.9833-02  6.3397-08 
   SO2                    0.0     6.0547-04     0.1797     0.1797  3.0221-05 
   SO3                    0.1339  6.2163-02  1.5241-17  2.3001-12  4.8924-11 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   58.0804     1.0113    36.5217    36.5217    21.5587 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     6.2605-10  1.6966-27  4.1266-05 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     2.4278-06     7.9772     7.9772  2.4277-06 
   SO2                    0.0     2.3233-03    31.9401    31.9401  2.3170-03 
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 STREAM ID               1          10         11         12         13       
 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               3.7225  5.9896-02     2.7751     2.7751     1.1967 
   KG/SEC                98.0000     1.3117    76.4390    76.4390    21.5610 
   CUM/SEC             7.3369-02  1.1234-03    84.5844    20.3815    41.1633 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             393.0000   370.0000   370.0000   313.0000   417.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.2837     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.7163     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -3.1957+08 -3.0017+08 -2.2774+08 -2.6063+08 -2.3805+08 
   J/KG               -1.2139+07 -1.3706+07 -8.2679+06 -9.4621+06 -1.3212+07 
   WATT               -1.1896+09 -1.7979+07 -6.3199+08 -7.2328+08 -2.8487+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            7.3282+04  7.8763+04  2.0851+05  1.1875+05  2.0028+05 
   J/KG-K              2783.6341  3596.4036  7569.8533  4311.2250  1.1116+04 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              50.7372    53.3160  3.2809-02     0.1362  2.9072-02 
   KG/CUM              1335.7156  1167.6392     0.9037     3.7504     0.5238 
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 14 15 16 17 18                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               14         15         16         17         18       
 FROM :                  SHXD1      FLSEP1     PSEP1      SHXSEP3    FLSEP1   
 TO   :                  FLSEP1     PSEP1      SHXSEP3    TSEP2      CMPRSEP1 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    1.1967     3.1648     3.1648     3.1648  5.9155-02 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     8.0395-25 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  7.5869-08  1.9304-05  1.9304-05  1.9304-05     0.2493 
   SO2                 3.6166-05  2.8982-02  2.8982-02  2.8982-02     0.4696 
   SO3                 4.2080-07  4.2081-07  4.2081-07  4.2081-07     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    1.0000     0.9909     0.9909     0.9909  7.6030-02 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     1.0333-24 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  6.3397-08  6.0443-06  6.0443-06  6.0443-06     0.3204 
   SO2                 3.0221-05  9.0746-03  9.0746-03  9.0746-03     0.6036 
   SO3                 3.5163-07  1.3176-07  1.3176-07  1.3176-07     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   21.5587    57.0147    57.0147    57.0147     1.0657 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     7.8851-23 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  2.4277-06  6.1771-04  6.1771-04  6.1771-04     7.9766 
   SO2                 2.3170-03     1.8567     1.8567     1.8567    30.0856 
   SO3                 3.3691-05  3.3692-05  3.3692-05  3.3692-05     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               14         15         16         17         18       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               1.1967     3.1938     3.1938     3.1938     0.7780 
   KG/SEC                21.5610    58.8721    58.8721    58.8721    39.1279 
   CUM/SEC             2.1727-02  5.8498-02  5.8472-02  5.8447-02    19.8960 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             313.0000   313.8531   313.9671   313.0000   313.8531 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0133    12.0000    12.0000     1.0133 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8490+08 -2.8519+08 -2.8516+08 -2.8523+08 -1.9717+08 
   J/KG               -1.5813+07 -1.5471+07 -1.5470+07 -1.5474+07 -3.9206+06 
   WATT               -3.4095+08 -9.1082+08 -9.1074+08 -9.1097+08 -1.5340+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            7.3473+04  7.4061+04  7.4080+04  7.3842+04  2.3176+05 
   J/KG-K              4078.0116  4017.7753  4018.8149  4005.8963  4608.4331 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              55.0790    54.5963    54.6211    54.6439  3.9106-02 
   KG/CUM               992.3452  1006.3901  1006.8478  1007.2682     1.9666 
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 19 2 20 21 22                                    
 ------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               19         2          20         21         22       
 FROM :                  CMPRSEP1   T1         SHXSEP1    CMPRSEP2   SHXSEP2  
 TO   :                  SHXSEP1    SHXCONC    CMPRSEP2   SHXSEP2    FLSEP2   
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     VAPOR      VAPOR      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 5.9155-02     3.2801  5.9155-02  5.9155-02  5.9155-02 
   H2SO4               8.0395-25     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.2493  7.5873-08     0.2493     0.2493     0.2493 
   SO2                    0.4696  3.6265-05     0.4696     0.4696     0.4696 
   SO3                    0.0        0.5023     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                 7.6030-02     0.8672  7.6030-02  7.6030-02  7.6030-02 
   H2SO4               1.0333-24     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.3204  2.0059-08     0.3204     0.3204     0.3204 
   SO2                    0.6036  9.5878-06     0.6036     0.6036     0.6036 
   SO3                    0.0        0.1328     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    1.0657    59.0917     1.0657     1.0657     1.0657 
   H2SO4               7.8851-23     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     7.9766  2.4278-06     7.9766     7.9766     7.9766 
   SO2                   30.0856  2.3233-03    30.0856    30.0856    30.0856 
   SO3                    0.0       40.2177     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               19         2          20         21         22       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.7780     3.7824     0.7780     0.7780     0.7780 
   KG/SEC                39.1279    99.3117    39.1279    39.1279    39.1279 
   CUM/SEC                7.1255  7.4473-02     5.5978     2.4554     1.0442 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             444.3955   392.8195   353.0000   465.4610   313.0000 
   PRES   BAR             4.0000     1.0000     4.0000    12.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        1.0000     1.0000     0.6500 
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.0        0.0        0.3500 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -1.9227+08 -3.1926+08 -1.9585+08 -1.9165+08 -2.0652+08 
   J/KG               -3.8232+06 -1.2160+07 -3.8944+06 -3.8108+06 -4.1067+06 
   WATT               -1.4959+08 -1.2076+09 -1.5238+08 -1.4911+08 -1.6068+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.3345+05  7.3393+04  2.2443+05  2.2581+05  7.4817+09 
   J/KG-K              4642.0139  2795.2782  4462.6571  4490.0586  1.4877+08 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.1092    50.7895     0.1390     0.3169     0.7451 
   KG/CUM                 5.4913  1333.5316     6.9899    15.9357    37.4715 
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 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               23         24         25         26         27       
 FROM :                  FLSEP2     FLSEP2     TSEP2      TSEP1      KSEP     
 TO   :                  TSEP2      TSEP1      KSEP       KSEP       SPSEP1   
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 5.6398-02  3.3573-03     3.9370  3.3573-03     9.6126 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  4.4490-05     0.2509  6.4488-05     0.2509  1.6909-03 
   SO2                    0.2455     0.2538     0.2841     0.2538     0.5380 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     4.2243-07     0.0     4.2243-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.1868  6.6074-03     0.9327  6.6074-03     0.9468 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.4733-04     0.4938  1.5277-05     0.4938  1.6655-04 
   SO2                    0.8131     0.4996  6.7308-02     0.4996  5.2989-02 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     1.0007-07     0.0     4.1610-08 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    1.0160  6.0484-02    70.9270  6.0484-02   173.1745 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.4236-03     8.0293  2.0636-03     8.0293  5.4106-02 
   SO2                   15.7296    16.2622    18.2023    16.2622    34.4644 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     3.3822-05     0.0     3.3822-05 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               23         24         25         26         27       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.3020     0.5081     4.2212     0.5081    10.1523 
   KG/SEC                16.7471    24.3519    89.1314    24.3519   207.6931 
   CUM/SEC             1.0569-02     1.0396  8.2114-02     1.0396     0.1946 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             312.9264   312.9264   314.2251   312.9264   314.4156 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.0        1.0000     0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        1.0000     0.0        1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -3.1166+08 -1.4994+08 -2.8715+08 -1.4994+08 -2.8662+08 
   J/KG               -5.6195+06 -3.1287+06 -1.3599+07 -3.1287+06 -1.4010+07 
   WATT               -9.4111+07 -7.6189+07 -1.2121+09 -7.6189+07 -2.9098+09 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.1830+10  2.0672+05  7.7444+04  2.0672+05  7.6658+04 
   J/KG-K              3.9362+08  4313.4051  3667.7273  4313.4051  3747.1417 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              28.5722     0.4888    51.4066     0.4888    52.1616 
   KG/CUM              1584.5989    23.4252  1085.4545    23.4252  1067.1123 
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 28 29 3 30 31                                    
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 STREAM ID               28         29         3          30         31       
 FROM :                  KSEP       SPSEP1     SHXCONC    HXSEP5     VSEP1    
 TO   :                  ----       HXSEP5     SFLCONC    VSEP1      FLSEP3   
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     MIXED      MIXED      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 7.7877-04     5.7992     3.2801     5.7992     5.7992 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     4.2074-07  2.8687-24  1.0878-23 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.2493  1.0201-03  7.5873-08  1.0201-03  1.0201-03 
   SO2                 8.6664-20     0.3245  3.6265-05     0.3245     0.3245 
   SO3                    0.0     2.5485-07     0.5023  2.5485-07  2.5485-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                 3.1141-03     0.9468     0.8672     0.9468     0.9468 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     1.1124-07  4.6838-25  1.7760-24 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.9969  1.6655-04  2.0059-08  1.6655-04  1.6655-04 
   SO2                 3.4655-19  5.2989-02  9.5878-06  5.2989-02  5.2989-02 
   SO3                    0.0     4.1610-08     0.1328  4.1610-08  4.1610-08 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                 1.4030-02   104.4752    59.0917   104.4752   104.4752 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     4.1266-05  2.8136-22  1.0669-21 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     7.9772  3.2642-02  2.4278-06  3.2642-02  3.2642-02 
   SO2                 5.5521-18    20.7922  2.3233-03    20.7922    20.7922 
   SO3                    0.0     2.0404-05    40.2177  2.0404-05  2.0404-05 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               28         29         3          30         31       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.2501     6.1248     3.7824     6.1248     6.1248 
   KG/SEC                 7.9913   125.3000    99.3117   125.3000   125.3000 
   CUM/SEC                0.5166     0.1174    41.2189     0.1458    11.5335 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             300.0400   314.4156   417.0000   362.0000   340.3694 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000     1.0000    12.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.3164  1.7948-03  6.6653-02 
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.6836     0.9982     0.9333 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -7.9603+05 -2.8662+08 -3.0370+08 -2.8280+08 -2.8280+08 
   J/KG               -2.4911+04 -1.4010+07 -1.1567+07 -1.3823+07 -1.3823+07 
   WATT               -1.9907+05 -1.7555+09 -1.1487+09 -1.7321+09 -1.7321+09 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            1.8447+05  7.6658+04  1.1146+05  8.8361+04  9.0541+04 
   J/KG-K              5772.8140  3747.1417  4245.2013  4319.1776  4425.7471 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.4841    52.1616  9.1764-02    41.9942     0.5310 
   KG/CUM                15.4690  1067.1123     2.4094   859.1086    10.8640 
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 32 33 34 35 36                                   
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 STREAM ID               32         33         34         35         36       
 FROM :                  FLSEP3     FLSEP3     MIXSEP1    KDESOR     KDESOR   
 TO   :                  KDESOR     MIXSEP1    HXPREP2    MIXSEP1    PSEP2    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     VAPOR      MIXED      VAPOR      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    5.6858     0.1134     0.1262  1.2836-02     5.6730 
   H2SO4                  0.0     1.0878-23  2.4817-17     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  2.1592-07  1.0199-03  1.0201-03  2.1592-07     0.0    
   SO2                 3.0730-02     0.2938     0.3245  3.0730-02  8.6763-14 
   SO3                 2.5485-07  1.4073-29  2.5485-07  2.5485-07  6.5471-16 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.9946     0.2778     0.2794     0.2946     1.0000 
   H2SO4                  0.0     2.6646-23  5.4929-17     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  3.7771-08  2.4983-03  2.2579-03  4.9561-06     0.0    
   SO2                 5.3757-03     0.7197     0.7183     0.7054  1.5294-14 
   SO3                 4.4581-08  3.4474-29  5.6408-07  5.8497-06  1.1541-16 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                  102.4323     2.0429     2.2741     0.2312   102.2011 
   H2SO4                  0.0     1.0669-21  2.4340-15     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  6.9092-06  3.2635-02  3.2642-02  6.9092-06     0.0    
   SO2                    1.9687    18.8235    20.7922     1.9687  5.5584-12 
   SO3                 2.0404-05  1.1268-27  2.0404-05  2.0404-05  5.2419-14 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               32         33         34         35         36       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               5.7166     0.4082     0.4518  4.3566-02     5.6730 
   KG/SEC               104.4011    20.8989    23.0989     2.2000   102.2011 
   CUM/SEC                0.1057    11.4278    12.6643     1.2251     0.1163 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             340.3694   340.3694   340.8394   341.6115   372.9016 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.9999     1.0000     0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.0     7.2271-05     0.0        1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8304+08 -2.7946+08 -2.7943+08 -2.7912+08 -2.8034+08 
   J/KG               -1.5498+07 -5.4589+06 -5.4654+06 -5.5273+06 -1.5561+07 
   WATT               -1.6180+09 -1.1408+08 -1.2624+08 -1.2160+07 -1.5904+09 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            8.0096+04  2.3681+05  2.3677+05  5414.8402 -1.4615+05 
   J/KG-K              4385.7016  4625.7954  4631.0654   107.2296 -8112.5360 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              54.0726  3.5723-02  3.5675-02  3.5561-02    48.7645 
   KG/CUM               987.5216     1.8288     1.8239     1.7957   878.5095 
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 ------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               37         38         39         4          40       
 FROM :                  PSEP2      HXSEP4     HXPREP2    SFLCONC    CMPREP1  
 TO   :                  HXSEP4     KSEP       CMPREP1    SPRHTR1A   HXPREP3  
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:         0.0    -1.0372-08     0.0        0.0        0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED      LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    5.6730     5.6730     0.1262     2.0834     0.1262 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     6.8913-16     0.0     6.8913-16 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0     1.0201-03  4.1404-12  1.0201-03 
   SO2                 8.6763-14  8.6762-14     0.3245  9.9104-08     0.3245 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     2.5485-07     0.5023  2.5485-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    1.0000     1.0000     0.2794     0.8057     0.2794 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     1.5253-15     0.0     1.5253-15 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0     2.2579-03  1.6013-12  2.2579-03 
   SO2                 1.5294-14  1.5294-14     0.7183  3.8328-08     0.7183 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     5.6408-07     0.1943  5.6408-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                  102.2011   102.2011     2.2741    37.5330     2.2741 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     6.7589-14     0.0     6.7589-14 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0     3.2642-02  1.3249-10  3.2642-02 
   SO2                 5.5584-12  5.5584-12    20.7922  6.3491-06    20.7922 
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 37 38 39 4 40 (CONTINUED)                            
 
 STREAM ID               37         38         39         4          40       
 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               5.6730     5.6730     0.4518     2.5857     0.4518 
   KG/SEC               102.2011   102.2011    23.0989    77.7507    23.0989 
   CUM/SEC                0.1067     0.1025    12.7096  5.5599-02     5.4857 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             374.0553   300.0000   342.0000   417.0000   444.1757 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000     1.0000     1.0000     3.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000  2.2142-05     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8027+08 -2.8586+08 -2.7938+08 -3.3408+08 -2.7530+08 
   J/KG               -1.5557+07 -1.5868+07 -5.4644+06 -1.1110+07 -5.3846+06 
   WATT               -1.5900+09 -1.6217+09 -1.2622+08 -8.6384+08 -1.2438+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K               0.0     7.0241+04  2.3691+05  7.0341+04  2.3831+05 
   J/KG-K                 0.0     3898.9800  4633.8257  2339.3054  4661.2248 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              53.1912    55.3450  3.5548-02    46.5066  8.2359-02 
   KG/CUM               958.2572   997.0599     1.8174  1398.4251     4.2107 
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 41 42 43 44 45                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               41         42         43         44         45       
 FROM :                  HXPREP3    FLPREP1    PPREP1     FLPREP1    CMPREP2  
 TO   :                  FLPREP1    PPREP1     TPREP1     CMPREP2    TPREP1   
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.1262     0.3129     0.3129  2.8162-02  2.8162-02 
   H2SO4               3.9288-24     0.0        0.0     4.8806-24  4.8806-24 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.0201-03  1.5759-06  1.5759-06  8.7985-02  8.7985-02 
   SO2                    0.3245  1.3068-02  1.3068-02     1.0194     1.0194 
   SO3                 2.5485-07  2.5489-07  2.5489-07  1.2958-30  1.2958-30 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.2794     0.9599     0.9599  2.4801-02  2.4801-02 
   H2SO4               8.6958-24     0.0        0.0     4.2981-24  4.2981-24 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  2.2579-03  4.8350-06  4.8350-06  7.7484-02  7.7484-02 
   SO2                    0.7183  4.0094-02  4.0094-02     0.8977     0.8977 
   SO3                 5.6408-07  7.8204-07  7.8204-07  1.1411-30  1.1411-30 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    2.2741     5.6362     5.6362     0.5073     0.5073 
   H2SO4               3.8533-22     0.0        0.0     4.7869-22  4.7869-22 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  3.2642-02  5.0426-05  5.0426-05     2.8154     2.8154 
   SO2                   20.7922     0.8372     0.8372    65.3060    65.3060 
   SO3                 2.0404-05  2.0407-05  2.0407-05  1.0375-28  1.0375-28 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               41         42         43         44         45       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.4518     0.3259     0.3259     1.1355     1.1355 
   KG/SEC                23.0989     6.4735     6.4735    68.6287    68.6287 
   CUM/SEC                2.7469  6.1623-03  6.1603-03     9.5316     3.2675 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             313.0000   312.9717   313.1954   312.9717   435.1785 
   PRES   BAR             3.0000     3.0000    12.0000     3.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.7267     0.0        0.0        1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.2733     1.0000     1.0000     0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.9225+08 -2.8635+08 -2.8632+08 -2.7231+08 -2.6758+08 
   J/KG               -5.7162+06 -1.4417+07 -1.4416+07 -4.5057+06 -4.4274+06 
   WATT               -1.3204+08 -9.3329+07 -9.3319+07 -3.0922+08 -3.0384+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            1.9446+05  7.5546+04     0.0     2.3591+05  2.3757+05 
   J/KG-K              3803.5542  3803.5902     0.0     3903.3336  3930.8205 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.1645    52.8904    52.9078     0.1191     0.3475 
   KG/CUM                 8.4092  1050.4972  1050.8433     7.2001    21.0031 
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 46 47 48 49 4A                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               46         47         48         49         4A       
 FROM :                  SPSEP1     HXPREP1    TPREP1     HXPREP4    SPRHTR1A 
 TO   :                  HXPREP1    TPREP1     HXPREP4    $C-1       SPRHTR1B 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     MIXED      MIXED      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    3.8134     3.8134     4.1544     4.1544     1.7250 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     2.4261-23  4.4540-26     0.3584 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  6.7078-04  6.7078-04  8.8657-02  8.8657-02  4.1404-12 
   SO2                    0.2134     0.2134     1.2459     1.2459  9.9104-08 
   SO3                 1.6758-07  1.6758-07  4.2247-07  4.2247-07     0.1439 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.9468     0.9468     0.7569     0.7569     0.7745 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     4.4200-24  8.1145-27     0.1609 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.6655-04  1.6655-04  1.6152-02  1.6152-02  1.8589-12 
   SO2                 5.2989-02  5.2989-02     0.2270     0.2270  4.4494-08 
   SO3                 4.1610-08  4.1610-08  7.6967-08  7.6967-08  6.4628-02 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   68.6994    68.6994    74.8429    74.8429    31.0769 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     2.3795-21  4.3684-24    35.1486 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  2.1464-02  2.1464-02     2.8369     2.8369  1.3249-10 
   SO2                   13.6722    13.6722    79.8154    79.8154  6.3491-06 
   SO3                 1.3417-05  1.3417-05  3.3825-05  3.3825-05    11.5252 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               46         47         48         49         4A       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               4.0275     4.0275     5.4889     5.4889     2.2273 
   KG/SEC                82.3931    82.3931   157.4953   157.4953    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC             7.7211-02  7.7148-02     2.0335     0.4847   108.9699 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             314.4156   313.0000   338.9587   313.0000   590.9690 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.1682  3.2492-02     0.9997 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.8318     0.9675  3.4380-04 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8662+08 -2.8673+08 -2.8274+08 -2.8752+08 -3.1670+08 
   J/KG               -1.4010+07 -1.4016+07 -9.8539+06 -1.0020+07 -9.0726+06 
   WATT               -1.1543+09 -1.1548+09 -1.5519+09 -1.5782+09 -7.0540+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            7.6658+04  7.6286+04  1.0917+05  3.6315+09  2.4305+05 
   J/KG-K              3747.1417  3728.9306  3804.8852  1.2656+08  6962.6084 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              52.1616    52.2044     2.6992    11.3237  2.0440-02 
   KG/CUM              1067.1123  1067.9871    77.4489   324.9162     0.7135 
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 4B 4C 4D 4DDUP 5                                 
 ---------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               4B         4C         4D         4DDUP      5        
 FROM :                  SPRHTR1B   DMY01      DMY02      ----       SPRHTR1C 
 TO   :                  DMY01      DMY02      SPRHTR1C   RX1        SPREHTR2 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    1.7279     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.3555     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  4.1404-12     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                 9.9104-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.1469     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        1.7279     1.7279     1.7279     1.7279 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.3555     0.3555     0.3555     0.3555 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     4.1404-12  4.1404-12  4.1404-12  4.1404-12 
   ZSO2                   0.0     9.9104-08  9.9104-08  9.9104-08  9.9104-08 
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.1469     0.1469     0.1469     0.1469 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.7748     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.1594     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.8565-12     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                 4.4436-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                 6.5851-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.7748     0.7748     0.7748     0.7748 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.1594     0.1594     0.1594     0.1594 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     1.8565-12  1.8565-12  1.8565-12  1.8565-12 
   ZSO2                   0.0     4.4436-08  4.4436-08  4.4436-08  4.4436-08 
   ZSO3                   0.0     6.5851-02  6.5851-02  6.5851-02  6.5851-02 
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   31.1294     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                 34.8627     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.3249-10     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                 6.3491-06     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                   11.7586     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 4B 4C 4D 4DDUP 5 (CONTINUED)                         
 
 STREAM ID               4B         4C         4D         4DDUP      5        
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0       31.1294    31.1294    31.1294    31.1294 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0       34.8627    34.8627    34.8627    34.8627 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     1.3249-10  1.3249-10  1.3249-10  1.3249-10 
   ZSO2                   0.0     6.3491-06  6.3491-06  6.3491-06  6.3491-06 
   ZSO3                   0.0       11.7586    11.7586    11.7586    11.7586 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.2303     2.2303     2.2303     2.2303     2.2303 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC              109.3396   109.5524   109.5524   109.5524   124.6421 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             591.9690   591.9690   591.9690   591.9690   673.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -3.1609+08 -3.1692+08 -3.1692+08 -3.1692+08 -3.1272+08 
   J/KG               -9.0670+06 -9.0907+06 -9.0907+06 -9.0907+06 -8.9703+06 
   WATT               -7.0497+08 -7.0681+08 -7.0681+08 -7.0681+08 -6.9745+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.4305+05 -4.5937+04 -4.5937+04 -4.5937+04 -3.9296+04 
   J/KG-K              6971.7957 -1317.6913 -1317.6913 -1317.6913 -1127.1814 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            2.0398-02  2.0358-02  2.0358-02  2.0358-02  1.7893-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.7111     0.7097     0.7097     0.7097     0.6238 
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 STREAM ID               50         51         52         53         54       
 FROM :                  ----       TPREP2     $C-4       HXPREP10   FLPREP5  
 TO   :                  TPREP2     $C-2       HXPREP10   FLPREP5    ----     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR      MIXED      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.5162     0.5440  4.5639-02  4.5639-02  2.4953-02 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.4983     0.4983  3.7652-06 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    1.0000     1.0000  8.3898-02  8.3898-02     0.9998 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.9161     0.9161  1.5087-04 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    9.3000     9.8000     0.8222     0.8222     0.4495 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        1.0046     1.0046  7.5903-06 
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               50         51         52         53         54       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.5162     0.5440     0.5440     0.5440  2.4957-02 
   KG/SEC                 9.3000     9.8000     1.8268     1.8268     0.4495 
   CUM/SEC             9.3679-03  9.8795-03     1.5050     1.2785  4.6236-04 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             313.0000   315.0421   397.1554   353.0000   353.0000 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.0        1.0000     0.9541     0.0    
   LFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     0.0     4.5878-02     1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8488+08 -2.8473+08 -1.7380+07 -2.0593+07 -2.8182+08 
   J/KG               -1.5813+07 -1.5805+07 -5.1752+06 -6.1319+06 -1.5646+07 
   WATT               -1.4706+08 -1.5489+08 -9.4542+06 -1.1202+07 -7.0334+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            7.3684+04  7.3961+04  1.2340+05  1.1573+05  8.2642+04 
   J/KG-K              4090.0946  4105.4296  3.6745+04  3.4462+04  4587.9547 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              55.1058    55.0616     0.3614     0.4255    53.9768 
   KG/CUM               992.7498   991.9540     1.2138     1.4289   972.2798 
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 STREAM ID               55         56         57         58         59       
 FROM :                  ----       FLPREP5    $C-3       HXPREP5    VPREP1   
 TO   :                  TPREP2     ----       HXPREP5    VPREP1     FLPREP4  
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     VAPOR      MIXED      MIXED      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 2.7754-02  2.0686-02     4.1544     4.1544     4.1544 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     9.3460-11  5.9214-11  3.7056-11 
   H2                     0.0        0.4983     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0     8.8657-02  8.8657-02  8.8657-02 
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.7475     0.7475     0.7475 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.4983     0.4983     0.4983 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    1.0000  3.9856-02     0.7569     0.7569     0.7569 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     1.7027-11  1.0788-11  6.7510-12 
   H2                     0.0        0.9601     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0     1.6152-02  1.6152-02  1.6152-02 
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.1362     0.1362     0.1362 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0     9.0791-02  9.0791-02  9.0791-02 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.5000     0.3727    74.8429    74.8429    74.8429 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     9.1665-09  5.8077-09  3.6344-09 
   H2                     0.0        1.0046     0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        2.8369     2.8369     2.8369 
   SO2                    0.0        0.0       47.8892    47.8892    47.8892 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0       39.8994    39.8994    39.8994 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               55         56         57         58         59       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC            2.7754-02     0.5190     5.4889     5.4889     5.4889 
   KG/SEC                 0.5000     1.3773   165.4684   165.4684   165.4684 
   CUM/SEC             5.1419-04     1.2781     2.2884     2.2029    10.5645 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             353.0000   353.0000   397.1554   393.0000   375.0320 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000    12.0000    12.0000    12.0000     3.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.1554     0.1511     0.1875 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.0        0.8446     0.8489     0.8125 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8187+08 -8.0315+06 -3.0350+08 -3.0395+08 -3.0395+08 
   J/KG               -1.5646+07 -3.0266+06 -1.0068+07 -1.0082+07 -1.0082+07 
   WATT               -7.8230+06 -4.1686+06 -1.6659+09 -1.6683+09 -1.6683+09 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            8.2747+04  1.1732+05  1.0202+05  1.0097+05  1.0293+05 
   J/KG-K              4593.1256  4.4212+04  3384.1703  3349.5180  3414.5473 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              53.9764     0.4061     2.3986     2.4916     0.5196 
   KG/CUM               972.4040     1.0776    72.3079    75.1131    15.6627 
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 STREAM ID               6          60         61         62         63       
 FROM :                  SPREHTR2   FLPREP4    VPREP3     HXPREP9    FLPREP4  
 TO   :                  SHC        VPREP3     HXPREP9    FLPREP6    HXPREP6  
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      LIQUID     MIXED      MIXED      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.0        3.9355     3.9355     3.9355     0.2189 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     2.8649-12  1.6242-09  3.7056-11 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     1.8644-05  1.8644-05  1.8644-05  8.8639-02 
   SO2                    0.0     2.6008-02  2.6008-02  2.6008-02     0.7215 
   SO3                    0.0        0.4983     0.4983     0.4983  4.0433-16 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   1.8747     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.2087     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 4.1404-12     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                9.9104-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.2936     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.0        0.8824     0.8824     0.8824     0.2127 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     6.4238-13  3.6419-10  3.6009-11 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     4.1804-06  4.1804-06  4.1804-06  8.6135-02 
   SO2                    0.0     5.8316-03  5.8316-03  5.8316-03     0.7011 
   SO3                    0.0        0.1117     0.1117     0.1117  3.9291-16 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.7887     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4              8.7804-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 1.7419-12     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                4.1693-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.1235     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.0       70.8990    70.8990    70.8990     3.9439 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0     2.8099-10  1.5931-07  3.6344-09 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     5.9658-04  5.9658-04  5.9658-04     2.8363 
   SO2                    0.0        1.6662     1.6662     1.6662    46.2231 
   SO3                    0.0       39.8994    39.8994    39.8994  3.2372-14 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 STREAM ID               6          60         61         62         63       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  33.7730     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                20.4702     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 1.3249-10     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                6.3491-06     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                  23.5075     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.3770     4.4598     4.4598     4.4598     1.0291 
   KG/SEC                77.7507   112.4652   112.4652   112.4652    53.0032 
   CUM/SEC              132.8575  8.6207-02     1.4170    23.9595    10.4783 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             673.0000   375.0320   371.0559   393.0000   375.0320 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     3.0000     1.0000     1.0000     3.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.0     9.7750-03     0.1655     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        1.0000     0.9902     0.8345     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8760+08 -3.1479+08 -3.1479+08 -3.0652+08 -2.5696+08 
   J/KG               -8.7924+06 -1.2483+07 -1.2483+07 -1.2155+07 -4.9890+06 
   WATT               -6.8361+08 -1.4039+09 -1.4039+09 -1.3670+09 -2.6443+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K           -2.7913+04  7.3275+04  7.3432+04  9.4322+04  2.3148+05 
   J/KG-K              -853.3565  2905.7350  2911.9809  3740.3942  4494.1732 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            1.7891-02    51.7343     3.1474     0.1861  9.8209-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.5852  1304.5982    79.3689     4.6940     5.0584 
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 STREAM ID               64         65         66         67         68       
 FROM :                  HXPREP6    SPPREP1    SPPREP1    VPREP2     FLPREP6  
 TO   :                  SPPREP1    FLPREP1    VPREP2     MIXPREP1   MIXPREP1 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      MIXED      MIXED      MIXED      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.2189     0.2148  4.1303-03  4.1303-03     0.7123 
   H2SO4               7.9866-28  7.8359-28  1.5068-29  2.3721-30  1.6242-09 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  8.8639-02  8.6966-02  1.6723-03  1.6723-03  1.8642-05 
   SO2                    0.7215     0.7079  1.3612-02  1.3612-02  2.5755-02 
   SO3                 3.7056-11  3.6357-11  6.9913-13  6.9913-13  4.6585-14 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.2127     0.2127     0.2127     0.2127     0.9651 
   H2SO4               7.7611-28  7.7611-28  7.7611-28  1.2218-28  2.2006-09 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  8.6135-02  8.6135-02  8.6135-02  8.6135-02  2.5257-05 
   SO2                    0.7011     0.7011     0.7011     0.7011  3.4893-02 
   SO3                 3.6009-11  3.6009-11  3.6009-11  3.6009-11  6.3115-14 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    3.9439     3.8695  7.4408-02  7.4408-02    12.8327 
   H2SO4               7.8332-26  7.6855-26  1.4779-27  2.3265-28  1.5931-07 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     2.8363     2.7828  5.3512-02  5.3512-02  5.9653-04 
   SO2                   46.2231    45.3510     0.8721     0.8721     1.6500 
   SO3                 2.9669-09  2.9109-09  5.5975-11  5.5975-11  3.7298-12 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 64 65 66 67 68 (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               64         65         66         67         68       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               1.0291     1.0096  1.9415-02  1.9415-02     0.7381 
   KG/SEC                53.0032    52.0032     1.0000     1.0000    14.4833 
   CUM/SEC                6.9210     6.7904     0.1306     0.3889    23.8862 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             313.0000   313.0000   313.0000   299.9723   393.0000 
   PRES   BAR             3.0000     3.0000     3.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.7994     0.7994     0.7994     0.8123     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.2006     0.2006     0.2006     0.1877     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.6793+08 -2.6793+08 -2.6793+08 -2.6793+08 -2.4077+08 
   J/KG               -5.2018+06 -5.2018+06 -5.2018+06 -5.2018+06 -1.2270+07 
   WATT               -2.7571+08 -2.7051+08 -5.2018+06 -5.2018+06 -1.7771+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.0268+05  2.0268+05  2.0268+05  2.0981+05  2.0036+05 
   J/KG-K              3935.1131  3935.1131  3935.1131  4073.3787  1.0211+04 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.1487     0.1487     0.1487  4.9924-02  3.0901-02 
   KG/CUM                 7.6583     7.6583     7.6583     2.5714     0.6063 
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 69 6A 6B 6C 6D                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               69         6A         6B         6C         6D       
 FROM :                  MIXPREP1   RX2        RX3        RX4        RX5      
 TO   :                  HXPREP12   RX3        RX4        RX5        RX6      
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.7165     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4               1.2113-10     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.6910-03     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                 3.9367-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                 1.5039-09     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        2.0449     2.0754     2.0812     2.0826 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0     3.8535-02  7.9671-03  2.2331-03  8.3519-04 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     4.1404-12  4.1404-12  4.1404-12  4.1404-12 
   ZSO2                   0.0     9.9104-08  9.9104-08  9.9104-08  9.9104-08 
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.4638     0.4944     0.5001     0.5015 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.9458     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4               1.5991-10     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  2.2323-03     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                 5.1969-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                 1.9853-09     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.8028     0.8051     0.8056     0.8057 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0     1.5128-02  3.0907-03  8.6439-04  3.2310-04 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     1.6255-12  1.6062-12  1.6027-12  1.6018-12 
   ZSO2                   0.0     3.8908-08  3.8446-08  3.8361-08  3.8340-08 
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.1821     0.1918     0.1936     0.1940 
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   12.9071     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4               1.1881-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  5.4109-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    2.5220     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                 1.2041-07     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 69 6A 6B 6C 6D (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               69         6A         6B         6C         6D       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0       36.8388    37.3895    37.4928    37.5180 
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        3.7795     0.7814     0.2190  8.1915-02 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     1.3249-10  1.3249-10  1.3249-10  1.3249-10 
   ZSO2                   0.0     6.3491-06  6.3491-06  6.3491-06  6.3491-06 
   ZSO3                   0.0       37.1325    39.5798    40.0389    40.1508 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.7575     2.5472     2.5777     2.5835     2.5849 
   KG/SEC                15.4833    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC               23.9630   163.6100   187.0394   208.9585   230.5805 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             384.4089   773.0000   873.0000   973.0000  1073.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC               1.9352-08     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.4147+08 -2.5757+08 -2.4883+08 -2.4337+08 -2.3836+08 
   J/KG               -1.1814+07 -8.4382+06 -8.2497+06 -8.0866+06 -7.9244+06 
   WATT               -1.8291+08 -6.5608+08 -6.4142+08 -6.2874+08 -6.1613+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.0067+05 -1.0925+04 -3855.8112  1477.7804  6249.5153 
   J/KG-K              9817.5582  -357.9113  -127.8354    49.1032   207.7693 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            3.1612-02  1.5569-02  1.3782-02  1.2364-02  1.1210-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.6461     0.4752     0.4157     0.3721     0.3372 
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 6DUP 6E 6F 6G 6H                                 
 ---------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               6DUP       6E         6F         6G         6H       
 FROM :                  RX1        RX6        RX7        RX8        RX9      
 TO   :                  RX2        RX7        RX8        RX9        RX10     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   1.8747     2.0830     2.0834     2.0834     2.0834 
   ZH2SO4                 0.2087  4.2999-04  3.9680-07  4.4971-06  2.5148-06 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 4.1404-12  4.1404-12  2.5309-02     0.2459     0.2490 
   ZSO2                9.9104-08  9.9104-08  5.0619-02     0.4918     0.4981 
   ZSO3                   0.2936     0.5019     0.4517  1.0549-02  4.2195-03 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.7887     0.8057     0.7979     0.7358     0.7349 
   ZH2SO4              8.7804-02  1.6632-04  1.5197-07  1.5882-06  8.8712-07 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 1.7419-12  1.6015-12  9.6932-03  8.6836-02  8.7855-02 
   ZSO2                4.1693-08  3.8334-08  1.9386-02     0.1737     0.1757 
   ZSO3                   0.1235     0.1941     0.1730  3.7254-03  1.4885-03 
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 6DUP 6E 6F 6G 6H (CONTINUED)                         
 
 STREAM ID               6DUP       6E         6F         6G         6H       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  33.7730    37.5253    37.5330    37.5329    37.5330 
   ZH2SO4                20.4702  4.2174-02  3.8918-05  4.4108-04  2.4665-04 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 1.3249-10  1.3249-10     0.8099     7.8679     7.9692 
   ZSO2                6.3491-06  6.3491-06     3.2429    31.5048    31.9104 
   ZSO3                  23.5075    40.1833    36.1649     0.8446     0.3378 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.3770     2.5853     2.6110     2.8316     2.8348 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC              132.8575   252.1251   276.3561   323.2604   347.1981 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             673.0000  1173.0000  1273.0000  1373.0000  1473.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8760+08 -2.3336+08 -2.2416+08 -1.8706+08 -1.8192+08 
   J/KG               -8.7924+06 -7.7593+06 -7.5278+06 -6.8126+06 -6.6327+06 
   WATT               -6.8361+08 -6.0329+08 -5.8529+08 -5.2968+08 -5.1570+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K           -2.7913+04  1.0671+04  1.7437+04  3.5611+04  3.9037+04 
   J/KG-K              -853.3565   354.8328   585.5745  1296.9232  1423.2812 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            1.7891-02  1.0254-02  9.4480-03  8.7595-03  8.1647-03 
   KG/CUM                 0.5852     0.3084     0.2813     0.2405     0.2239 
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 7 70 71 72 73                                    
 ------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               7          70         71         72         73       
 FROM :                  SHC        HXPREP12   FLPREP2    PPREP2     FLPREP2  
 TO   :                  SHXRCVRA   FLPREP2    PPREP2     PPREP3     CMPPREP3 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      MIXED      LIQUID     LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.0        0.7165     0.7139     0.7139  2.5051-03 
   H2SO4                  0.0     6.3964-28     0.0        0.0     6.3964-28 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     1.6910-03  6.8457-07  6.8457-07  1.6903-03 
   SO2                    0.0     3.9367-02  9.4992-03  9.4992-03  2.9868-02 
   SO3                    0.0     1.6250-09  1.6250-09  1.6250-09     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   2.0834     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4              1.7173-06     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.2493     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.4986     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                3.7216-03     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.0        0.9458     0.9869     0.9869  7.3542-02 
   H2SO4                  0.0     8.4439-28     0.0        0.0     1.8778-26 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     2.2323-03  9.4626-07  9.4626-07  4.9622-02 
   SO2                    0.0     5.1969-02  1.3130-02  1.3130-02     0.8768 
   SO3                    0.0     2.1452-09  2.2462-09  2.2462-09     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.7349     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4              6.0575-07     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 8.7935-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.1759     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                1.3127-03     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.0       12.9071    12.8620    12.8620  4.5130-02 
   H2SO4                  0.0     6.2735-26     0.0        0.0     6.2735-26 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     5.4109-02  2.1905-05  2.1905-05  5.4087-02 
   SO2                    0.0        2.5220     0.6086     0.6086     1.9135 
   SO3                    0.0     1.3010-07  1.3010-07  1.3010-07     0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 7 70 71 72 73 (CONTINUED)                            
 
 STREAM ID               7          70         71         72         73       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  37.5330     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4              1.6843-04     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    7.9772     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                  31.9424     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.2980     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.8350     0.7575     0.7234     0.7234  3.4063-02 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    15.4833    13.4706    13.4706     2.0127 
   CUM/SEC              370.8057     0.8897  1.3301-02  1.3299-02     0.8764 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K            1573.0000   313.0000   313.0000   313.0522   313.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     4.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000  4.4967-02     0.0        0.0        1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.9550     1.0000     1.0000     0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -1.7708+08 -2.8506+08 -2.8540+08 -2.8539+08 -2.7775+08 
   J/KG               -6.4570+06 -1.3946+07 -1.5328+07 -1.5327+07 -4.7007+06 
   WATT               -5.0204+08 -2.1593+08 -2.0647+08 -2.0647+08 -9.4610+06 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            4.2199+04  8.1689+04  7.4061+04     0.0     2.4370+05 
   J/KG-K              1538.6777  3996.5767  3977.4825     0.0     4124.3702 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            7.6455-03     0.8515    54.3903    54.3967  3.8869-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.2097    17.4035  1012.7483  1012.8663     2.2966 
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 74 75 76 77 78                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               74         75         76         77         78       
 FROM :                  CMPPREP3   HXPREP7    FLPREP3    FLPREP3    PPREP3   
 TO   :                  HXPREP7    FLPREP3    PPREP3     CMPPREP4   TSEP2    
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      MIXED      LIQUID     VAPOR      LIQUID  
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 2.5051-03  2.5051-03  1.9043-03  6.0075-04     0.7159 
   H2SO4               6.3964-28     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.6903-03  1.6903-03  9.3608-09  1.6903-03  6.9393-07 
   SO2                 2.9868-02  2.9868-02  1.1476-04  2.9753-02  9.6140-03 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     1.6250-09 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                 7.3542-02  7.3542-02     0.9432  1.8748-02     0.9867 
   H2SO4               1.8778-26     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  4.9622-02  4.9622-02  4.6361-06  5.2748-02  9.5653-07 
   SO2                    0.8768     0.8768  5.6836-02     0.9285  1.3252-02 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     2.2399-09 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                 4.5130-02  4.5130-02  3.4307-02  1.0823-02    12.8963 
   H2SO4               6.2735-26     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  5.4087-02  5.4087-02  2.9953-07  5.4087-02  2.2205-05 
   SO2                    1.9135     1.9135  7.3519-03     1.9061     0.6159 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     1.3010-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 74 75 76 77 78 (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               74         75         76         77         78       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC            3.4063-02  3.4063-02  2.0191-03  3.2044-02     0.7255 
   KG/SEC                 2.0127     2.0127  4.1659-02     1.9710    13.5122 
   CUM/SEC                0.3016     0.1991  3.8843-05     0.1991  1.3334-02 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             433.1234   313.0000   313.0000   313.0000   313.1940 
   PRES   BAR             4.0000     4.0000     4.0000     4.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.9407     0.0        1.0000     0.0    
   LFRAC                  0.0     5.9275-02     1.0000     0.0        1.0000 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.7290+08 -2.8049+08 -2.8691+08 -2.8009+08 -2.8537+08 
   J/KG               -4.6186+06 -4.7471+06 -1.3906+07 -4.5535+06 -1.5322+07 
   WATT               -9.2958+06 -9.5544+06 -5.7931+05 -8.9751+06 -2.0703+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.4541+05  2.2538+05  7.6516+04  2.3476+05     0.0    
   J/KG-K              4153.3555  3814.3527  3708.4782  3816.5904     0.0    
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.1129     0.1711    51.9816     0.1610    54.4067 
   KG/CUM                 6.6727    10.1076  1072.5179     9.9003  1013.3570 
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 79 7A 7ADUP 7B 7C                                
 ----------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               79         7A         7ADUP      7B         7C       
 FROM :                  CMPPREP4   SHXRCVRA   RX21       DMY03      DMY04    
 TO   :                  HXPREP8    DMY03      ----       DMY04      SHXRCVRB 
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                 6.0075-04     0.0        0.0        2.0797     2.0800 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0     3.7163-03  3.3808-03 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  1.6903-03     0.0        0.0        0.2493     0.2493 
   SO2                 2.9753-02     0.0        0.0        0.4986     0.4986 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0     6.9719-06  3.4248-04 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        2.0797     2.0797     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0     3.7163-03  3.7163-03     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.2493     0.2493     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.4986     0.4986     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0     6.9719-06  6.9719-06     0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                 1.8748-02     0.0        0.0        0.7345     0.7346 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0     1.3126-03  1.1939-03 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  5.2748-02     0.0        0.0     8.8051-02  8.8040-02 
   SO2                    0.9285     0.0        0.0        0.1761     0.1761 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0     2.4624-06  1.2095-04 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.7345     0.7345     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0     1.3126-03  1.3126-03     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0     8.8051-02  8.8051-02     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.1761     0.1761     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0     2.4624-06  2.4624-06     0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                 1.0823-02     0.0        0.0       37.4661    37.4721 
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.3645     0.3316 
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                  5.4087-02     0.0        0.0        7.9772     7.9772 
   SO2                    1.9061     0.0        0.0       31.9424    31.9424 
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0     5.5820-04  2.7421-02 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 79 7A 7ADUP 7B 7C (CONTINUED)                        
 
 STREAM ID               79         7A         7ADUP      7B         7C       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0       37.4661    37.4661     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.3645     0.3645     0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        7.9772     7.9772     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0       31.9424    31.9424     0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0     5.5820-04  5.5820-04     0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC            3.2044-02     2.8313     2.8313     2.8313     2.8316 
   KG/SEC                 1.9710    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC             8.5103-02   113.4629   113.4629   113.4629   113.3722 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             407.7695   483.4466   483.4466   483.4466   483.4466 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     0.9997 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0     3.4439-04 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.7650+08 -2.2449+08 -2.2449+08 -2.2445+08 -2.2447+08 
   J/KG               -4.4952+06 -8.1749+06 -8.1749+06 -8.1735+06 -8.1750+06 
   WATT               -8.8602+06 -6.3561+08 -6.3561+08 -6.3550+08 -6.3561+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.3610+05 -7549.7124 -7549.7124 -7417.7262  2.1809+05 
   J/KG-K              3838.3498  -274.9227  -274.9227  -270.1164  7942.5517 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM               0.3765  2.4953-02  2.4953-02  2.4953-02  2.4976-02 
   KG/CUM                23.1606     0.6853     0.6853     0.6853     0.6858 
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 7D 7DUP 7E 7F 7G                                 
 ---------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               7D         7DUP       7E         7F         7G       
 FROM :                  RX11       RX10       RX12       RX13       RX14     
 TO   :                  RX12       RX11       RX13       RX14       RX15     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   2.0834     2.0834     2.0834     2.0834     2.0834 
   ZH2SO4              1.5373-06  1.7173-06  1.5847-06  1.9354-06  2.9071-06 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.2493     0.2493     0.2493     0.2493     0.2493 
   ZSO2                   0.4986     0.4986     0.4986     0.4986     0.4986 
   ZSO3                3.7217-03  3.7216-03  3.7217-03  3.7213-03  3.7204-03 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.7349     0.7349     0.7349     0.7349     0.7349 
   ZH2SO4              5.4225-07  6.0575-07  5.5898-07  6.8269-07  1.0254-06 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 8.7935-02  8.7935-02  8.7935-02  8.7935-02  8.7935-02 
   ZSO2                   0.1759     0.1759     0.1759     0.1759     0.1759 
   ZSO3                1.3128-03  1.3127-03  1.3128-03  1.3126-03  1.3123-03 
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 7D 7DUP 7E 7F 7G (CONTINUED)                         
 
 STREAM ID               7D         7DUP       7E         7F         7G       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  37.5330    37.5330    37.5330    37.5330    37.5330 
   ZH2SO4              1.5078-04  1.6843-04  1.5543-04  1.8983-04  2.8513-04 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    7.9772     7.9772     7.9772     7.9772     7.9772 
   ZSO2                  31.9424    31.9424    31.9424    31.9424    31.9424 
   ZSO3                   0.2980     0.2980     0.2980     0.2979     0.2979 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.8350     2.8350     2.8350     2.8350     2.8350 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC              347.2288   370.8057   323.6507   300.0713   276.4900 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K            1473.0000  1573.0000  1373.0000  1273.0000  1173.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -1.8189+08 -1.7708+08 -1.8661+08 -1.9123+08 -1.9577+08 
   J/KG               -6.6321+06 -6.4570+06 -6.8041+06 -6.9729+06 -7.1383+06 
   WATT               -5.1565+08 -5.0204+08 -5.2903+08 -5.4215+08 -5.5501+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            3.9045+04  4.2199+04  3.5728+04  3.2227+04  2.8517+04 
   J/KG-K              1423.6742  1538.6777  1302.7328  1175.0981  1039.8166 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            8.1647-03  7.6455-03  8.7595-03  9.4478-03  1.0254-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.2239     0.2097     0.2402     0.2591     0.2812 
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 7H 7I 7J 7K 7L                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               7H         7I         7J         7K         7L       
 FROM :                  RX15       RX16       RX17       RX18       RX19     
 TO   :                  RX16       RX17       RX18       RX19       RX20     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR      VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   2.0834     2.0834     2.0833     2.0831     2.0819 
   ZH2SO4              5.6471-06  1.5105-05  5.3970-05  2.6312-04  1.4830-03 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.2493     0.2493     0.2493     0.2493     0.2493 
   ZSO2                   0.4986     0.4986     0.4986     0.4986     0.4986 
   ZSO3                3.7176-03  3.7082-03  3.6693-03  3.4602-03  2.2403-03 
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.7349     0.7349     0.7349     0.7349     0.7347 
   ZH2SO4              1.9919-06  5.3280-06  1.9037-05  9.2820-05  5.2337-04 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                 8.7936-02  8.7936-02  8.7937-02  8.7944-02  8.7981-02 
   ZSO2                   0.1759     0.1759     0.1759     0.1759     0.1760 
   ZSO3                1.3113-03  1.3080-03  1.2943-03  1.2206-03  7.9064-04 
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2SO4                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
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 7H 7I 7J 7K 7L (CONTINUED)                           
 
 STREAM ID               7H         7I         7J         7K         7L       
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  37.5329    37.5327    37.5320    37.5283    37.5063 
   ZH2SO4              5.5387-04  1.4815-03  5.2933-03  2.5807-02     0.1455 
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    7.9772     7.9772     7.9772     7.9772     7.9772 
   ZSO2                  31.9424    31.9424    31.9424    31.9424    31.9424 
   ZSO3                   0.2976     0.2969     0.2938     0.2770     0.1794 
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.8350     2.8350     2.8350     2.8347     2.8335 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC              252.9062   229.3185   205.7237   182.1103   158.4289 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K            1073.0000   973.0000   873.0000   773.0000   673.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   LFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.0021+08 -2.0454+08 -2.0877+08 -2.1290+08 -2.1701+08 
   J/KG               -7.3001+06 -7.4581+06 -7.6121+06 -7.7620+06 -7.9087+06 
   WATT               -5.6759+08 -5.7987+08 -5.9185+08 -6.0350+08 -6.1491+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            2.4564+04  2.0325+04  1.5747+04  1.0747+04  5175.5122 
   J/KG-K               895.6710   741.1189   574.1530   391.8169   188.6149 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            1.1210-02  1.2363-02  1.3780-02  1.5566-02  1.7885-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.3074     0.3391     0.3779     0.4269     0.4908 
 AVG MW                  27.4253    27.4254    27.4257    27.4278    27.4396 
304 
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 7M 8 80 81 9
 ------------ 
 STREAM ID 7M 8 80 81 9
 FROM : RX20 SHXRCVRB   HXPREP8    FLPREP6    SCONDENS 
 TO   : RX21 SCONDENS   FLSEP2 ---- SFLDECO 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED   
 PHASE: VAPOR MIXED MIXED LIQUID MIXED  
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC
   H2O 0.0 2.0802  6.0075-04 3.2232 2.0834 
   H2SO4 0.0 3.1428-03 0.0 0.0 6.3831-12 
   H2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   O2 0.0 0.2493  1.6903-03  1.6340-09 0.2493 
   SO2 0.0 0.4986  2.9753-02  2.5321-04 0.4986 
   SO3    0.0 5.8047-04 0.0 0.4983  3.7233-03 
   OH- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   HSO3- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   HSO4- 0.0   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   H3O+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   SO3-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   SO4-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2O 2.0799 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2SO4 3.4529-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZO2  0.2493 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO2 0.4986 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO3 2.7034-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC
   H2O 0.0 0.7346  1.8748-02 0.8660 0.7349 
   H2SO4 0.0 1.1098-03 0.0 0.0 2.2515-12 
   H2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   O2 0.0 8.8033-02  5.2748-02  4.3905-10  8.7935-02 
   SO2 0.0 0.1761 0.9285  6.8035-05 0.1759 
   SO3 0.0 2.0498-04 0.0 0.1339  1.3133-03 
   OH- 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0   
   HSO3- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   HSO4- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   H3O+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
  SO3-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   SO4-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2O 0.7346 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2SO4 1.2194-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZO2 8.8043-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO2 0.1761 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO3 9.5476-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC
   H2O 0.0 37.4764  1.0823-02    58.0663    37.5330 
   H2SO4 0.0 0.3082     0.0 0.0 6.2605-10 
   H2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   O2 0.0 7.9772  5.4087-02  5.2287-08 7.9772 
   SO2 0.0 31.9424 1.9061  1.6222-02    31.9424 
   SO3 0.0 4.6475-02 0.0 39.8994 0.2981 
   OH- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   
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 7M 8 80 81 9 (CONTINUED)                             
 
 STREAM ID               7M         8          80         81         9        
 
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                  37.4708     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.3387     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    7.9772     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                  31.9424     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                2.1645-02     0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               2.8316     2.8319  3.2044-02     3.7218     2.8350 
   KG/SEC                77.7507    77.7507     1.9710    97.9819    77.7507 
   CUM/SEC              134.6999   113.1144  8.7109-03  7.3357-02    84.5855 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             573.0000   482.4466   313.0000   393.0000   370.0000 
   PRES   BAR             1.0000     1.0000    12.0000     1.0000     1.0000 
   VFRAC                  1.0000     0.9994     0.1170     0.0        0.9789 
   LFRAC                  0.0     6.0774-04     0.8830     1.0000  2.1127-02 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.2110+08 -2.2450+08 -3.0005+08 -3.1956+08 -2.2927+08 
   J/KG               -8.0519+06 -8.1768+06 -4.8781+06 -1.2138+07 -8.3597+06 
   WATT               -6.2604+08 -6.3575+08 -9.6149+06 -1.1893+09 -6.4997+08 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K           -1142.4967  2.1796+05  1.4448+05  7.3293+04  2.0577+05 
   J/KG-K               -41.6079  7938.7524  2348.8338  2783.9697  7502.8168 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM            2.1021-02  2.5035-02     3.6786    50.7348  3.3516-02 
   KG/CUM                 0.5772     0.6874   226.2736  1335.6855     0.9192 
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 Q1 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13                               
 ------------------ 
 
 STREAM ID               Q1         Q10        Q11        Q12        Q13      
 FROM :                  RX1        RX10       RX11       RX12       RX13     
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 HEAT     
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 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18                              
 ------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               Q14        Q15        Q16        Q17        Q18      
 FROM :                  RX14       RX15       RX16       RX17       RX18     
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 HEAT     
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 Q19 Q2 Q20 Q21 Q3                                
 ----------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               Q19        Q2         Q20        Q21        Q3       
 FROM :                  RX19       RX2        RX20       RX21       RX3      
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 HEAT     
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 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               Q4         Q5         Q6         Q7         Q8       
 FROM :                  RX4        RX5        RX6        RX7        RX8      
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT       HEAT     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 HEAT     
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 Q9                                               
 -- 
 
 STREAM ID               Q9       
 FROM :                  RX9      
 TO   :                  ----     
 CLASS:                  HEAT     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 HEAT     
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 W1 W10 W11 W2 W3                                 
 ---------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               W1         W10        W11        W2         W3       
 FROM :                  CMPRSEP1   PPREP2     PPREP3     CMPRSEP2   PSEP1    
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  WORK       WORK       WORK       WORK       WORK     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 WORK     
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 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8                                   
 -------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               W4         W5         W6         W7         W8       
 FROM :                  PSEP2      CMPREP1    CMPREP2    PPREP1     CMPPREP3 
 TO   :                  ----       ----       ----       ----       ----     
 CLASS:                  WORK       WORK       WORK       WORK       WORK     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 WORK     
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 W9                                               
 -- 
 
 STREAM ID               W9       
 FROM :                  CMPPREP4 
 TO   :                  ----     
 CLASS:                  WORK     
 
 STREAM ATTRIBUTES: 
 WORK     
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                      FLOWSHEET SECTION (HIERARCHY: ELYZR)                       
 
 CONVERGENCE STATUS SUMMARY               
 -------------------------- 
 
   DESIGN-SPEC SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   DESIGN                                                            CONV 
   SPEC      ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL      VARIABLE   STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -----        ---------    -------      --------   ----  ----- 
   CONDENSR   1.0774       4.0000      0.26936       482.45     #    $OLVER02 
   SDETEMP    9.7394       10.000      0.97394       397.16     #    $OLVER03 
   VAPORIZR  -1.5620       4.0000     -0.39049       590.97     #    $OLVER04 
 
   TEAR STREAM SUMMARY 
   =================== 
 
 
   STREAM    MAXIMUM                   MAXIMUM     VARIABLE             CONV 
   ID        ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     ID             STAT  BLOCK 
   ------    -------      ---------    --------    --------       ----  ----- 
   ELYZR.2   0.82052E-07  0.88657E-07  0.92550     O2 MOLEFLOW      #   CV-1                                                                                      
   38        0.58841E-07  0.56730E-05  0.10372E-01 H2O MOLEFLOW     #   CV-1                                                                                      
   10        0.34062E-07  0.56136E-07  0.60677     H2O MOLEFLOW     #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   FORTRAN TEAR SUMMARY 
   ==================== 
 
 
   TEAR-VAR                                                             CONV 
   VARIABLE  ERROR        TOLERANCE    ERR/TOL     VARIABLE ID     STAT BLOCK 
   --------  -----        ---------    -------     -----------     ---- ----- 
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
   TSET2.TO   0.0000      0.48345E-03   0.0000     BLOCK-VAR        #   
$OLVER01                                                                                  
 
   #  = CONVERGED 
   *  = NOT CONVERGED 
   LB = AT LOWER BOUNDS 
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                     U-O-S BLOCK SECTION (HIERARCHY: ELYZR)                      
 
 BLOCK:  MIX      MODEL: HEATER           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         3           4        
   OUTLET STREAM:         CATH-OUT 
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.543981        0.543981         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            1.82683         1.82683        0.243093E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.127802E+08   -0.945417E+07   -0.260248     
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE                K                       397.155       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE                   BAR                      12.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                        30 




                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    397.16     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  12.000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.33260E+07 




   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.83898E-01     0.0000        0.83898E-01     0.0000     
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 BLOCK:  REACT    MODEL: RSTOIC           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAMS:         1           ANOL-IN  
   OUTLET STREAM:         2        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
 
     *********************************************************************** 
     *                                                                     * 
     *     BLOCK IS IN MASS IMBALANCE                                      * 
     *                                                                     * 
     *********************************************************************** 
 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                              IN          OUT       GENERATION   RELATIVE DIFF. 
   TOTAL BALANCE 
   MOLE(KMOL/SEC)         5.98725       5.98725     -0.498342     -0.832336E-01 
   MASS(KG/SEC  )         166.473       166.473                    0.133982E-06 
   ENTHALPY(WATT    )   -0.172006E+10 -0.169836E+10               -0.126135E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
   STOICHIOMETRY MATRIX: 
 
    REACTION #   1: 
     SUBSTREAM MIXED   : 
     H2O       -2.00    H2SO4      1.00    H2         1.00    SO2       -1.00     
 
 
   REACTION CONVERSION SPECS: NUMBER=    1 
     REACTION #   1: 





   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE K                                 313.000       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    BAR                                 1.00000     
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
   SIMULTANEOUS REACTIONS 
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 BLOCK:  REACT    MODEL: RSTOIC (CONTINUED)           
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
   OUTLET TEMPERATURE    K                                    313.00     
   OUTLET PRESSURE       BAR                                  1.0000     
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.21696E+08 




   REACTION EXTENTS: 
 
      REACTION          REACTION 
      NUMBER            EXTENT   
                        KMOL/SEC         
      1                 0.49834     
 
   V-L PHASE EQUILIBRIUM :  
 
      COMP              F(I)           X(I)           Y(I)           K(I)       
      H2O              0.69387        0.88650        0.39369E-01    0.44409E-01 
      H2SO4            0.35378E-14     0.0000        0.15558E-13     0.0000     
      H2               0.83234E-01    0.59476E-05    0.36602         61541.     
      O2               0.14808E-01    0.14707E-05    0.65115E-01     44276.     
      SO2              0.12485        0.57577E-02    0.52950         91.963     
      SO3              0.83234E-01    0.10773        0.84159E-20    0.78120E-19 
 
 BLOCK:  SPLIT1   MODEL: FSPLIT           
 ------------------------------ 
   INLET STREAM:          CATH-IN  
   OUTLET STREAMS:        1           4        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)           0.543981        0.543981         0.00000     
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            9.80000         9.80000        0.181261E-15 
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 BLOCK:  SPLIT1   MODEL: FSPLIT (CONTINUED)           
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
    TOTAL CO2E PRODUCTION         0.00000      KG/SEC           
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
  KEY=  1   SUBSTREAM NO.=  1  CPT.= H2O      
 
  MOLE-FLOW  (KMOL/SEC)            STRM=1        FLOW=         0.49834     KEY= 
1 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
  STREAM= 1              SPLIT=          0.91610     KEY=  1    STREAM-ORDER=   
1 
          4                              0.083898          0                    
2 
 
 BLOCK:  SPLIT2   MODEL: SEP2             
 ---------------------------- 
   INLET STREAM:          2        
   OUTLET STREAMS:        ANOL-OUT    3        
   PROPERTY OPTION SET:   OLI                                                    
   CHEMISTRY ID:          HYS-OLI  - APPARENT COMPONENTS 
 
                      ***  MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE  *** 
                                    IN              OUT        RELATIVE DIFF. 
    TOTAL BALANCE 
       MOLE(KMOL/SEC)            5.98725         5.98725        0.156066E-10 
       MASS(KG/SEC  )            166.473         166.473        0.170729E-15 
       ENTHALPY(WATT    )      -0.169836E+10   -0.166569E+10   -0.192404E-01 
 
                      ***  CO2 EQUIVALENT SUMMARY *** 
    FEED STREAMS CO2E             0.00000      KG/SEC           
    PRODUCT STREAMS CO2E          0.00000      KG/SEC           
    NET STREAMS CO2E PRODUCTION   0.00000      KG/SEC           
    UTILITIES CO2E PRODUCTION     0.00000      KG/SEC           
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 BLOCK:  SPLIT2   MODEL: SEP2 (CONTINUED)             
 
 
                          ***  INPUT DATA  *** 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM ANOL-OUT 
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE K                                 397.155       
   SPECIFIED PRESSURE    BAR                                12.0000      
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
   FLASH SPECS FOR STREAM 3        
   TWO    PHASE  TP  FLASH 
   PRESSURE DROP         BAR                                 0.0         
   MAXIMUM NO. ITERATIONS                                   30 
   CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE                                     0.100000-07 
 
 
                           ***  RESULTS  *** 
 
   HEAT DUTY             WATT                                0.32677E+08 
 
  STREAM=   ANOL-OUT   SUBSTREAM= MIXED    
     COMPONENT = H2O       SPLIT FRACTION =          1.00000     
     COMPONENT = H2SO4     SPLIT FRACTION =          1.00000     
     COMPONENT = O2        SPLIT FRACTION =          1.00000     
     COMPONENT = SO2       SPLIT FRACTION =          1.00000     
     COMPONENT = SO3       SPLIT FRACTION =          1.00000     
 
  STREAM=   3          SUBSTREAM= MIXED    
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                       STREAM SECTION (HIERARCHY: ELYZR)                         
 
 1 2 3 4 ANOL-IN                                  
 --------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               1          2          3          4          ANOL-IN  
 FROM :                  SPLIT1     REACT      SPLIT2     SPLIT1     $C-1     
 TO   :                  REACT      SPLIT2     MIX        MIX        REACT    
 
 
 MAX CONV. ERROR:         0.0    -9.2550-07     0.0        0.0        0.0    
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  LIQUID     MIXED      VAPOR      LIQUID     MIXED   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    0.4983     4.1544     0.0     4.5639-02     4.1544 
   H2SO4                  0.0     2.1182-14     0.0        0.0     4.4540-26 
   H2                     0.0        0.4983     0.4983     0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     8.8657-02     0.0        0.0     8.8657-02 
   SO2                    0.0        0.7475     0.0        0.0        1.2459 
   SO3                    0.0        0.4983     0.0        0.0     4.2247-07 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    1.0000     0.6939     0.0        1.0000     0.7569 
   H2SO4                  0.0     3.5378-15     0.0        0.0     8.1145-27 
   H2                     0.0     8.3234-02     1.0000     0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0     1.4808-02     0.0        0.0     1.6152-02 
   SO2                    0.0        0.1249     0.0        0.0        0.2270 
   SO3                    0.0     8.3234-02     0.0        0.0     7.6967-08 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                    8.9778    74.8429     0.0        0.8222    74.8429 
   H2SO4                  0.0     2.0775-12     0.0        0.0     4.3684-24 
   H2                     0.0        1.0046     1.0046     0.0        0.0    
   O2                     0.0        2.8369     0.0        0.0        2.8369 
   SO2                    0.0       47.8892     0.0        0.0       79.8154 
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 1 2 3 4 ANOL-IN (CONTINUED)                          
 
 STREAM ID               1          2          3          4          ANOL-IN  
 
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 TOTAL FLOW:      
   KMOL/SEC               0.4983     5.9873     0.4983  4.5639-02     5.4889 
   KG/SEC                 8.9778   166.4730     1.0046     0.8222   157.4953 
   CUM/SEC             9.0506-03    35.3835    12.9782  8.2887-04     0.4847 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K             315.0421   313.0000   313.0000   315.0421   313.0000 
   PRES   BAR            12.0000     1.0000     1.0000    12.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC                  0.0        0.2274     1.0000     0.0     3.2492-02 
   LFRAC                  1.0000     0.7726     0.0        1.0000     0.9675 
   SFRAC                  0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0    
 ENTHALPY:        
   J/KMOL             -2.8473+08 -2.8366+08  4.3071+05 -2.8473+08 -2.8752+08 
   J/KG               -1.5805+07 -1.0202+07  2.1365+05 -1.5805+07 -1.0020+07 
   WATT               -1.4189+08 -1.6984+09  2.1464+05 -1.2995+07 -1.5782+09 
 ENTROPY:         
   J/KMOL-K            7.3961+04  9.2131+04  1.3217+05  7.3961+04  3.6315+09 
   J/KG-K              4105.4296  3313.5063  6.5563+04  4105.4296  1.2656+08 
 DENSITY:         
   KMOL/CUM              55.0616     0.1692  3.8398-02    55.0616    11.3237 
   KG/CUM               991.9540     4.7048  7.7409-02   991.9540   324.9162 
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 ANOL-OUT CATH-IN CATH-OUT                        
 ------------------------- 
 
 STREAM ID               ANOL-OUT   CATH-IN    CATH-OUT 
 FROM :                  SPLIT2     $C-2       MIX      
 TO   :                  $C-3       SPLIT1     $C-4     
 
 SUBSTREAM: MIXED    
 PHASE:                  MIXED      LIQUID     VAPOR   
 COMPONENTS: KMOL/SEC         
   H2O                    4.1544     0.5440  4.5639-02 
   H2SO4               9.3460-11     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.4983 
   O2                  8.8657-02     0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.7475     0.0        0.0    
   SO3                    0.4983     0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: MOLE FRAC        
   H2O                    0.7569     1.0000  8.3898-02 
   H2SO4               1.7027-11     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        0.9161 
   O2                  1.6152-02     0.0        0.0    
   SO2                    0.1362     0.0        0.0    
   SO3                 9.0791-02     0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO4-                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   H3O+                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO3-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   SO4-2                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2O                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2SO4                 0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZH2                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZO2                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO2                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
   ZSO3                   0.0        0.0        0.0    
 COMPONENTS: KG/SEC           
   H2O                   74.8429     9.8000     0.8222 
   H2SO4               9.1665-09     0.0        0.0    
   H2                     0.0        0.0        1.0046 
   O2                     2.8369     0.0        0.0    
   SO2                   47.8892     0.0        0.0    
   SO3                   39.8994     0.0        0.0    
   OH-                    0.0        0.0        0.0    
   HSO3-                  0.0        0.0        0.0    
323 
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 ANOL-OUT CATH-IN CATH-OUT (CONTINUED)
 STREAM ID ANOL-OUT   CATH-IN    CATH-OUT 
   HSO4- 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   H3O+ 0.0 0.0  0.0   
   SO3-2 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   SO4-2 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2O 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2SO4 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZH2 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZO2 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO2 0.0 0.0 0.0   
   ZSO3 0.0 0.0 0.0   
 TOTAL FLOW:
   KMOL/SEC 5.4889 0.5440     0.5440 
   KG/SEC 165.4684 9.8000 1.8268 
   CUM/SEC 2.2884  9.8795-03 1.5050 
 STATE VARIABLES: 
   TEMP   K 397.1554   315.0421   397.1554 
   PRES   BAR 12.0000    12.0000    12.0000 
   VFRAC 0.1554 0.0 1.0000 
   LFRAC 0.8446 1.0000 0.0   
   SFRAC 0.0 0.0 0.0   
 ENTHALPY:
   J/KMOL -3.0350+08 -2.8473+08 -1.7380+07 
   J/KG -1.0068+07 -1.5805+07 -5.1752+06 
   WATT -1.6659+09 -1.5489+08 -9.4542+06 
 ENTROPY:
   J/KMOL-K 1.0202+05  7.3961+04  1.2340+05 
   J/KG-K 3384.1703  4105.4296  3.6745+04 
 DENSITY:
   KMOL/CUM 2.3986    55.0616 0.3614 
   KG/CUM 72.3079   991.9540 1.2138 
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                             PROBLEM STATUS SECTION                              
 




 *                                                                          * 
 * Calculations were completed with warnings                                * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * The following Unit Operation blocks were                                 * 
 * completed with warnings:                                                 * 
 *   ELYZR.REACT  PPREP1    PSEP1                                           * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Transfer blocks were completed normally                              * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All streams were flashed normally                                        * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Convergence blocks were completed normally                           * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * The following Sensitivity blocks were                                    * 
 * completed with warnings:                                                 * 
 *   S-2                                                                    * 
 *                                                                          * 
 * All Calculator blocks were completed normally                            * 
 *                                                                          * 
 **************************************************************************** 
 
